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33))  SSuummmmaarryy  

This project focused on allowing a group of seekers to travel together towards 
a common direction in order to reach a group of settlers in a map defined as 
Swarm-World. The techniques applicable were those in Swarm Intelligence 
(where collective behaviour of multiple agents produced emergent patterns 
mimicking those of real life biological creatures such as flocks of birds).  The 
objectives did not require the seekers to detect collision with objects or with 
themselves, nor was it required to take a shortest route from one point to the 
other.  The main concepts of this project were to show an element of 
intelligent and collective behaviour between seekers in reaching the settlers.  
This project has also shown how various real life scenarios could benefit from 
the solutions provided.  
 
Some of the techniques in Swarm Intelligence were studied and analysed.  
Explanations describing how such techniques were possible, in achieving the 
objectives were given (including Figures).  After identifying the techniques 
available, and how they would be implemented, comparisons were made in 
order to derive the ideal technique to use for the particular circumstance.  
Particle Swarm Optimisation was the ideal technique and has been used as an 
approach in reaching a solution to the objectives.  Reasons were given for the 
choice made.  A prototype model was created with the intention of showing 
how the seekers travelled towards the settlers.   
 
Another objective was that once the seekers were near the settlers, they 
scattered, such that each settler was attended to by at least one seeker.  
“Attend to” had various meanings depending on the context of the model 
where it was to be implemented.  For example, a number of doctors might 
scatter to attend to a multitude of injured people in an accident between two 
trains.  Once the seekers arrived near the settlers, various techniques were 
considered for scattering.  An attempt to use Swarm Intelligence itself was also 
considered.  However, further study conducted, has shown, that since each 
seeker knew the location of the settlers (because they had arrived near them); 
they could have just travelled towards the settlers.  The only process needed 
was to delegate the settlers among the seekers evenly. This ensured that not 
only all seekers were attended to, but also, that the attention provided was 
dispersed equally amongst the seekers.  
 
Apart from showing how it was possible to reach the main objectives, this 
project also has shown how different techniques were also capable in reaching 
those objectives.  A small program model has been implemented with the 
intention of showing the actuality of the results discussed.   
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44))  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

44..11..  TTeerrmmss  ooff  RReeffeerreennccee  

aa..  QQuueessttiioonnss  aannsswweerreedd  iinn  tthhiiss  rreeppoorrtt  

This project is mainly divided in two objectives.  As described in the Project 
Description Form [Appendix A]: “A group of units; ‘A’, travels proximately in a 
common direction to seek a limitedly dispersed group of units; ‘B’.”  
 
The second of the objectives, is described in the Project Description Form 
[Appendix A] as: “Upon locating ‘B’, ‘A’ will scatter to attend simultaneously, to 
each unit in group ‘B’”.  
 
Being static and non mobile, units in group ‘B’ were referred to as settlers 
[Appendix B: Settlers].  Complimenting to this, units in group ‘A’ also have been 
given a title; seekers – because they were the ones that had to do the thinking.  In 
order for the objectives to be reached, the seekers had to find where the settlers 
were.  They also had to scatter in order to attend to them.  In the context of this 
project, “attend to them” only meant that the settlers had to be assigned to 
seekers and that these seekers had to travel near their assigned or delegated 
settlers.   
 
The main questioning on the first objective was related to how any group of units 
travel close to each other and in a common direction.  What communication 
protocol can be derived in order for the units to travel that way (if any)?  Apart 
from that, how are the settlers detected, when the seekers were close by?   
 
For the purposes of this report, no shortest path was required and no obstacles 
were present.  Although consequently achieved, searching the settlers was not the 
basis of this project.  Ensuring however that the seekers travelled together, 
following some structured behaviour using Swarm Intelligence, is important.   The 
number of seekers was always larger, or equal to the number of settlers.  This was 
because the objectives have been defined such that the seekers were to scatter to 
attend to the settlers.  To perform this action, there had to be at least the same 
number of seekers as there were settlers.  The seekers were to travel until one of 
the settlers was seen.  At that stage, all the seekers were to stop and start 
tackling the second objective.  
 
After halting, the seekers’ objectives were to identify the locations of all settlers 
and agree on delegation.  Each settler was to be attended by at least one seeker.  
After delegation was complete, the seekers were to simultaneously scatter, such 
that no settler would be left unattended.   
 
Thus the questions answered in this report were identified as: 
 
1: How can Swarm Intelligence apply to units travelling proximately in one 
common direction? How can seekers detect settlers close by? 
 
2: How will the seekers agree to scatter and how can the process be carried out? 
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bb..  DDeelliivveerraabblleess  

This project had consisted of a literature survey showing valid information sources, 
why they were valid and how they were used.  Complimenting that, an 
experimental design with results achieved was used to show how a solution was 
derived.   
 
The project also required a demonstration derived from an experimental design in 
order to prove what has been mentioned.  The demonstration had to be able to 
show seekers which travelled within a rectangular area called The Swarm-World 
[Appendix B: Swarm-World].  These seekers were to seek the settlers.  At that 
point, the seekers would stop and apply together a scatter strategy that allowed 
them to attend simultaneously to each of the settlers. 
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55))  MMeetthhooddss  

55..11..  CCoonndduuccttiioonn  ooff  aa  LLiitteerraattuurree  SSuurrvveeyy  

An introductory note about the literature survey for this project: This has been 
conducted in cycles of four phases (Search Definition, Search Execution, Evaluation and 
Review) as described in [4], and also in [2].  

55..22..  SSeeaarrcchh  DDeeffiinniittiioonn  

The objective was to find a way to tackle the problem area, using Swarm 
Intelligence (if that was possible).  At this stage, knowledge about Swarm 
Intelligence was next to none, so the first step was to gather basic information 
about the subject.   
 
The following search engines were considered in order to find hard copy literature 
whenever necessary: www.amazon.com, www.barnesandnoble.com and 
http://books.google.com.  Internet searches were also used in the quest for 
information extraction and the following search engines were amongst the most 
considered: www.google.com, www.altavista.com and www.yahoo.com. 
Acquisition of additional hard copy resources from the library at The University of 
Malta was also considered.     
 
The following keywords were some of the initial key searches applied during the 
initial search: 
 

• Swarm Intelligence 

• Swarm Artificial Intelligence 

• Swarm AI 

• Swarm Intelligence Introduction 

• Swarm Intelligence Techniques 
 
New terms encountered were susceptible to additional search, however, each 
reference documented at [Bibliography] was filled in with detail, including the 
search engine used and search keywords.   
 
As more was learnt about the techniques in Swarm Intelligence, a spider diagram 
[Appendix B: Spider Diagram] showing the current knowledge domain, was 
produced [Figure 34].  These techniques have been identified as Ant Colony 
Optimisation [Appendix B: Ant Colony Optimisation], Particle Swarm Optimisation 
[Appendix B: Particle Swarm Optimisation] and Stochastic Diffusion Search 
[Appendix B: Stochastic Diffusion Search].   
 
The next main focus was to learn about the purpose of each of the techniques.  
These had to be analysed in order to establish comparison facts and determine how 
each was able to contribute to the project.  In order to gather such knowledge, 
information search was conducted using specific keywords such as “Ant Colony 
Optimisation”, “Particle Swarm Optimisation” and also “Stochastic Diffusion 
search” on the World Wide Web.   
 
Good information about Particle Swarm Optimisation was already available from 
previous searches [14].  Of the most common books encountered during both 
literary searches as well as during information search, was [9] which proved very 
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useful in explaining the details of Particle Swarm Optimisation.  As new keywords 
emerged and the knowledge about Swarm Intelligence began to expand, more 
varied searches were applicable.  Each Internet reference in [Bibliography] was 
therefore filled in with information as to how that reference was found.     
 
Each of the three techniques was briefly studied and analysed.  A further study 
was applied in order to determine how each of the techniques could have been 
applied to this project.  This study was conducted via internet sources as noted in 
the Literature Review.  
 
It was learnt that in Ant Colony Optimisation, ants travelled randomly until a 
target (food source) was found.  The ants then travelled back to their nests with 
food, leaving a trail behind them for other ants to follow in order to find the 
common target.  [4.5. Literature Review Page 16 Par. 3] describes how this 
technique was cultivated in order to support the situation in this project.  
 
Stochastic Diffusion Search also played its part in that the seekers took random 
hypothesis on a part of Swarm-World.  If that random hypothesis was correct (a 
settler was sighted at an expected location), then that seeker remained there.  
Other seekers that have not found a correct hypothesis had to ask one (only one) 
colleague whether a correct hypothesis was found.  Effectively, the end result was 
that seekers gathered together towards the settlers.  There is a referenced 
description in [4.5. Literature Review Page 18 Par. 5] showing how this technique 
could have been applied.  Alas, this did not satisfy the requirements fully as the 
seekers were not travelling together in a common direction.  There was no 
identified method of cultivating this technique to abide by the objectives and 
therefore, study proceeded without Stochastic Diffusion Search.  [4.5. Literature 
Review Page 18 Par. 5] describes in more depth how this decision was taken and 
why.  
 
Of the three techniques, Particle Swarm Optimisation was identified as the closest 
and most feasible technique because it was described as a number optimisation 
technique for different dimensions [9].  In the context of this project, the book 
explained how a seeker was able to communicate with another fittest seeker in 
order to identify the next direction to take (taking into consideration past 
experience).  [4.5. Literature Review Page 17 Par. 1] shows how this technique 
fitted well for this project.  
 
From the previous study obtained from [14], explanations of Particle Swarm 
Optimisation were not enough.  More concrete and detailed information was 
needed.  This was a time where the text book was used.   
 
As learning proceeded, work started on an experimental program (as shown in 
[4.6a An initial design… and 4.6b Evolution]).  The intention of this program was to 
show how the seekers travelled towards the settlers.  This was the first part of the 
project.  The second part involved scattering the seekers.   
 
The experiment was designed such that each seeker knew its current location.  
The intention was that as one seeker was able to ‘see’ a settler, it would 
automatically identify the locations of all the other settlers.  This meant that for 
scattering, the seekers simply needed to travel towards their delegated target.  
Although this was identified as a simple solution, some initial research on 
scattering was also considered.  Initial searches were applied with keywords such 
as “scattering techniques”, but not much information was retrieved by using these 
types of keywords.  It was known that swarms “converge” towards the fittest in 
order to reach their target.  Basing thoughts on this principle, keywords such as 
“Swarm Divergence” were used with better results.   
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At this stage, it was expected that any information needed for the implementation 
of the project was available from either one of the web sites referenced or from 
the text book mentioned above ([9]).  

55..33..  SSeeaarrcchh  EExxeeccuuttiioonn  

The first source of information was in [26].  This was one of the most frequently 
hit link, when using most search engines (some of which were described in [4.2 
Search Definition]).   
 
A symposium [Appendix B: Symposium] specifically dedicated to Swarm 
Intelligence was also located at [10].  This revealed more information about 
people who have a say in the subject.   
 
Additionally some key books have been identified in [13], [22], [17], as well as in 
[11].  
 
Sometimes, searches presented a particular technique in Swarm Intelligence such 
as [14] (Focusing on Particle Swarm Optimisation).   
 
More general information was found at [27] and [19].  This information was used in 
order to gather more knowledge on the basics of Swarm Intelligence.  [20] also 
provided its part by making available to the public some course notes.  
 
In a search for more detail on the techniques that existed, [6] provided historic 
and also recent information on Ant Colony Optimisation [Appendix B: Ant Colony 
Optimisation].   Further information about life and ants in general was found at 
[25], which provided a reference to [18].  An article in this journal was published 
for the University of Sheffield titled “Trail geometry gives polarity to ant foraging 
networks”.  This article was located by searching for “Trail geometry gives 
polarity to ant foraging networks” (enclosed in inverted commas) within [18]. 
 
A lot of information about Particle Swarm Optimisation [Appendix B: Particle 
Swarm Optimisation] was extracted from [9] and from [13 and 14].  [9] has a whole 
chapter dedicated to Particle Swarms.   
 
Some valid information about Stochastic Diffusion Search [Appendix B: Stochastic 
Diffusion Search] was found in [24].  Here, one can also find a demonstration of 
SDS [Appendix B: SDS] applied in text search.  Particularly, a student of this 
university based his thesis on the foundations of SDS [5].  Additionally, a good 
description of SDS was also found in [1].  
 
A frequently sited book was the book by Mr. Eberhart himself [9].  This book 
earned a new customer because it explained clearly and in depth certain 
principles of Swarm Intelligence.  Apart from the very detailed and informative 
introduction about Swarm Intelligence and Artificial Life, one of the chapters was 
titled “The Particle Swarm”.  This chapter provided a lot of insights into Particle 
Swarm Optimisation and core concepts of the solution to this project were 
obtained from there.   
 
Once an experiment showing the application of a particle swarm was completed, 
work proceeded on identifying scatter techniques.  One of the techniques which 
provided some insight was at [16].  Although this technique was not used for this 
project, it gave rise to several ideas which have been considered for the 
implementation.  Finally however, a decision was taken to implement a very 
simple scattering algorithm.  This was decided because once the settlers were 
identified; the seekers would have already gained knowledge of all the locations 
where the settlers were.   
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55..44..  CCrriittiiccaall  EEvvaalluuaattiioonn  

Some references and access to agent modelling tools for studying Swarm 
Intelligence were obtained from [26].  A list of researchers also listed reputable 
authors who have authored widely known titles (of which the tables of contents 
have been checked).  In this context, “widely known” meant that the books 
authored have been ‘first page results’ in search engines defined in [4.2 Search 
Definition].  These books have also been referred to from external web sites, as 
seen in [4.3 Search Execution]. Listed authors have also worked closely with other 
students to complete successfully other publications [23].  This promoted further 
the reliability of information source from such authors.  
 
Although [26] has provided some good solutions and links, there was some concern 
about the information provided.  Although the information was correct, one would 
be able to argue that this web site was and is maintained by anybody – rendering it 
prone to possible mistakes, misunderstandings and frequent changes.  Therefore 
information from this website was not taken at face value.  However, the links 
provided, were used attentively for the benefit of information extraction.   
 
By this time, well-known “artists” of the Swarm Intelligence arena were beginning 
to be identified.  One cannot help notice that key names were appearing 
frequently as book authors, professors, Steering Committee leaders etc… In some 
cases, such key persons were common in more than one or two of the scenes.  For 
these reasons, sources obtained from such people were highly regarded.  
 
The IEEE Swarm Intelligence Symposium, steered by Mr. Eberhart, Russell et al, 
presented an introduction to Swarm Intelligence [11] as well as some valid 
presentations (from well reputed candidates in Swarm Intelligence).  
Coincidentally, one of the most well known books of Swarm Intelligence was that 
authored by Mr. James Kennedy and Mr. Russell C.  Eberhart.  This book was 
acquired to achieve a greater insight into the subject.  Without any doubt, the 
information noted in this book proved very useful and thus any source of 
information from said authors was considered valuable.  
 
One of the techniques/models seen in Swarm Intelligence was Particle Swarm 
Optimisation (PSO) [Appendix B: PSO]. Dr. Hu, who was involved in PSO, has also 
worked closely with Mr. Russell Eberhart on several publications. Some can be 
downloaded from the “About Author” section of his website [14].  Apart from 
having worked closely with Mr. Eberhart, Mr. Hu also is a member of the 
Organizing Committee of the IEEE Swarm Intelligence Symposium.  As a result, his 
publications were seriously considered as well.  
 
 [6] showed a new implementation based on ant behaviour.  This technique was 
originated by Mr. Marco Dorigo (et. al) in a thesis titled “Ant System”.  The 
reference contained access to general information about Ant Colony Optimisation 
[Appendix B: Ant Colony Optimisation] and provides a guide on which articles 
should be read (depending on the circumstances).  This site was particularly 
valued because it was authored by the same person who brought the idea of Ant 
Colony Optimisation and because it was easy to find what was needed.  Additional 
information was desired, and this was found from a narrative in [25].  The 
information obtained, was by The Department of Computer Science in Sheffield 
University and it was valued because it was a study, assisted by a graduated 
Computer Science Professor.  Someone from Animal and Plant Sciences also gave 
biological information input.  Effectively, the study (or parts of it) was published 
in a journal available against a fee via [15].  However, for this project, this article 
was not needed.  Eventually, its need diminished in favour of choosing an 
alternate technique [4.5. Literature Review Page 19 Par 1.].  
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Most information about Stochastic Diffusion Search (SDS) [Appendix B: Stochastic 
Diffusion Search] was sourced from [24].   Mr M. Bishop; being the person who 
introduced SDS, also has been deeply involved both on his own publications [1], as 
well as with other people’s publications such as [5].  Being published in the 
University of Reading’s Website, such publications showed that they were of a 
certain level of success and academic achievement.  Such publications were thus 
also considered trustworthy.  
 
The informative text in [9] Chapter 7 was clearly evaluated as valuable since the 
author of the book was the founder of such techniques.  Information from this text 
book was extracted in order to learn how a particle swarm operates.  In an 
experiment [4.6 Experimental Design - An Introduction], particle swarm 
optimisation demonstrated how suitable it was for the objectives of this project.  
Although one main use of Particle Swarm Optimisation was to optimise numerical 
information (much like a neural network), this technique demonstrated how 
multiple numbers can be within multiple sets which were synonymous to multiple 
dimensions.   
 
For the experiment, information from [16] was considered because a workable 
example showed how particles were scattering toward their appropriate location.  
In [16], the author showed how a number of particles were attracted towards a 
particular border forming a Mandelbrot set [Appendix B: Mandelbrot Set].  The 
information proved valid because a working example was provided.   
 
Similarly, any agent modelling tools and demonstrations were only used if these 
proved that they worked.  

55..55..  LLiitteerraattuurree  RReevviieeww  

The main problems tackled by this project were possible in a multitude of real life 
scenarios, simulations as well as in computer games [Appendix A - Project 
Description Form].  Some of these have been identified in [5.3. The objectives put 
into practice].   
 
[3.1. Terms of Reference] defined a set of objectives; the first of which was, how 
a number of seekers could travel together towards another number of settlers 
whose location was unknown.   
 
Swarm Intelligence was an appealing choice for this situation since as mentioned in 
[10]; “Swarm Intelligence (SI) is a computational intelligence technique involving 
the study of collective behaviour in decentralized systems.”  This meant that to 
apply a Swarm Intelligence Solution to the problem, the seekers (See [Appendix A - 
Project Description Form]) needed to maintain a certain degree of collective 
behaviour [Appendix B: Collective Behaviour].  This was true, as described in [3.1. 
Terms of Reference].   
 
[20] continued to add; “a new computational and behavioural metaphor for 
solving distributed problems; it is based on the principles underlying the 
behaviour of natural systems consisting of many agents, such as ant colonies and 
bird flocks.”   True to the nature of this project, there were multiple seekers 
(acting as agents [Appendix B: Agents]).  However, in this case, there were no 
distributed problems.  The only problem to solve was to reach a destination at the 
vicinity of the settlers.  Notwithstanding the slight difference, was it possible for 
the problem to be split into a distribution of problems?  If each seeker were to be 
given a target settler instantly, then all seekers would be able seek out their 
respective settlers.  But then, there was a problem because the synchrony of a 
group of seekers was being lost.  The effect of synchronously attending to the 
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settlers might not be present, as some seekers could have arrived much earlier 
than other seekers.  Another issue was that the principle of a Swarm Intelligence 
technique would also have been lost because each seeker would have acted on its 
own, with a mission of finding its own settler – without considering other seekers 
within the same team.   
 
Not having multiple distributed problems, did not mean that Swarm Intelligence 
was not applicable.  This was true especially, in the instance where a flock of birds 
were migrating together towards one common location.   
 
One of the implementations of Swarm Intelligence focused on Ant Behaviour.  
“Real ants are capable of finding shortest path from a food source to the nest 
(Beckers, Deneubourg and Goss, 1992; Goss, Aron, Deneubourg and Pasteels, 1989) 
without using visual cues (Hölldobler and Wilson, 1990). Also, they are capable of 
adapting to changes in the environment, for example finding a new shortest path 
once the old one is no longer feasible due to a new obstacle (Beckers, Deneubourg 
and Goss, 1992; Goss, Aron, Deneubourg and Pasteels, 1989).” [7].  [7] also 
mentioned how ants deposit and follow pheromone trails [Appendix B: Pheromone 
Trails] in order to maintain a path they take.  There was mentioned that ants, 
prefer stronger pheromone trails than weaker ones and effectively, when there 
was no trail, they decided on a random direction to take.  A paper by Mr. Dorigo, 
Gianni Di Caro and Luca M. Gambardella; [8], extended with the information by 
mentioning that ants “smell” the pheromone in order to follow the right path.  
The paper mentioned that ants deposit pheromone, both towards a foraging area 
[Appendix B: Foraging Area] as well as towards their nest.  There was however 
quoted in [25]: "We found that it isn’t the pheromones themselves that determine 
direction but the angles that they are laid in. The trails are laid at 60 degree 
angles across the whole network. This means that the ants can tell which way 
they are going along any trail in the network.”  This brought forward some 
misleading thoughts on how ants were able to smell a trail of pheromone and 
determine which direction they were heading.   
 
Another striking question was: “What would happen if there were many 
pheromone ‘layers’?  How would the ants know the direction to take?”   
 
Quoted also from [25]: 
 "the ants left three different pheromones, one after the other, so that the ants 
could distinguish direction by the order of the pheromones in the trail. This 
solution is extremely complex with thousands of ants leaving pheromone the 
trails would become blurred eventually resembling a piece of paper with three 
words written on top of each other thousands of times. 
  
The actual mechanism is remarkably simple and demonstrates that sometimes the 
best solutions are the simplest."   
 
Until now, what has been learnt was how ants can deposit a pheromone trail for 
other ants to follow and how ants prefer a stronger trail.  Also, ants return quicker 
to the nest when there was a short route to take (thus the accumulation of more 
pheromone).  This would convince even more ants to take this route; 
strengthening the pheromone even more [Figure 1].  A noted point: If the closest 
food source was depleted by the ants, possibly, other pheromone trails to more 
distant food sources could have evaporated as no ant was strengthening them.  
This was the cause for the ants to “panic” into seeking more food, when the 
source finished.  The outcome of this was that the ants spread out in search for 
another food store.  
 
“Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimisation 
technique developed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy in 1995, inspired by social 
behaviour of bird flocking or fish schooling.” [14].  
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For a definition of “stochastic”, look in [Appendix B: Stochastic].  This was 
understood to mean that some form of randomness had to be applied to this 
approach.  This was a bit unclear as there was no recognition as to how bird 
flocking or fish schooling could have inspired randomness.   
 
Page 288 of [9] mentioned that everyone judges himself by comparing with others.  
Humans use this judgement as a motivation to improve, by imitating other humans 
who are more correct.  [9] focused that human imitation is not only based on 
behavioural aspects, however, we (as humans) would want to realise an action’s 
purpose before performing it.  This very well compared with technology as [14] 
explained how each particle [Appendix B: Particle] had a best fitness [Appendix B: 
Fitness] value.  This determined how close said particle was, to an optimum 
solution.  [14] then continued to mention that each particle strived to get the best 
fitness value by comparing its values to its neighbours.   
 
[14] described three fitness values used for comparison of a particle: “the best 
solution (fitness) it has achieved so far” (pbest), “the best value, obtained so far 
by any particle in the neighbours” (lbest) [Appendix B: lbest], and “when a 
particle takes all the population as its topological neighbours, the best value is a 
global best” (gbest) [Appendix B: gbest].   
 
With slight differences, [9] page 290, explained: “Individuals can be connected to 
one another according to a great number of schemes” and there was mentioned 
that Particle Swarm Optimisation used one of two socio-metric principles.  The 
book explained how gbest connects all members of a population to one another so 
that each member is influenced by the best performer of the entire population.  It 
continued that lbest considered a neighbourhood of k members, for each 
individual to use when comparing to its fitness.  Although the book did not 
mention pbest, it didn’t really have to since pbest represented the best fitness for 
the concerned particle and this had already been mentioned.  
 
Conceptually, when adopting the gbest scheme, one would notice that all the 
particles converge towards one central most fit particle instantly.  However, when 
adopting the lbest scheme, one might notice that several flocks are formed and it 
would take a while until there is a formation of one big flock.  This was 
particularly noticed in the “Net Logo” agent modelling tool [Figures 35 and 
36][28].  The reason for this was because initially, all particles would be travelling 
in random directions.  Particles next to each other formed neighbourhoods and a 
fittest neighbour attracted the others.  At that same point, another set of 
particles travelling at a remote location formed their own flock.  It took some time 
until the two flocks met together to form one larger flock.  The concept behind 
gbest was quicker convergence, since all the particles centralised direction on the 
same fittest particle immediately.   
 
Contrasting this information to flocks of birds (or schools of fish), one would 
understand that if a sole bird was travelling and encountered a flock which was 
travelling in one direction, then the bird considered the neighbouring bird which 
was part of a flock, as being on a better path.  Thus the sole bird tried to follow 
the neighbouring birds.  [Figures 2 and 3] 
 
Some remaining questions still incited curiosity.  How were the members of a flock 
able to “see” their environment?  Was there a means by which any of them was 
able to determine something of interest around them?   
 
A hypothetical approach taken was to have each location in Swarm-World contain 
state information, describing how far that location was away from the settlers.  
Then, each seeker was able to determine its fitness based on the distance from 
the mentioned settlers.  To check whether any seeker was in the right direction, 
the unit would check the previous state value (of the previous location) with the 
current one and if that proved to be progressive, then it became known that the 
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direction taken was right.  Alternatively, a more knowledgeable mentor (another 
fitter seeker) would have been able to provide knowledge on the better (not 
always best) direction to take.  This however still required some form of guidance 
for the mentor to follow.  Therefore, the information within each location was 
required so that a most fit seeker was able to determine the direction to take.  
The information was also needed so that other seekers were able to compare their 
new fitness with their mentor’s fitness and also with their past fitness.   
 
Mr Mark Bishop proposed Stochastic Diffusion Search ([24]) and has applied it to 
identify patterns within potential distortions or transformations in images.  [24] 
explains “Stochastic Diffusion Search (SDS) is a generic population-based search 
method. SDS agents perform cheap, partial evaluations of a hypothesis (a 
candidate solution to the search problem). They then share information about 
hypotheses (diffusion of information) through direct one-to-one communication. 
As a result of the diffusion mechanism, high-quality solutions can be identified 
from clusters of agents with the same hypothesis.”  [24] gives “The Restaurant 
Game”, which provides an explanation by example in lay man’s terms, how SDS 
works.  The idea given in [24] was short but compared correctly with [1]. 
 
[1] explained further how Atomic Data Units (ADU’s) [Appendix B: Atomic Data 
Unit] were used to represent atomic data in the search space.  Amongst other 
examples, the text specified pixels as being the ADU for graphics.  This made 
sense since graphic images are composed of pixels and the smallest element of a 
graphical image is a pixel.  Like pixels, in The Restaurant Game, an ADU was 
considered to be one meal.  The reasoning behind this was that if an agent took a 
pixel in a specified region, then as understood in [24], similarly would a delegate 
take one meal in a specified restaurant to extract his evaluations.  
 
Another point, not mentioned in [24] but mentioned in [1] was how agents were 
initially set as inactive and when they found data, they changed their state to 
active.  Also; although an agent has found one particular unit of valid data (ADU), 
it did certainly not mean that the rest of the nearby data was valid.  [1] gave a 
good example on this by contrasting with a text search.  If one letter in a word has 
been found by an agent, and a second agent came along with this agent, the case 
might have been that any one of the agents did not approve of the location as 
being valid.  The agents were set to inactive thereafter, and continued on with 
other searches.  
 
The Figures created in [Figures 4 to 9], helped in identifying 6 steps of the life of 
an SDS Search Process.  The Figures show how the above principles were applied.   
 
Having seen the common techniques in Swarm Intelligence, one was now able to 
begin to identify usefulness of Swarm Intelligence within in this project.  Some 
questions still had to be asked, in order to extract the most needed features of 
each technique.  From the observations made, how was a technique able to help 
achieve the main objective?  Was this technique the most efficient and suitable 
for this particular case?  What were the repercussions of using this technique 
instead of another?  Were parts of any other technique(s) helpful for the use of 
one technique to work better? 
 
After having identified clearly the best technique (or combination of), a clear 
justification concluded the selection process.   
 
From an “Ant Colony Optimisation” perspective, two observations have been made 
for two different situations.  For a graphical view of these two situations, one 
should refer to [Figures 10 to 17].   
 
A base (ant nest) was identified in Swarm-World such that all seekers started 
travelling randomly from this base.  The seekers would meet back at this location 
with information on how to arrive to the settlers.  All the seekers were able to act 
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as ants roaming randomly (because there was no pheromone yet) in Swarm-World.  
If one seeker encountered the settlers, it returned back to base, leaving a 
“pheromone trail” behind it.  The issue with this was the time it could take for all 
of the other settlers to encounter the trail and follow it back to the base.   
 
There were various other shortcomings to this approach.  One issue was that the 
pheromone trail had to be maintained, so that it did not evaporate [Appendix B: 
Evaporation].  To achieve this, a seeker would go back and forth, (from the base 
to the settlers’ site) to keep the pheromone strong, until all the seekers found this 
trail and returned back to base.  This was not considered ideal, because the seeker 
was consuming resources just to maintain something which has already been 
found.  Alternatively, the pheromone trail was identified such that it was not 
possible for it to “evaporate”.  Another concern was that multiple seekers were 
able to find the settlers and this gave rise to multiple different trails, joining 
together at the base.   
 
The repercussions of this branched out to two cases when all seekers have found 
the base, and began preparing for their journey together towards the settlers.  In 
the case of pheromone trails which did not evaporate, all trails were equally 
strong and this meant that it was up to each unit to randomly choose the path to 
take.  Ultimately, more than one group would have travelled together towards the 
settlers, each taking separate trails.  This was not compliant with the main 
objectives.   
 
If the trails were evaporating trails, then one seeker was constantly strengthening 
it until all seekers arrived at the base.  This not only strengthened the path found 
first, but also identified the shortest path found, since as described earlier [4.5. 
Literature Review Page 13 Par. 2], the unit would have travelled from one point to 
another quicker, and therefore; more frequently (leaving behind, the 
accumulation of pheromone).   
 
It was however possible for multiple pheromone trails to become equally, the 
strongest.  In this case, the ants also had to decide their path to take and this still 
left the possibility of multiple groups.  Therefore the idea of multiple trails was 
not good for the objectives of this project, even though some concepts were very 
interesting to look into.  Since ants were only able to communicate by pheromone, 
any ant was therefore not aware of any previously deposited pheromone trails 
(unless found).  This meant that if an ant had found its target, then the other ants 
would have no means of knowing this and thus, any other might have started 
another separate pheromone trail.  Albeit, even if the ants knew that a trail to the 
base was being built, they could never know their way back to the base from their 
current position since they were always travelling randomly without noticing their 
current direction or location.  They always relied on pheromone to direct their 
travel.  Therefore, having more than one seeker searching for the settlers was not 
a technique to depend upon.   
 
Another approach in ACO was to have one “Scout” travelling randomly in Swarm-
World and upon finding the settlers, it had to travel back to the base leaving a 
pheromone trail behind.  The seekers could then, together, follow this trail 
towards the settlers.  However, this approach was a little contradictive to Swarm 
Intelligence.  Although all the seekers achieved the target of travelling together 
towards the settlers, the Swarm Intelligence concept was lost to the element of 
“individual work”.  This was because of the lack of collective behaviour when 
seeking the solution to the problem.  It also would have taken much longer for a 
single seeker to search for the settlers, than it would for numerous seekers 
travelling randomly all across Swarm-World.  Although this was not a real approach 
in Swarm Intelligence, it proved interesting.   
 
In previous text related to Particle Swarm Optimisation [4.5. Literature Review 
Page 14 Par. 3], there was mentioned how flocks gathered together and travelled 
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in a common direction by maintaining “fitness levels”.  The better the fitness of a 
particle, the more optimum it was towards achieving a solution to a problem.  The 
other particles followed the most optimum particle, thus achieving a formation 
similar to a flock of birds in an n-dimensional space.  There was also mentioned 
that each space or location was to contain information about the distance from 
the settlers.  The outcome of this was to allow units to identify their fitness from 
their current location.  Location Based Fitness [Appendix B: Location Based 
Fitness] was the term applied within this context.  
 
To expand this, Swarm-World has been split into rectangular areas, each 
representing one location, which was only able to contain one unit.  If the unit 
moved, then it occupied another location in the world.   
 
Thus, a seeker’s location based fitness was determined from the location that 
seeker was on.  The closer a seeker was to the settlers, the higher the fitness had 
to be [Figure 18].   Since the main aim of this project was to let all units travel 
closely together towards a common target, the PSO approach taken was gbest 
[4.5. Literature Review Page 17 Par. 1].  This was because gbest, as described 
earlier, allowed all units to travel together without forming separate flocks (as 
possible in lbest).  This enforced all the units to converge towards the fittest unit 
and prevented having multiple flocks.   
 
For the purposes of this project, the seekers were able to communicate with each 
other to a certain extent.  Each unit gave information on its best fitness and 
information about locations around it.  Each of the seekers was also able to see 
whether a settler was nearby, thus letting the others know that they can stop.  
Initially, each of the units also did not occupy a location which was already 
occupied.  However, collision detection was not considered part of the objectives 
and during motion, this was not considered.   
 
Each seeker was able to determine the fittest unit and direct its motion towards 
it.  Along with this, the seeker also considered its past experience and was able to 
make certain decisions on its own.  
 
One more point for the purposes of this project; if a seeker located a settler, then 
the whole area occupied by the settlers was identified and knowledge of all 
settlers was obtained by the seekers.  A scattering technique was then applied 
[4.6.c. Scattering].  Particle Swarm Optimisation proved to be a useful technique 
when implemented as above for the purposes of these objectives.  [Figures 19 and 
20] show how this was possible.   
 
With Stochastic Diffusion Search, the approach was a little bit different.  The 
seekers had a “map” describing the layout of the settlers.  Each location in the 
map was either occupied or unoccupied.  The map represented a very small part of 
Swarm-World, which enclosed all the settlers.  The locations of the settlers in the 
map matched those of the bounding rectangle of settlers in Swarm-World.  See 
[Figure 21].  
 
Knowing how the settlers were laid out, each seeker hypothesised on an area in 
Swarm-World as being the bounding rectangle enclosing the settlers.  The settler 
then pinpointed a location within the hypothesis and determined if that location’s 
state matched with what was depicted in the map (it checked whether the 
location was occupied or unoccupied).  Ideally, the seeker pinpointed a location 
which could have matched another occupied location in the map.  The reason 
behind this was simple. Very frequently, an unoccupied location was easily 
matched with what is on the map.  This was because there was expected to be 
many more unoccupied locations than occupied ones.  If units were to try and 
match unoccupied locations, they might think that the hypothesis they found was 
correct.  This would have caused other agents to follow incorrect leads while 
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instead; they would have better been searching for some other location (in order 
to make the search faster).   
 
If the hypothesis matched with what was described in the map, then the seeker 
was activated and did not need to diffuse any information unless specifically asked 
for it.   
 
On the other hand, if the hypothesis did not match with what was described in the 
map, then the seeker had to ask another seeker if there has been a possible 
hypothesis match against his map.   Having found a seeker which has actually 
found a matching hypothesis, both seekers tried to pinpoint a different location 
within the same bounding rectangle, to see whether the hypothesis actually 
matched with the map.  If it did, these stayed the same hypothesis and remained 
in the active state.  In case after asking another seeker, no valid hypothesis was 
found, both units separated and sought out another random hypothesis within 
Swarm-World.   
 
One thing to note was that this approach was handled by each of the units taking 
random hypothesis.  For this case, and this case alone, the units were able to take 
a partial non random approach until a final hypothesis was reached.  This was 
because it was known that a final exact representation of what was wanted 
existed in Swarm-World.  Also, the settlers were located only at one site within 
Swarm-World.  If any seeker was active, then it was known that the right 
hypothesis was very close by because one of the settlers was noted.  There could 
not possible be a right hypothesis which was far away (because the settlers were 
nearby and because the seeker expected to find an occupied location before 
becoming active).  When the seekers found the correct hypothesis, there was not 
the need for scattering as each settler would have already been attended to 
(because all seekers were already close by all settlers).   
 
The Stochastic Diffusion Approach was a very interesting concept and has brought 
forward much knowledge, however; this was unsuitable and could not be applied 
to the problem in hand for various reasons.  Firstly, the units did not travel 
together towards a common direction (albeit towards a common goal).  Although 
the seekers achieved the task collectively, they did not need to scatter to attend 
to the individual settlers because they have already scattered during the 
hypothesis each of them has made.  Scattering was something which was achieved 
differently in this approach.  Although there was an element of simultaneous 
events (All seekers chose a random hypothesis at the same time), the seekers did 
not really scatter together towards a final goal at the same time.  There was an 
element of serial formation rather than a simultaneous one because if one unit had 
found a correct hypothesis, the others still were looking for it.  They might have 
been near the right hypothesis and may might have also took some time before 
they were able to find the right seeker to communicate to, in order to go to the 
right hypothesis.  Stochastic Diffusion Search did prove successful in attending to 
the settlers however since this was done differently, it was not compliant with the 
objectives.  Being very interesting and successful, this technique however was not 
the right one to take.  
 
The remaining two techniques (PSO and ACO) however, were applicable to the 
objectives.  From the previous analysis of how the Swarm Intelligence Techniques 
could be applied to a solution, ACO and PSO have been identified as possible 
candidates.  A comparison of PSO and ACO was needed to establish the better 
option to take. 
  
The disadvantages of ACO were clear, in that a lone seeker “scout” had to find the 
settlers.  This would have taken a long time to do because the mentioned scout, 
apart from travelling randomly, did not know much about its environment, except 
that it might be close to a settler.  Apart from that, the other units were not being 
utilised until the scout found the settlers.  They cannot go out to seek the settlers 
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themselves because of the problem mentioned earlier [Page 16].  This also showed 
lack of collective behaviour [Appendix B: Collective Behaviour], in achieving a 
substantial part of the objectives.  Although the units, in the end were able to 
travel together by following the pheromone trail, each of them was not 
contributing to the process of finding the target (thus lengthening the process).  
This was not so with PSO, because each unit was looking at it’s surrounding 
environment and considering also its fitness which affected the whole group.  If 
any seeker were to “see” a settler nearby, then an instruction to halt the search 
was ordered.  Meanwhile, for ACO, the unit had to go back to a base and inform 
the other idle units.   
 
Although the idea of having the fitness value of a seeker be affected by the 
location that seeker was on, was a hypothetical decision, reasons to believe that 
this was a solution were provided earlier [4.5. Literature Review Page 14 Par. 8].  
Thus, having a valid and reasonable approach, Particle Swarm Optimisation was 
considered to be the best potential technique to handle a solution to part of the 
main objectives.   
 
Apart from considering gbest over lbest [Appendix B: gbest and lbest], two forms 
of particle swarm optimisation methods were identified in Chapter Seven of [9].  
These were the binary numbered form and the real-numbered form.  First 
explained was the binary form of Particle Swarm Optimisation ([9] Chapter 7 Pg 
287]).  On page 290: “For each decision, this super simplified individual can be in 
one state or the other, either in the yes state, which we will represent with a 1, 
or the no = 0 state.”  Within this project’s context, super-simplified individual 
referred to a seeker.  In Swarm-World, a unit was able to travel towards one of 
eight directions.  This was translated into two binary search spaces (as defined 
above) by considering the two different axes.  For the X-Axis, the unit could have 
been in the yes state if it were to travel to the right; and in the no state if it were 
to travel to the left.  Similarly, for the Y-Axis, the unit could have been in the yes 
state if it were to travel to the bottom and in the no state if it were to travel to 
the top.   
 
The book [9], mentioned: “Two important kinds of information are available to 
these primitive beings.  The first is their own experience; that is, they have tried 
the choices and know which state has been better so far, and they know how good 
it was.  But these social beings have a second consideration; they have knowledge 
of how other individuals around them have performed.”  To be able to represent 
this information; just as described before, each location had a state value 
[Appendix B: State Value] assigned to it (based on how far from the settlers that 
location was).  From that value, a seeker computed its next state, taking into 
consideration the decisions of which state other more fit seekers have taken.  
Page 294 of [9] described the formula needed to come up with a probability of 
whether to choose “yes” or “no”.  Since two search spaces were considered (one 
for the X Axis and one for the Y Axis), there was one state per search space.  The 
end result per unit would have been two different states: a yes or no state value 
determined whether to go up or down and another yes or no value determined 
whether to go left or right.  Combined together, the result would have been the 
next direction (of the eight available) to take for each unit.  
 
In pages 309-310 [9], there was explained, for Particle Swarm in continuous 
number space, how numeric optimisation can be classified as a point in a 
multidimensional space.  In itself, Swarm-World was designed as a two dimensional 
space and reasonably enough, the objective was to optimise an initial set of 
numbers (bounding rectangle co-ordinates of seekers) in order to reach the desired 
numbers (bounding rectangle co-ordinates of settlers).  The same book continued 
on explaining why and how the “particles” term emerged.  Explained was how in a 
binary search space, the result was to obtain the probability of which state to 
choose whilst in a Continuous Number Particle Swarm Optimisation, the result was 
a velocity to take.   
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This latter technique was preferred for the simple reason that it was based on a 
multi dimensional space whilst the counterpart (although it was implement able), 
was seen to be more useful for making decisions on a true/false basis.  
 
[4.6. Experimental Design], goes through the steps involved in developing a sample 
program which utilised the PSO Algorithm explained in [9].  There is explained how 
the program development started and how the seekers travelled towards the 
settlers.  
 
When the seekers travelled successfully towards the settlers, these needed to 
scatter towards their individual locations.  Initially, each settler was delegated to 
seekers [Figure 32].  A raw method of applying scatter was to identify the location 
of the delegated unit and travel to that location.     
 
[16] however showed how particles were able to travel to a target by projecting 
two rays.  Each particle directed its velocity towards the closest target hit by the 
rays it projected.  While this was ideal for the case of Mandel-Swarm [Appendix B: 
Mandel-Swarm], this was not for the objectives here.  The reasons for this were 
several.  
 
In Mandel-Swarm, all particles were placed in random locations across the whole 
space.  This meant that the units were not at all travelling (or meant to be 
travelling) towards the same direction.  If the seekers were to direct two rays, 
then it would have become possible for some settlers to become unnoticed.  
[Figure 33] shows exactly why.   
 
Complementing to this, all particles in Mandel-Swarm were not meant to travel to 
a central space. Their target was a large area covering almost all of the space they 
were able to travel in.  This meant that the rays had a higher chance of hitting the 
target location in order to determine which direction had to be taken.  The 
objectives defined earlier limit this because there might have been cases where 
the rays from the seekers would not hit the settlers as shown in [Figure 33].  The 
end result for such units was undefined.  They were either able to keep travelling 
towards the same direction they were originally heading or they were able to just 
stop moving slowly.  In both cases, there would be no guarantee that the settlers 
were all attended to.  
 
One clear reason for considering Mandel-Swarm however was due to the fact that 
the particles were very effective in reaching their targets and because it brought 
forward a new idea.  In [16] there was explained how a force was applied to each 
unit towards the boundary of the set.  The principle was much similar to that used 
in this project; in that there was an application of velocity on each seeker in order 
to direct it towards the settlers.  If one was to ignore the rays in Mandelbrot and 
implement the same system on this project, the conclusion would be to delegate 
the settlers amongst the seekers and apply a force on each unit such that it 
reaches its target.  To achieve this, the settlers acted as fittest units to the 
seekers.   
 
The seekers would have then kept their behaviour with the difference of having 
the fittest unit be the targeted settler rather another fittest seeker.  However, 
knowing the settler to travel to needed no knowledge of past experience except 
the current location and the location were the settler was (all this information was 
known).  Thus knowing that the seeker simply had to travel towards this “fittest” 
settler whose location was known, it was easy just to direct the seeker towards 
the right location.  
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55..66..  EExxppeerriimmeennttaall  DDeessiiggnn  ––  AAnn  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The approach taken for developing a model to show how the objectives have been 
reached was, an iterative cycle which involved: 
 
1. Literature Review 
2. Design 
3. Coding 
4. Testing 

 
The programming languages considered were Java, and under Windows or Linux; C++.   
 
Although studied at the University of London, and consisting of a lot of readily built 
functionality with cross-platform interoperability; program speed and lack of experience 
in Java were considered.   
 
Some existing third party libraries for C++ under Linux required an additional learning 
curve.  The extent of experience with Windows Programming proved valuable in 
achieving an efficient delivery of a final program.  Adding to this, a number of libraries 
for this platform have already been built in the past.  These were tested thoroughly and 
were proven to work.   
 
The decision taken was to use C++ with Windows API under the Windows platform 
because in the end, what mattered was a visual result rather than the technologies used.  
Further more, once the technique was known, it was applicable in any language so the 
choice made was based on experience and familiarity.   
 
The use of agent modelling tools such as Net Logo [28] was also considered but although 
these tools were useful, they hid away the implementation details.  
 
The experiment adopted a Particle Swarm Optimisation Technique as a solution (as 
discussed in [4.5. Literature Review Page 20 Par. 1].  

aa..  AAnn  iinniittiiaall  ddeessiiggnn……  

The Figures in [Figures 19 and 20], were done to show how seekers were able to 
apply a Particle Swarm Optimisation technique to reach the settlers.  At that 
stage, three basic components were identified: The Swarm-World, The locations 
and The Units.  Since Swarm-World was made up of a grid of locations, it was 
implemented as a two dimensional array of a pre defined size.  Each array element 
contained a location object holding information about that particular location.  
The array indexes were mapped according to the locations on the screen.  Each 
location held information on the occupying unit, and x and y co-ordinate state 
information to determine x/y distance from the settlers.  
 
Each seeker contained information on most recent velocity information, current 
location within Swarm-World, best state for each plane (x or y axis), current state 
for each plane, as well as colour (used to identify between a settler or a seeker).  
Each unit defined movement logic.  This required a fittest unit (a seeker) in order 
to be able to calculate the next velocities (including direction).  To see an 
overview of the classes and members initially considered, look at the Figure 
[Figure 22].  
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The space in Swarm-World 

A hypothetical experiment was, to define a black rectangle in the screen to 
represent Swarm-World.  Each pixel in Swarm-World was synonymous to one 
location depicted in the [Figures 19 and 20].   
Within Swarm-World, there were 40 seekers and 20 settlers.  It was important that 
there were more seekers than settlers [3.1.a. Questions answered in this report].  
Swarm-World also contained information on the fittest seeker. 
 
All units and location objects were created upon loading of the application and 
freed from memory upon closing of the application [Figure 23].   

Initialisation of location state values in the world 

Two state values [Appendix B: State Values] (one for the x-axis and the other for 
the y-axis) were assigned to each location in Swarm-World.  The state values 
depended on the distance from the bounding rectangle enclosing the settlers.  
Locations enclosed in this bounding rectangle were meant to have state values 
equal to 1.0 for both axes.  The state values of the locations were designed to 
decrement starting from 1.0 in constant values as distance from the settlers 
increased.  This decline in value continued until it reached 0.0; at which stage, the 
location was at the edge of Swarm-World [Figure 25].   

Initial Unit Placement 

Within Swarm-World, two rectangles were defined as boundaries for both groups.  
Each rectangle was given a random co-ordinate.  Both rectangles had to be within 
bounds of Swarm-World and not intersecting each other.  Ensuring both rectangles 
did not intersect each other required a check against all corners of a rectangle as 
described in [Figure 24].  The area of the rectangles considered were twice the 
number of units to be contained within, squared.  I.e.: if there were 10 seekers, 
then the area of the bounding rectangle for seekers was defined to be 20x20 
locations.  These bounding rectangles defined the initial boundary of the units.  
The units were placed randomly within their bounding rectangle and no unit was 
initially placed within the same location of another unit.  
 
Once the seekers were placed, each was given a fitness value depending on the X 
and Y state values.  As an initial step, a seeker was considered to be fitter than 
another because it was in a better state for both the X plane and the Y plane.   
 
From this fitness value, the possibility to identify the fittest seeker emerged.   This 
allowed seekers to follow on the behaviour of an initial fittest seeker.   

Moving the seekers 

[9] pages 309 – 313, described clearly how motion in a continuous number particle 
swarm optimisation worked.  The formula used (which was also found in the book) 
has been provided in [Figure 26] for quick reference.   
 
The formula was applied to each and every seeker for each dimension (X and Y).  
The result of the formula was a next velocity each seeker had to take (for each 
dimension).  This determined the direction the seeker took and also the speed.  
Minimum and maximum velocities were also considered.  Valid velocities were 
inbound of -3 and +3 respectively.  This meant that with every movement, the 
seekers were not able to skip more than 3 locations in either direction (or pixels in 
this case).  
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The initial design only required the user to click on a button in order to see the 
location of the seekers in the next iteration.  Ultimately, the target was to see that 
the seekers were able to travel together towards the settlers.   
 
The fittest seeker was updated every time all seekers have moved.   

bb..  EEvvoolluuttiioonn  

Initial Behaviour and Solutions 

One of the core issues with the first experiment was direction of travel.  Four cases 
were considered in order to demonstrate the results achieved at this stage.  These 
have been depicted in [Figure 27].  One clear reason for these problems was the 
way the states of the locations were assigned.  It was known that a window’s co-
ordinates started from 0, 0 at the top left corner and ended at the bottom right 
corner (incrementing positively).  Back in [4.6.a. Initialisation of location state 
values in the world], there was mentioned that the states of locations were all 
positive and that the edge of Swarm-World was to have a state of 0.0 incrementing 
constantly up to 1.0, at which point, the location was within the settlers’ bounding 
rectangle.   
 
The way these states were assigned effected the motion of the seekers because the 
formula [Figure 26], considered the state of the location occupied by each seeker 
in order to determine the velocity.  Since velocity always implies the inclusion of 
direction, then, negative values were also needed as states in the locations.  In 
effect, locations which were above or to the left of the settlers had to have a 
negative valued state in order for the formula to return a negative result (thus 
effecting motion towards the top or left co-ordinates).  Conversely, the locations 
which were below or to the right of the settlers should have had a positive valued 
state.  This was so because in order to make the formula return a negative result 
for these co-ordinates, a negative state was needed.  The negative result was a 
negative velocity and this implied that the current co-ordinate location index had 
to be decremented.  This was true for screen co-ordinates which start from 0 at 
the top left corner and keep incrementing up until the bottom right corner for both 
axes. To achieve proportional directional motion, the assignment of state values 
was changed as shown in Figure [Figure 28].  

Some Results 

Once the state values were changed as described above, there was improvement 
because the seekers were no longer moving away from the settlers.  The seekers 
“sensed” their direction even though these might not have identified properly how 
much the fittest seeker was moving ahead.  The behaviour noticed here was that of 
a swarm of wasps circling around a light bulb (in the same location) while the 
fittest seeker sped ahead of them.  Occasionally, one or two seekers did notice the 
fittest seeker and tried to follow it better.   
 
Looking at the formula, some attempts at solving the problem were made.  The 
formula [Figure 26] (obtained from [9]) showed that the previous velocity was 
added to two values in order to determine a new velocity.  One of the two values 
represented the difference between the current state of each seeker (for each 
dimension) and its own best state (for that dimension).  The difference was then 
multiplied by a learning rate [Appendix B: Learning Rate] and the result affected 
the next velocity.  This resulted in the seeker to travel towards the location which 
had the best state for that seeker in that dimension.  The second value represented 
the difference between the global best state so far by the fittest seeker and the 
current state of the seeker (for each dimension).  This value was also multiplied by 
a different learning rate.  This meant that seekers were following their best known 
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states in conjunction with the fittest seeker’s best states.  Depending on the size 
of the learning rate, one value was considered equal to or more important than the 
other.  I.e. the learning rate determined whether the units gave more weighting 
(or preference) over their past experience than over the fittest seeker’s 
suggestions (or vice-versa).    
 
The first alternative was to change the learning rate to be greater for the fittest 
seeker’s global best.  Then, the seekers would give more “attention” to the fittest 
seeker’s behaviour rather than their own.   
 
The second alternative was to emphasise each seeker’s learning on the fittest 
seeker.  This was done by using the fittest seeker’s current state values instead of 
the particular seeker’s best state values.  This gave rise to the formula in [Figure 
29].   
 
Both solutions were catered for and the differences noted were various.   
 
For the first alternative, although the seekers did progressively travel towards the 
settlers, on some occasions, they circled around their destination, taking some 
time before they arrived.  There was no instance however, where the seekers did 
not arrive at their destination.  Occasionally however, the seekers travelled away 
from the settlers before reaching them.   
 
For the second alternative, progress towards the right co-ordinates proceeded 
quicker and the seekers were travelling even more close together than in the first 
alternative.  

Improving on the best states 

One iteration of motion involved identifying whether the current seeker was fitter 
than the fittest before moving it.  This was needed so that if the seeker was fitter, 
its best states were updated and a new fittest unit was considered.   
 
Remember that a seeker was considered fitter than another because both of its 
states showed that the seeker was closest to the settlers than any other.  A better 
approach was to split the two states and then checked for independently, resulting 
in more accurate fittest states rather than one fittest seeker.  Therefore instead of 
ensuring that one unit was the fittest, the program was ensuring that the best state 
for each dimension was recorded and used.  
 
There was also a particular issue with the function which checked whether one unit 
was fitter than another.  The wrong units were being passed as parameters.  The 
effect of this was that the wrong seekers were considered the fittest.  This was 
fixed.  
 
Implementing these changes, brought forward a great improvement.   

Giving options to the user 

In [Section 4.6.b. Some Results], two formulae have been mentioned.  A user 
option was provided to allow him/her determine whether to emphasise on the 
fittest seeker or not.  User options also allowed the user to determine the learning 
rates from a value of 0.0 to 10.0.  After the improvements in [Section 4.6.b. 
Improving on the best states], both formulae made the seekers travel correctly 
towards the settlers.  
 
The new GUI of the experiment can be seen in [Figure 30].  
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Giving “sight” to the seekers 

The original requirement was for all the seekers to stop near the settlers.  This was 
needed in order for them to be able to scatter and attend to each of the settlers.  
At this stage, the seekers were constantly circling around the settlers (as if they 
had found the target).   
 
Although the emergent behaviour [Appendix B: Emergence] of this was very 
interesting to watch, it was not the main requirement.  In effect, the seekers had 
to know when to stop their motion.  To reach this target, each seeker has been 
given a rectangle of sight [Appendix B: Rectangle of sight].  The seeker was able to 
see inside the whole of this imaginary rectangle.  This seeker was able to see 
locations that were within this rectangle and thus determine the presence of any 
settlers.  [Figure 31].  
 
With the introduction of the sight rectangle, every time each seeker moved, it 
checked its surroundings to see if any settler was sighted. In that case, it informed 
all seekers about the sighting and motion ceased.  
 
With this implementation, slight modifications to the program were made so that 
the seekers moved on their own.  An additional option regulated a delay in order to 
give time for any user to analyse visually the motion of the seekers.  The delay 
affected how fast the seekers were able to move and this varied from sufficiently 
fast to snail pace were a pause was held between each motion iteration.  An option 
to reset Swarm-World [Appendix B: Swarm-World] was also provided.  This re 
placed the units in Swarm-World and re initialised the states.   

cc..  SSccaatttteerriinngg  

Delegation of settlers to seekers 

The first task prior to scattering was to delegate all the settlers to different 
seekers.  Since the main aim of this project was to reach the settlers first and then 
scatter, it was assumed that all the locations of settlers became known once any 
seeker has found a settler.  
 
The process of delegation was handled by getting the two separate lists of units 
(Swarm-World has two lists [Figures 22 and 23]).  From the first list (the list of 
seekers), each next seeker was assigned to the next settler.  If no more settlers 
were left (since the list of seekers was larger), the next seeker considered was 
assigned to the first settler again.  This continued until all settlers were assigned to 
one or more seekers. 
 
The end result was an equal (or very close) distribution of settlers delegated to 
seekers.   

Scattering using Particle Swarm Optimisation 

Influenced by [16], an attempt was made to use a similar algorithm in order to 
scatter the seekers.  The intention was that if a settler was delegated to one 
particular seeker, then that settler was able to act as a fittest unit to that seeker.  
That way, the seeker would be able to follow the necessary directions in order to 
reach its delegated settler.  Some changes were required in order to be able to 
implement this technique.   
 
It was known that there was only one fittest seeker common to all seekers.  With 
the introduction of this technique, this had to change.  However the change had to 
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occur only once the seekers arrived near the settlers because this was the point 
where the settlers’ position was known [Figure 37].  Another reason for this was 
that the seekers had to travel together towards the settlers.  Giving different 
fittest units to follow could have caused the formation of multiple flocks [Figure 
38]. 
 
Another change was needed to the state values in each location for both 
dimensions.  Recalling back to the last change applied to these values [Figure 28]; 
these were all equal within the settlers’ binding rectangle.  As the seekers were to 
use the same formula in order to travel towards their delegated settlers, the state 
values had to be changed such that when calculating the formula, the result would 
direct each seeker towards the right settler.   
 
As the location of each settler was already known, all these changes were not 
really necessary and if implemented, would have introduced substantial changes.  
Although this approach was not an incorrect one, a simpler one has been taken.  

Simple Scattering  

As discussed in [4.5. Literature Review Page 20 Par. 8], a better alternative was to 
simply apply a force on each of the seekers towards the location where their 
delegated settlers were located.   
 
Since the seekers knew the location of the settlers, they were able to match their 
current location and travel in the right direction in order to meet their settler.  
Each time each seeker moved, it kept with the same principle of looking within its 
sight rectangle to determine whether their settler was nearby.  If it was, then the 
seeker stopped; otherwise, it continued travelling.  
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55..77..  SSooffttwwaarree  DDooccuummeennttaattiioonn  

aa..  SSooffttwwaarree  OOvveerrvviieeww  

The program attached was titled ‘Particle Swarm Optimisation’.  The terms PSO 
[Appendix B: PSO] and Particle Swarm Optimisation [Appendix B: Particle Swarm 
Optimisation] are interchangeable in this context.  
 
The program demonstrates how multiple points in an n-dimensional space can be 
trained to become close to another set of points in the same n-dimensional space.  
The program assumes a 2 dimensional space.  There were points referred to as 
seekers and other points (within the same plane) referred to as settlers.  The 
seekers were numbers that changed in order to become close to the settlers.   

 

bb..  WWhhaatt  tthhee  pprrooggrraamm  ddooeess  aanndd  hhooww  

To achieve the objectives mentioned above, the program needed a number of user 
options (shown on the right hand side of the program window) and a big rectangle 
to represent a 2 dimensional space.  This was a black rectangle called Swarm-
World [Figure 30].  
 
The program initialises two random rectangles within Swarm-World (one to contain 
the seekers and the other to contain the settlers).  The rectangles never intersect 
one another or go out of bounds of Swarm-World.  Points are chosen randomly 
within these two rectangles to represent the seekers and the settlers.  It was 
important that more seekers were present than settlers [3.1.a. Questions 
answered in this report].  One clearly identifies this when seeing that there are 
more green points than yellow ones, upon running the program.  
 
While the program is running, the user is also able to select a number of options 
[4.7.j. Using the Software] which define certain behaviour in the program.  Some 
formulae indicate how the seekers (being numbers) should be changed in order to 
give a visual emergent [Appendix B: Emergence] pattern representing that of a 
swarm of bees, a flock of birds or a school of fish (while moving the mentioned 
points within the two dimensional space) [Appendix A].   
 
Thus every seeker’s co-ordinate in this space is changed by the formulae specified 
in [Figures 26 and 29].  When one of the formulae is applied on to a seeker, the 
old co-ordinate of that seeker gets unmarked and the new co-ordinate is marked 
(thus representing motion).  The user would notice how the emergent pattern 
mentioned earlier would cause the settlers to travel towards the settlers together.   
 
Once the seekers arrived near the settlers, the seekers learnt of the settlers’ 
locations and scattered themselves to be near the settlers.  To do this however, an 
initial step was needed to identify which settler would be delegated to which 
seeker.  For more details of how this was done, further technical documentation 
should be referred to at [4.6.c. Scattering].  
 
Once the seekers were close by the settlers, they were to stop movement because 
the objectives have been reached.  The user has the option to tinker with the 
program options and reset Swarm-World with the intention of noticing changed 
behaviours (according to how the options were changed) when the seekers travel 
towards the settlers another time.   
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cc..  TThhee  AAuuddiieennccee  

The program is provided as is (including this project) and is therefore intended for 
people who are wanting to gain familiarity with Swarm Intelligence (and in 
particular Particle Swarm Optimisation), and for technical people.  There certainly 
is no one singleton way of reaching the objectives specified in [Appendix A] (there 
are more).  This program solves the objectives by utilising a Particle Swarm 
Optimisation (hence the program title).   
 
I would aspire that who ever looks at this project enjoys it as much as I have whilst 
developing it.   

Technical Solution Adopted 

Some things to note were the steps taken to come up with the decision of using 
Particle Swarm Optimisation[4.5. Literature Review].   
 
Ant Colony Optimisation [Appendix B: Ant Colony Optimisation], a technique which 
simulates very well the behaviour of ants, was also possible but certain elements 
were still missing [4.5. Literature Review Page 16 Par. 3].    
 
Another technique briefly considered was Stochastic Diffusion Search [Appendix B: 
Stochastic Diffusion Search].  This technique was dismissed because it was not 
abiding the objectives of this project.  Nevertheless, it was still possible to have 
the seekers gather near the settlers using this technique.   
 
That considered, it was fine to note that although not all the techniques 
considered in Swarm Intelligence, were able to achieve the objectives, all had the 
ability of ensuring the settlers would be attended to by the seekers – in very 
different ways.   
 
There are other possible alternatives outside of Swarm Intelligence which help 
reach the objectives but these have not been considered for this project.   

dd..  SSooffttwwaarree  DDeessiiggnn  

For more detailed information about how the development process evolved, the 
reader should refer to [4.6. Experimental Design and 4.5. Literature Review]. The 
documentation which follows goes through the details of the final program as a 
working model of Particle Swarm Optimisation.   
 
The program was divided into three categories; namely: Data Structures, User 
Interface, and Swarm Intelligence Implementation.  Each of these three parts will 
be explained in more detail in order to show how the program evolved.   

Data Structures 

This part of the software refers to all data storing techniques used.  These 
algorithms have been developed before this project was started but since they 
were used within the project, it was ideal to provide information as to how they 
can be used.   
 
The data structures used within this project were a dynamic 2 dimensional array 
class (CArray2D), a linked list (CLinkList) and a dynamic vector (CVector).  Other 
data structures used were a rectangle structure (rect16_t) and also another 
structure to define a size of a two dimensional plane (size16_t). 
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A dynamic two dimensional array (CArray2D) 

The use of a two dimensional array was principally used to represent Swarm-World.  
Each element in the array represented a location in Swarm-World.  The size of the 
array determined the size of Swarm-World.  This depended on the size of the 
window representing Swarm-World.   
 
A class diagram [Figure 7] gives explanations of some of the functions used within 
the PSO Application in relation to CArray2D.   

A Linked List (CLinkList) 

The linked list was used to maintain two different lists of units.  There was one 
linked list in Swarm-World to contain the seekers and the other to contain the 
settlers.   
 
[Figure 8] shows the CLinkList’s class diagram and gives explanations on how it was 
used.   

A Vector (CVector) 

The vector was used to store state values in locations within Swarm-World.  Whilst 
initialising the world, calculations were made to find the state values that should 
be assigned to each location.  The results of these calculations (state values) were 
stored in vectors and later copied to Swarm-World.   
 
[Figure 9] shows the CVector’s class diagram and gives explanations on which 
methods were used within this class.   

User Interface 

The user interface was implemented using the Windows API.  The user interface 
consisted of a window to represent Swarm-World, a reset button, a button to start 
motion, a button to close the program, and interfaces to allow user option 
customisation.  All these components were accessible from one dialog box 
[Appendix B: Dialog Box] which appears upon running the program.   

Main Dialog Box Program Design 

The first thing the program does; is to create a dialog box and wait for the 
operating system to send messages to the dialog box.  The dialog box then responds 
to these messages (received from the operating system) accordingly.  This process 
allows the user to interact with the dialog box by moving the mouse and clicking 
according to his/her needs.  Windows responds to the user’s input and sends 
messages to the Dialog Box as needed.  [Figure 10] shows this process 
diagrammatically.   
 
The first message the dialog box received was the WM_INITDIALOG.  Here the 
program initialised all default user settings, initialised all locations and their state 
values as well as all the seekers/settlers.  The positioning of each of the units was 
done at this stage.   
 
The dialog also was responsible in processing any user commands via the 
WM_COMMAND message.  These mainly involved the clicking of The reset, ok, and 
cancel buttons as well as some of the user options.   
 
The operating system had to also notify the dialog to draw its contents whenever 
the dialog was shown (on start-up or when some other window was removed from 
on top of it).  Some of the components used in the dialog box were operating 
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system default components.  This meant that the operating system was able to 
draw these on its own.  However the window holding Swarm-World was an owner-
drawn control [Appendix B: Owner Drawn Control].  This meant that the program 
could draw seekers and settlers on Swarm-World.  This was done when the dialog 
box received the WM_DRAWITEM message. 
 
The program created a timer to produce a delay in between each motion step.  
This allowed the user to analyse the movement of the seekers.  Once this delay 
elapsed, the dialog received a WM_TIMER event which allowed the program to 
calculate and move seekers to new locations.   
 
The dialog box also received a message to allow the management of user options 
via scroll bars (WM_HSCROLL) as well as a message to close and destroy the dialog 
box (WM_CLOSE and WM_DESTROY).  
 
[Figure 11] shows the messages received in the dialog box and why they were used.   

The application of Swarm Intelligence – how it worked  

The implementation of the Particle Swarm Optimisation algorithm was generally 
split between three classes in this application.   

The CSwarmWorld class 

The CSwarmWorld class took care of the main framework of the program.  This was 
mainly composed of the following: 
 

• Maintaining two independent lists of seekers and settlers.  

• Storing and maintaining user options.  

• Drawing units in their respective positions when they moved.  

• Determining correct binding rectangles for both seekers and settlers.   

• Placing the right units in their right initial binding rectangles. 

• Finding and maintaining a fittest seeker.  

• Calculating the state information for each location within Swarm-World.  

• Ensuring units travelled to a valid location (in bound of Swarm-World).  

• Giving “sight” to the seekers and allowing them determine whether they reached 
their target.   

• Ensuring proper delegation of settlers to seekers.  

• Other.  
 
Since this class inherited from CArray2D, all CArray2D public/protected methods 
[Appendix B: Public Methods and Protected Methods] were applicable.  CArray2D 
members are defined in [Figure 7].  [Figure 12] is a class diagram denoting all the 
methods of CSwarmWorld.  [Figures 13 and 14] give brief explanations of the 
members of this class.   

The CUnit class 

A CUnit class was responsible for maintaining each unit.  The responsibilities of this 
class were to: 
 

• Determine whether one unit was fitter than another.  

• Maintain information about a particular seeker/settler.  

• Update velocities in order for Swarm-World to be able to move each seeker. 

• Determine the bounding rectangle of sight [Appendix B: Rectangle of Sight] for a 
seeker.  

 
For more information on the CUnit class, [Figure 15] defines the class diagram.  
The explanations for this class can also be found in [Figure 16].   
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The CLocation class 

A CLocation class was also defined in order to hold information about each 
location.  The class held information such as state information and whether a unit 
occupied the location or not.  [Figure 17] shows information about the CLocation 
class.   

ee..  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  AApppprrooaacchh  

The Particle Swarm Optimisation program has been delivered with an Evolutionary 
Prototyping mindset.   
 
Initially, research was conducted in learning more about Swarm Intelligence and 
the available techniques.  The literature survey [4.1. Conduction of a Literature 
Survey] describes this research and how it was conducted.   
 
Following that, a basic application framework was programmed and experimental 
solutions were applied to this framework as explained in [4.6. Experimental 
Design].  This was applied in different iteration with each iteration being split into 
the following steps: 
 

• Design 

• Design Implementation 

• Testing (Black Box and White Box) 

• Decision Phase 

Design 

During this phase, the identification of an idea or concept emerged.  The concept 
was translated such that it within fitted the framework.   
 
At the end of this stage, implementation plans were clearly identified.   

Design Implementation 

The identified design was translated to fit into the program at this stage.  The 
design was implemented and programmed such that it was part of a working set.   

Testing 

Testing, as noted above, was split into black box testing and white box testing.  
Black box testing involved the testing of the functionality implemented as of late 
and with the user’s mindset.  White box testing involved the testing of such 
functionality to be done, by looking at program variables and flow control.   

Black Box Testing 

This stage was more related to [5.1. Program Visual Results].  Here, the testing 
mainly involved was to see that the program was behaving in the correct manner.  
Apart from that, the new features added during the implementation phase of this 
iteration were checked to see that they were affecting the program correctly.   
 
This was the first line of testing.  Experience has shown that if this was fine, then 
White Box Testing proved to be successful.   
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White Box Testing 

After the visual results of the new features were satisfactory, testing proceeded 
with reviewing the results within the program code [5.2. Program Internal Results].   
 
Variables were checked for validity and output logs were used whenever necessary.  
These were usually valid whenever black box testing was successful.  However, 
there were instances where Black Box Testing did not show a clear cut result.  
White Box Testing in those areas was critical and helped identify several hidden 
problems which were, as a result; fixed. 

ff..  LLiimmiittaattiioonnss  

Although there do not appear to be any problems with the program per se, there 
were some minor limitations.  These were categorised as “minor” because they did 
not prevent the program from displaying how the objectives could be reached. 
These are listed below: 
 

• The “off the edge” adjustments.  

• Unintelligent scattering.  

• To & Fro motion.  

• Unit Size 

The “off the edge” adjustments 

Limitation 

Sometimes, seekers were travelling outside the bounds of Swarm-World.  The 
program had to be intelligent enough to prevent this.  A solution used was to give a 
velocity to each unit which was about to be “off the edge”.  This velocity directed 
the unit towards the inner part of Swarm-World.    
 
When this happened, such units appeared to bounce off the edge of Swarm-World.  
This was reasonable enough but sometimes, the units bounced off at a greater 
speed than they were travelling.  Some intelligence could have been implemented 
as described below.   

Possible Enhancement 

State values around the border of Swarm-World could have been adjusted such that 
they slowly directed units towards the inner part of Swarm-World.  There was no 
guarantee that any units would not go “off the edge” but certainly, the units would 
have kept away from the edge due to such state values.  Alas, what would one do if 
the settlers were located near the edge?   

Unintelligent Scattering 

Limitation 

Seekers were not intelligently scattering.  They were simply considering their 
target location because they knew where their delegated settler was.  Effectively, 
they just directed travel towards their target.   

Possible Enhancement 

It was possible to maintain an array of state values which was the size of the 
bounding rectangle of the settlers.  The state values would be assigned depending 
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on where the delegated settler was.  The behaviour of this would have been similar 
to how the seekers travelled together to reach the settlers, but on a smaller scale.   
 
This was however not really needed, because once a seeker knew where it had to 
go, no further intelligence was necessary.  

To & Fro motion 

Limitation 

Seekers were occasionally swinging from side to side while travelling towards the 
settlers.  This happened when for one dimension; the seekers would have found the 
right state.  The seekers still needed to find the right state for the other 
dimension.   
 
To give an example, look at [Figure 52]. 

Possible Enhancement 

As described in the Figure mentioned, motion in the appropriate dimension could 
have halted.  Since there were multiple dimensions, the behaviour could have been 
synchronised together this way. 

Unit Size 

Limitation 

The units (both seekers and settlers) were very small.  The pixel, in itself being a 
very small unit was used to represent the units.  This was enough to display the 
behaviours of a Particle Swarm however; the units could have been a bit larger.  

Possible Enhancement 

The size could have been changed from one pixel to a square of four pixels.  Each 
location and unit would be 4 pixels in size and Swarm-World would be quart the 
size of its current.   

gg..  HHaarrddwwaarree//SSooffttwwaarree  RReeqquuiirreemmeennttss  

Required  

  

Operating System Microsoft Windows 2000 or XP 

Processor 400 MHz 

Memory 16Mb RAM 

  

  

Recommended  

  

Operating System Microsoft Windows 2000 or XP 

Processor 1 GHz 

Memory 128Mb RAM 
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hh..  PPrrooppoosseedd  iimmpprroovveemmeennttss  

During a next stage, the To & Fro motion limitation could be resolved using the 
technique mentioned [4.7.f. Limitations – To and Fro Motion].   
 
Further to that, the program could also introduce obstacles, and shortest path 
finding.   

ii..  SSooffttwwaarree  EEvvaalluuaattiioonn  

As is, the software performs the following: 
 

• Places seekers and settlers in separate locations within Swarm-World.  

• Allows the user to specify when the seekers can travel towards the settlers.  

• Causes the seekers to scatter once they are close by the settlers.   

• Allows the user to reset Swarm-World and the units (both seekers and settlers).  

• Allows the user to customise each seeker’s behavioural aspects.  This included 
defining a factor of how much each seeker considered its past experience 
compared to how much it followed on behaviour from a fittest seeker.  The user 
is also allowed to specify that the seekers are to focus their behaviour on the 
fittest seeker rather than on their past experiences. 

• Allows the user to specify the speed of motion (or rather; quantify the delay in 
between motion iterations).  This allowed the user to analyse visually, how all 
the seekers moved together.   

 
The objectives of this project were to have a group of units; “A” (effectively 
called The Seekers), to travel together towards a common direction in order to 
reach another group of units; “B” (effectively called The Settlers).  The seekers 
were to scatter to attend to each of the seekers.  No shortest path or collisions 
had to be considered. See [Appendix A].  
 
These objectives were reached.   

jj..  UUssiinngg  tthhee  SSooffttwwaarree  

Start-up 

The program consists of one executable file: PSO.exe.   
 
To run the program, insert the CD in your CD ROM Drive and the program will run 
automatically.   
 
If the auto start feature of your operating system is disabled or if the program does 
not start, follow the following steps: 
 

• Insert the CD in your CD ROM Drive.  

• Double Click on “My Computer”.  

• Double Click on the CD Rom Drive icon.  

• Double Click on the PSO icon.   
 
This will bring up the program which will look similar to [Figure 30].   
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Seeing the seekers move 

Upon starting up the program, you will notice that there is a black rectangular 
frame which is the Swarm-World.  Within this rectangle, there are two groups of 
units; the seekers (green units) and the settlers (yellow units).   
 
Upon clicking on “go”, the seekers will travel together towards the settlers.  Once 
they arrive, the seekers pause for a short period and scatter to attend to the 
settlers.   

Resetting the default parameters 

The “Defaults” button resets all user parameters to their default values.   

Resetting Swarm-World and the units 

The “Reset” button will re-initialise Swarm-World, re place all seekers and settlers 
in random different locations.   

Emphasising learning rate on fittest unit  

The seekers try to follow a fittest seeker when trying to find the settlers. This 
seeker is closest to the settlers.  The seekers also try to follow on the success of 
their own past experience.   
 
The seekers however can ignore their past experiences and trust on the fittest 
seeker’s current position.  To do this, the “Learning rate emphasis on fittest unit” 
should be checked on.    

Adjusting the Learning Rate sliders 

There are three groups of learning rate sliders:  
 

• Unit’s best state 

• Fittest unit’s state 

• Fittest unit’s best state 
 
The unit’s best state sliders are not applicable when learning rate emphasis on 
fittest unit is on.  
 
The fittest unit’s state sliders are not applicable when learning rate emphasis on 
fittest unit is off.   
 
These sliders adjust by how much each seeker adapts to: 

• Its own past experience (Unit’s best state) 

• The fittest unit’s current state or location (Fittest unit’s state) 

• The fittest unit’s best state or location reached (Fittest unit’s best state).   

Adjusting Motion Delay 

To increase the delay between motion iterations, move the slider to the right.  This 
slows down motion and allows for analysis.   

Exiting the program  

The program can be exited using traditional ways by either hitting on the “Cancel” 
button or by closing the window.   
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66))  RReessuullttss  

This section presents results achieved, whilst reaching a solution to the 
objectives.  The results presented below are of two kinds; Program Visual 
Results and Program Internal Results.   
 
Program Visual Results were those related to visual appearance; at the user 
level.  These kinds of results described actual visual behaviours, expected 
visual behaviours and also reason(s) stating why there were differences (if 
any).   
 
Program Internal Results were those noted within the program.  Sometimes to 
ensure certain correctness, it was necessary to track the values of important 
program variables.  For example, one might have wanted to track the velocity 
of a seeker travelling to a settler in order to validate its correct direction of 
travel.  When developing with a prototype mindset, it was crucial to implement 
some logging features in order to keep track of values of such program 
variables during execution.  Although debugging was a useful tool, sometimes it 
was necessary to display outputs to a file or to the printer in order to identify 
that those hidden areas were working correctly.  The use of such output was 
particularly valuable whenever there were a lot of values to consider; such that 
with normal debugging procedures, this would have taken much more time.   

66..11..  PPrrooggrraamm  VViissuuaall  RReessuullttss  

aa..  AAnnaallyyssiinngg  IInniittiiaall  UUnniitt  PPllaacceemmeenntt  

Initial Unit Placement represented the process of showing any units on to Swarm-
World whenever the user started the program or whenever the “Refresh” button 
was pressed.     

Problem Identification - Units occupying same location 

A problem area was identified upon showing the units in Swarm-World for the first 
time.  Some of the units (seekers and/or settlers) were not being displayed.  A 
decision was to have 40 seekers and 20 settlers in Swarm-World.  On several 
occasions, however, there were fewer units shown and therefore this revealed a 
problem.   
 
Upon further study, it was found out that the problem was not related to missing 
units or units not being displayed.  However, since units were placed in locations 
within a bounded area randomly, some units coincided with the same location of 
other units.  The result of this was that the program was drawing a similar item on 
top of an existing one.   

Solution – Units occupying same location 

To solve this problem, the program needed to add a new loop construct which kept 
on getting random locations until the location obtained was valid and also empty.  
The flow chart and code snippet in [Figure 1] shows clearly how this was done.  
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After implementing this solution, there were always 40 seekers and 20 settlers 
displayed in Swarm-World.   

Problem Identification – Intersecting Boundaries 

One other; of the issues found when displaying the units in Swarm-World, was that 
sometimes, the units were already close to each other.  In fact, they were not 
really close to each other but within the same bounds.  This meant that some of 
both seekers and settlers were intertwined within the same areas. Effectively, this 
meant that the bounding rectangles of both units were intersecting each other.  
This was not expected and should have not been allowed.   

Solution – Intersecting Boundaries 

A solution was to prevent intersecting rectangles which acted as boundaries for the 
two groups of units.  This way, it was made sure that any units within different 
groups would not fit within a common boundary.   
 
The changes needed in order to implement this solution are depicted in [Figure 2].  

bb..  AAnnaallyyssiinngg  UUnniitt  MMoottiioonn  

Results from Program Visual Results – Unit Motion were related to the visual 
behaviours and emergent [Appendix B: Emergence] patterns noted when seekers 
travelled towards the settlers.  

Problem Identification/Solution – Motion Behaviour 

Due to overlooked issues when setting state values for the first time, the units’ 
movement was erratic and not as expected.  This was discussed in [4.6.b. Initial 
Behaviour and Solutions].  
 
Solutions were also proposed in order to get the seekers travel towards the settlers 
without any problems.   

Problem Identification – Seeker out of Swarm-World 

There were unique instances in the program where a crash was indicating that 
some seekers travelled out of bounds of Swarm-World.  This meant that the seekers 
tried to go to a location which never existed in Swarm-World.  The result was a 
crash due to the program accessing an invalid memory location.   
 
This happened mostly when settlers were near the edge of Swarm-World.  
Particularly, seekers were trying to reach the settlers by going to the same edge 
themselves.  Once they reached the proper co-ordinate of that axis, they remained 
in constant velocity along that axis.  This rendered them to keep the same 
direction they were travelling to and eventually, led them out of Swarm-World.   

Solution – Seeker out of Swarm-World 

To solve this problem, each unit had its location checked after it was moved.  
Particularly, first the location was checked to see whether it was out of bounds of 
Swarm-World and if it was, then the location was updated to be on the nearest 
edge.  The velocity was also changed to direct the seeker towards the inner part of 
Swarm-World.   
 
In effect, [Figure 4] shows how this was achieved.  
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Successful Emergent Patterns – Seeking the settlers 

In order to simulate motion, several areas of the program had to be modified.  The 
first thing was that the program needed a timer so that every time the timer 
triggered, each seeker moved a distance (depending on its last velocities and states 
for both axes).  For more information on states, and how movement was 
calculated; documentation should be referred to at [5.2.d. Ensuring correct 
velocity changes].   
 
Every time the timer was triggered, a function was called in order to apply motion 
by doing the following: 
 

• Getting the next seeker (until all seekers have moved once) to move.  

• Checking whether it had a better state (in both axes) than the best states (if so, 
the best states were updated).  

• Removing it from the old location.  

• Calculating its next position.  

• Putting it on the new location.   

• Updating its new states.  

• Updating the fittest seeker.  
 
The process is depicted clearer in [Figure 3]. Once the implementation of motion 
was complete, one was able to successfully see all the seekers travel towards the 
same direction proximately.  The seekers were travelling in various different 
emergent patterns.  At times, these were travelling and keeping constant distance 
between each other.  There were also times when the emergent pattern of a 
swarm of bees or insects was noted.   
 
Eventually, the seekers were closing in on the settlers.   

Successful Emergent Patterns – A Swarm of insects 

Once motion was achieved, one could note how the seekers were travelling 
towards the settlers (as noted above).  One noticeable issue was; that when the 
seekers arrived near the settlers, more work was needed to let them stop.  
However without the stopping, when the seekers arrived near the settlers, it was 
good to note how the seekers simulated the behaviour of a swarm of insects 
circling a light source.  [Figure 39] shows clearly why this was happening.   

cc..  AAnnaallyyssiinngg  SSccaatttteerriinngg  

Successful Scattering of Seekers 

Once the implementation of a simple scattering methodology was applied, the 
units’ behaviour was as expected.  It was good to note how some seekers went 
directly towards their targeted settler.  
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66..22..  PPrrooggrraamm  IInntteerrnnaall  RReessuullttss  

aa..  EEnnssuurriinngg  pprrooppeerr  XX//YY  ssttaattee  vvaalluueess  ppeerr  llooccaattiioonn  ((11))  

Since the state values of each location played an important part in directing the 
settlers towards the right next location, it was crucial for these to be correct.  
Initially the state locations were defined as described in [4.6.a. Initialisation of 
location state values in the world] and as in [Figure 25].  It was crucial to check 
that the locations were assigned so.  A test was made and some logging output was 
generated to ensure that the values were being assigned correctly.  
 
At this stage, one should remember that there were two state values per location.  
One value defined the distance on the x plane away from the bounding rectangle 
of the settlers.  The other value defined the distance on the y plane away from 
the bounding rectangle of the settlers.   
 
Due to the large quantity of locations in Swarm-World, this test was done on a 
smaller scale.  A world of 10 X 10 locations has been quickly designed with the 
intention of testing the algorithm which assigned these state values.  The 
boundary of settlers was simulated to be a 2 X 2 rectangle. The test results can be 
seen in [Figure 5].  

bb..  EEnnssuurriinngg  pprrooppeerr  XX//YY  ssttaattee  vvaalluueess  ppeerr  llooccaattiioonn  ((22))  

As seen in [4.6.b. Initial Behaviour and Solutions], there was a problem with this 
approach.  The state values were changed in order to reflect proper behaviour.  
The schema showing how the values had to change was shown in [Figure 28].   
 
Similarly, in this case, since there were many locations in Swarm-World, a test was 
performed on a smaller sized world.  The results can be seen in [Figure 6]. 

cc..  EEnnssuurriinngg  pprrooppeerr  bbiinnddiinngg  rreeccttaanngglleess  

Corresponding to [5.1.a. Analysing Initial Unit Placement], these results aim to 
show that after all the fixes have been put in place, the bounding rectangles 
obtained (which bounded the seekers and settlers separately) were valid and 
correct.   
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The size of Swarm-World, when checking for these results, was 484 X 477 
locations.  The table below was derived while checking such results.  It contains 
valid bounding rectangles, for both seekers and settlers, obtained at that time.  
All rectangle co-ordinates are represented as {left, top, right, bottom}.  The size 
of Swarm-World, as mentioned before, was {0, 0, 483, 476} (Note that the 
maximum numbers are one less than the respective maximum since the indexes 
were 0-based).   
 

Bounding Rectangles for Seekers Bounding Rectangles for Settlers 

  

{5, 202, 45, 242} {23, 381, 43, 401} 

{298, 2, 338, 42} {22, 109, 42, 129} 

{310, 212, 350, 252} {424, 4, 444, 24} 

{176, 8, 216, 48} {212, 108, 232, 128} 

{0, 210, 40, 250} {438, 124, 458, 144} 

 
What was important to note was that none of these rectangles were out of bounds 
of Swarm-World.  This meant that each rectangle had a left/top position greater 
than or equal to zero.  Furthermore, none of the bottom/right positions exceeded 
the maximum bounds of 483/476 respectively.   
 
Another point worth noting was that each of these rectangle pairs did not intersect 
each other.   

dd..  EEnnssuurriinngg  ccoorrrreecctt  vveelloocciittyy  cchhaannggeess  

Velocity, in this context, referred to the number of locations travelled in one 
motion iteration.  Velocity also defined direction were negative values denoted 
travel towards the left or top co-ordinates of Swarm-World and positive values 
denoted travel towards the bottom or right co-ordinates of Swarm-World.   
 
Recalling back to [4.6.a. Initialisation of location state values in the world], two 
states were stored within each location.  The purpose was to determine the 
distance of a location from the settlers for both the X plane and the Y plane.  This 
meant that each seeker, also needed to calculate velocity values (one along the x-
axis and the other along the y-axis).   
 
Also, the user had the option to let the seekers put more emphasis on the fittest 
seeker [4.7.j. Using the Software – Emphasising learning rate on fittest unit].  
Therefore; the results considered in this section, were when this option was on, as 
well as when it was off.   
 
The results shown are common to both planes.   
I.e. both planes started from -1.0 and ended at 1.0 so since this was common, 
there was no need to show independent results for each plane.  For clearer 
information, the reader is requested to recall back to [Figure 28] and [Figure 6].  
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No fittest unit emphasis 

[Figure 26] showed the basic formula used when no emphasis was placed on the 
fittest unit’s location.  This was the original formula from PSO [9].   
 
Explained briefly, these are the formula parameters: 
 
vid(t) = vid(t – 1) + φ1(pid –xid(t – 1)) + φ2(pgd – xid(t – 1)) 
 

Where:  

vid(t) defines The new velocity for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

vid(t – 1) defines The last velocity for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

φ1 defines A learning rate [Appendix B: Learning Rate] applied to 
the difference between the current state and the best 
state so far for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

pid defines The best state so far for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

xid(t – 1) defines The current state for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

φ2 defines A learning rate applied to the difference between the 
global best state and the current state of a particular 
unit in a particular dimension. 

pgd defines The global best state so far for a particular dimension. 

 
A set of results were obtained for two seekers trying to find a settler within Swarm-
World.  The initial location was as shown in [Figure 40].  The fittest unit was the 
one closest to the settlers (the one with X State value 0.17).   
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The values assumed for φ1 and φ2 were 2.0 (for both).  Initial velocity was assumed 
to be 0.0.  The velocity result vid(t) was used to determine by how much locations a 
seeker had to be moved.  Being a real number, this was rounded to determine how 
many locations to move.  The maximum velocities allowed for moving a seeker 
were defined to be -3.0 and +3.0.  The calculations were applied on the X 
dimension of both seekers.  
 

Seeker vid(t) vid(t – 1) φ1(pid –xid(t – 1)) φ2(pgd – xid(t – 1)) Figure 

      

1 -0.66 0.0 2 (0.5 – 0.5) 2 (0.17 - 0.5) 40 

2 0.0 0.0 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 40 

1 -0.98 -0.66 2 (0.33 - 0.33) 2 (0.17 - 0.33) 41 

2 0.0 0.0 2 (0.17 – 0.17) 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 41 

1 -0.98 -0.98 2 (0.17 – 0.17) 2 (0.17 – 0.17) 42 

2 0.0 0.0 2 (0.17 – 0.17) 2 (0.17 – 0.17) 42 

1 -0.98 -0.98 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 43 

2 -0.34 0.0 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 2 (0.0 - 0.17) 43 

1 -0.98 -0.98 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 44 

2 -0.68 -0.34 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 2 (0.0 - 0.17) 44 

1 -0.98 -0.98 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 45 

2 -0.68 -0.68 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 45 

1 0.02 -0.98 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 46 

2 -0.68 -0.68 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 46 

1 1.02 0.02 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 47 

2 0.32 -0.68 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 2 (0.0 - -0. 25) 47 

 
The process kept going with an emergent [Appendix B: Emergence] pattern similar 
to that of mosquitoes (or bats) circling a light source.  This showed how the seekers 
were actually travelling towards the settlers and “surrounding” them. 
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Fittest unit emphasis 

[Figure 29] showed the basic formula used when emphasis was placed on the fittest 
unit.   
 
Explained briefly, these are the formula parameters: 
 
vid(t) = vid(t – 1) + φ1(pid –xid(t – 1)) + φ2(pgd – xid(t – 1)) 
 

Where:  

vid(t) defines The new velocity for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

vid(t – 1) defines The last velocity for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

φ1 defines A learning rate [Appendix B: Learning Rate] applied to 
the difference between the current state and the best 
state so far for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

pid defines The fittest unit’s current state. 

xid(t – 1) defines The current state for a particular unit in a particular 
dimension. 

φ2 defines A learning rate applied to the difference between the 
global best state and the current state of a particular 
unit in a particular dimension. 

pgd defines The global best state so far for a particular dimension. 

 
A set of results were obtained for two seekers trying to find a settler within Swarm-
World.  The initial location was as shown in [Figure 40].  The fittest unit was the 
one closest to the settlers (the one with X State value 0.17).   
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The values assumed for φ1 and φ2 were 2.0 (for both).  Initial velocity was assumed 
to be 0.0.  The velocity result vid(t) was used to determine by how much locations a 
seeker had to be moved.  Being a real number, this was rounded to determine how 
many locations to move.  The maximum velocities allowed for moving a seeker 
were defined to be -3.0 and +3.0.  The calculations were applied on the X 
dimension of both seekers.  
  
 

Seeker vid(t) vid(t – 1) φ1(pid –xid(t – 1)) φ2(pgd – xid(t – 1)) Figure 

      

1 -1.32 0.0 2 (0.17 – 0.5) 2 (0.17 - 0.5) 40 

2 0.0 0.0 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 40 

1 -1.96 -1.32 2 (0.17 – 0.33) 2 (0.17 - 0.33) 41 

2 0.0 0.0 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 2 (0.17 - 0.17) 41 

1 -1.96 -1.96 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 43 

2 -0.68 0.0 2 (0.0 – 0.17) 2 (0.0 - 0.17) 43 

1 -0.96 -1.96 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 48 

2 -0.68 -0.68 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 48 

1 1.04 -0.96 2 (0.0 - -0.5) 2 (0.0 - -0.5) 49 

2 -0.68 -0.68 2 (0.0 – 0.0) 2 (0.0 - 0.0) 49 

1 1.54 1.04 2 (-0.25 - -0.25) 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 50 

2 -0.18 -0.68 2 (-0.25 - -0.25) 2 (0.0 - -0.25) 50 

 
The process kept going with an emergent [Appendix B: Emergence] pattern similar 
to that of mosquitoes (or bats) circling a light source.  This showed how the seekers 
were actually travelling towards the settlers and “surrounding” them. 
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ee..  CChheecckkiinngg  ffoorr  vvaalliidd  ““ssiigghhtt””  rreeccttaanngglleess  

Whilst, travelling, the seekers were able to see their surroundings.  They had 
limited sight determined by a binding rectangle.  Each seeker was able to see 
three locations away from it.  A bounding rectangle around the seeker was defined 
to determine the boundary of sight.   
 
Below are rectangle co-ordinates (in the form of {left, top, right, bottom}) of sight 
rectangles for seekers located at co-ordinates in the form of {x, y}.  This meant 
that a seeker located at {x, y} was able to see all locations within the rectangle 
{left, top, right, bottom}.  [Figure 51] shows a sight rectangle bounding a unit in 
Swarm-World.   
 
 

Seeker Location Sight Rectangle for seeker 

  

{10, 24} {7, 21, 13, 27} 

{281, 12} {278, 9, 284, 15} 

{71, 92} {68, 89, 74, 95} 

{92, 87} {89, 84, 95, 90} 

66..33..  TThhee  oobbjjeeccttiivveess  ppuutt  iinnttoo  pprraaccttiiccee  

The results above prove how the objectives were reached by applying a Particle Swarm 
Optimisation Swarm Intelligence technique.  The seekers were able to travel towards a 
common direction and proximately to arrive near the settlers.  The seekers were then 
also able to scatter.   
 
With collision detection, shortest path analysis and obstacles in Swarm-World, this model 
would be useful in various real life scenarios.   

aa..  MMiilliittaarryy  SSttrraatteeggyy  ((rreeaall  lliiffee//ggaammeess))  

In a military strategy, which could be applied in real life as well as in games, the 
seekers will be the attacking units, trying to sabotage or destroy a camp site or 
base (the settlers).   
 
A map will be plotted with real co-ordinates, split into multiple locations of equal 
and pre determined magnitude.  The model will be able to demonstrate how the 
attackers can travel together, towards the camp site and scatter to destroy it.   
 
Whilst airborne units would not have any obstacles to worry about (except for very 
high mountains), ground and naval units would have obstacles and more serious 
shortest path considerations.  This model as is, therefore, would be applicable to 
airborne units, however, with the mentioned additions, ground and naval units 
would be able to make use of it.   
 
The use of such a model would help in predicting critical time deadlines by which 
certain attacks can be made and will help determine the suitability of such 
missions in the specified circumstances.  The model can be a tool in estimating the 
duration of such missions to complete.   
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bb..  AAmmbbuullaannccee  ppaatthh  ssttuuddyy  iinn  mmaassss  aacccciiddeennttss    

In a large hospital covering most doctoring services in a large city, a full model of 
this solution might be implemented over a map of the whole city.  The seekers 
might be the ambulances that set out to attend to the people needing attention.  
The use of the model would however be restricted to whenever mass accidents 
occur (like when two trains collide together).  It might be important to establish 
the roads that multiple ambulances may need to pass from.  That way, radio 
notifications can keep the public aware of the situation in the mentioned roads.  
Any drivers in any conflicting roads will also be made aware of the situation before 
they actually hear any sirens.  This will speed up the service because the space for 
the ambulance to pass through will already be reserved, thus potentially saving 
lives in danger.    
 
The model can also be applied to in real life, at the stage when the ambulances 
are to delegate between them, the people that will be attended to.   

cc..  OOtthheerr  SSiittuuaattiioonnss  

These are certainly not the only ways this model would be beneficial in real life.   
 
Similar to [5.3.b. Ambulance Path Study in mass accidents], the study of fire 
engines taking out multiple fires in a large building also proved interesting.  How 
fire engines travelled to the right road and from which other roads, proved 
interesting to this model.  Furthermore, different fires in the same building might 
have had to be attended to from different streets.  The model proved an 
interesting concept in identifying scattering in this case.   
 
The model also proves to be useful in numerous computer games involving sports, 
war strategy games and various role playing games.   
 
Central to this model, was the fact that it was all based on numerical 
optimisation.  A group of numbers (represented as co-ordinates) had to be 
optimised to be close to another group of numbers (represented as another set of 
co-ordinates).  This proved very similar to neural networks.   
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77))  DDiissccuussssiioonn  

The results presented in [5. Results], showed how a model implementation of 
Particle Swarm Optimisation worked correctly in achieving the objectives of 
the project.  The study has progressed into such a model, after a thorough 
study of the techniques available has been conducted, and the correct one 
chosen.  The objectives were reached because seekers were able to travel 
proximately and in a common direction towards the settlers.  They were also 
able to scatter and attend to the settlers, as per required objectives.   
 
The emergent patterns noted in the model were very similar to the ones noted 
in Agent Modelling Tools such as [28].  More importantly, was the possibility of 
representing the model in real life circumstances.  This was also done 
successfully in [5.3. The objectives put into practice].   
 
The results proved their success factors from two differing view points.  One of 
the result sets conducted results as seen by a normal user trying to use the 
model.  Another of the result sets has shown results inside of the program.  
This showed reasons why certain behaviours were noted by the user and proved 
validity of the techniques in use.   
 
In [4.6.a. Initial Unit Placement], one was able to learn that seekers and 
settlers were to initially be placed in different locations.  I.e. any unit in 
Swarm-World was not allowed to occupy the same location of any other unit, as 
the units were placed.   The user was to take notice that there was visible, the 
same amount of seekers/settlers as expected.  This was specifically, the 
approach taken by the model and it can be modified to behave otherwise.  This 
meant that depending on circumstances, initial locations might have contained 
multiple units.  This model never positioned units in same locations however.   
 
It was also good to note how state values in each location were able to let 
seekers know of their current status and their best statuses.  The tables and 
Figures depicted [5.2.d. Ensuring correct velocity changes], have clearly shown 
how these state values helped in directing the seekers towards the settlers.  
 
After all of the research conducted, there were projects which were similar to 
this one.  However, none were noted to provide the extra elements of 
delegation of units and scattering to attend to units.  Although project 
uniqueness can never be proved, one can say that these results were applied 
with originality and success.  
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88))  CCoonncclluussiioonn  

The aims of this project were to demonstrate how a group of units (namely 
seekers) were able to travel together towards another group of units (namely 
settlers).  The aims were that Swarm Intelligence techniques had to be used.   
 
Initially, a study helped identify the available techniques in Swarm 
Intelligence.  These were Ant Colony Optimisation, Particle Swarm 
Optimisation and Stochastic Diffusion Search.  The study showed how Particle 
Swarm Optimisation was most favourable when compared to the Ant Colony 
Optimisation and Stochastic Diffusion Search techniques.  All the three 
techniques were studied briefly in order to be able to establish the suitability 
of each.  Figures were produced to demonstrate exactly some principles of 
each.  Comparisons were also performed and reasons why one alternative has 
been chosen were given.   
 
After deciding on Particle Swarm Optimisation, a detailed study was conducted 
on the topic.  A progressive approach was taken to implement a small 
demonstration which showed how seekers travelled together along a two 
dimensional plane towards a common direction (towards the settlers).  Once 
the seekers found their targets, they also had to scatter.  The demonstration 
showed that once the seekers were able to learn about the settlers’ current 
position, they were able to delegate each of the settlers between them.  This 
allowed the group of seekers to scatter in order to attend to the settlers.   
 
The approach of this project focused on the technique to use, in order to reach 
a conclusion of how the objectives were possible.  Numerous synonymous real 
life scenarios were also considered (See [5.3. The objectives put into 
practice]).   
 
With this model, one can now realise the possibility of achieving the objectives 
with a particular technique in Swarm Intelligence.  The documentation also 
explained examples of how the other techniques in Swarm Intelligence can be 
used.   
 
A next plan of action to take with this project would be to introduce Shortest 
Path techniques, obstacles and collision detection.  This would even enhance 
further its usability in real life scenarios.   
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99))  TTeecchhnniiccaall  FFiigguurree  

Generate Random 

co-ordinates

empty? 

Put current unit.  

Get next unit. 

yes

no

do {

uX = (rand() % uWidth) + prc->left;

uY = (rand() % uHeight) + prc->top;

pLocation = (CLocation*)get(uX , uY);

} while (!pLocation || pLocation->getUnit() != 0);

Technical Figure 1: Solution to Unit occupying same location. 

No more units to 

place. 

Generate Random 

co-ordinates

empty? 

Put current unit.  

Get next unit. 

yes

no

do {

uX = (rand() % uWidth) + prc->left;

uY = (rand() % uHeight) + prc->top;

pLocation = (CLocation*)get(uX , uY);

} while (!pLocation || pLocation->getUnit() != 0);

Technical Figure 1: Solution to Unit occupying same location. 

No more units to 

place. 

 
 

Generate Random 

boundary for 

Seekers

intersect? 

Generate Random 

boundary for 

Settlers

yes

no

getRandomRect(RECTSIZE_UNITSINA, prcA);

do {

getRandomRect(RECTSIZE_UNITSINB, prcB);

} while(areIntersecting(prcA, prcB));

Technical Figure 2: Solution to Intersecting Boundaries. 

done

Generate Random 

boundary for 

Seekers

intersect? 

Generate Random 

boundary for 

Settlers

yes

no

getRandomRect(RECTSIZE_UNITSINA, prcA);

do {

getRandomRect(RECTSIZE_UNITSINB, prcB);

} while(areIntersecting(prcA, prcB));

Technical Figure 2: Solution to Intersecting Boundaries. 

done
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Technical Figure 3: Applying motion to the seekers.  
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Technical Figure 3: Applying motion to the seekers.  
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Technical Figure 4: Fixing a seekers location to fit within bounds of Swarm-World. 
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velocity to -3

y too 

small? 

yes Set y to top edge of 

Swarm-World and x 

velocity to +3

no

no

Valid Location

no

// get unit's co ords

point16_t pt;

memcpy(&pt, unit->getLocation(), 

sizeof(point16_t));

if (pt.x >= m_size.x) {

pt.x = m_size.x - 1;

unit->setLastXVelocity(-3.0);

} else if (pt.x < 0) {

pt.x = 0;

unit->setLastXVelocity(3.0);

}

if (pt.y >= m_size.y) {

pt.y = m_size.y - 1;

unit->setLastYVelocity(-3.0);

} else if (pt.y < 0) {

pt.y = 0;

unit->setLastYVelocity(3.0);

}

unit->setLocation(pt.x, pt.y);

Technical Figure 4: Fixing a seekers location to fit within bounds of Swarm-World. 
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y too 
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Swarm-World and x 

velocity to +3

no

no
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no

// get unit's co ords

point16_t pt;

memcpy(&pt, unit->getLocation(), 

sizeof(point16_t));

if (pt.x >= m_size.x) {

pt.x = m_size.x - 1;

unit->setLastXVelocity(-3.0);

} else if (pt.x < 0) {

pt.x = 0;

unit->setLastXVelocity(3.0);

}

if (pt.y >= m_size.y) {

pt.y = m_size.y - 1;

unit->setLastYVelocity(-3.0);

} else if (pt.y < 0) {

pt.y = 0;

unit->setLastYVelocity(3.0);

}

unit->setLocation(pt.x, pt.y);
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Y: 0.75
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Technical Figure 5 – Test results when assigning state values (x and y) to 
locations.
These results show that the state values were compliant with those in [Diagram 25].

It should be noted how the Y state values change for the boxes shaded in green.  It 

should also be noted how the X state values change for the boxes shaded in blue.  

Co-ordinates start from 0.0 (outside Swarm-World) and increment to 1.0 (within the 

boundary containing the settlers) as shown below.    
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Technical Figure 5 – Test results when assigning state values (x and y) to 
locations.
These results show that the state values were compliant with those in [Diagram 25].

It should be noted how the Y state values change for the boxes shaded in green.  It 

should also be noted how the X state values change for the boxes shaded in blue.  

Co-ordinates start from 0.0 (outside Swarm-World) and increment to 1.0 (within the 

boundary containing the settlers) as shown below.    
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X: 0.0

Y: 0.25

X: 0.0

Y: 0.0

Technical Figure 6 – Test results when assigning state values (x and y) to 
locations.
These results show that the state values were compliant with those in [Diagram 28].

It should be noted how the Y state values change for the boxes shaded in green.  It 

should also be noted how the X state values change for the boxes shaded in blue.  

Co-ordinates start from -1.0 (outside Swarm-World starting from top/left) and 

increment to 1.0 (towards the bottom/right part outside Swarm-World) as below.    
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Technical Figure 6 – Test results when assigning state values (x and y) to 
locations.
These results show that the state values were compliant with those in [Diagram 28].

It should be noted how the Y state values change for the boxes shaded in green.  It 

should also be noted how the X state values change for the boxes shaded in blue.  
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CArray2DCArray2DCArray2DCArray2D

#m_size: size16_t
#m_rotation: uint8_t
-m_pData: T

<<create>>-CArray2D()
<<destroy>>-CArray2D()
+resize(size: size16_t): bool
+resize(uX: uint16_t, uY: uint16_t): bool
+rotate(iSteps: int8_t): void
+get(uX: uint16_t, uY: uint16_t): T
+set(uX: uint16_t, uY: uint16_t, data: T): void
+getSizeProper(): size16_t
+getSize(pSize: size16_t): void
-size(uX: uint16_t, uY: uint16_t): bool
-getIndexAt(uX: uint16_t, uY: uint16_t): uint32_t

T : class

Since CArray2D allowed rotation, this method was used to obtain the 

unrotated size.  Rotation was not used within this application.  

getSizeProper

Stores an element (representing a location in Swarm-World) in the array at 

the specified location. 

set

Obtains an element at the specified location (within the array). In Swarm-

World, this represented a location storing state information. 

get

Tries to resize the array without modifying any data stored. resize

Frees all resources used by CArray2D. <<destroy>> CArray2D

Initialises CArray2D. <<create>> CArray2D

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Since CArray2D allowed rotation, this method was used to obtain the 

unrotated size.  Rotation was not used within this application.  

getSizeProper

Stores an element (representing a location in Swarm-World) in the array at 

the specified location. 

set

Obtains an element at the specified location (within the array). In Swarm-

World, this represented a location storing state information. 

get

Tries to resize the array without modifying any data stored. resize

Frees all resources used by CArray2D. <<destroy>> CArray2D

Initialises CArray2D. <<create>> CArray2D

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Technical Figure 7 – Class Diagram and explanations of the CArray2D class. 

 
 

CLinkListCLinkListCLinkListCLinkList

-m_phead: LINKLISTITEM
-m_ptail: LINKLISTITEM
-m_count: int

-FindItem(pItem: void): LINKLISTITEM
<<create>>-CLinkList()
<<destroy>>-CLinkList()
+addTail(pItem: void): bool
+deleteItem(pItem: void): bool
+deleteAllItems(): void
+getCount(): int
+getHead(): LINKLISTITEM
+getTail(): LINKLISTITEM
+getAt(nIndex: int): LINKLISTITEM

Gets the item in the list at a specified index. getAt

Gets the last item in the list. getTail

Gets the first item in the list. getHead

Gets the number of items in the list. getCount

Removes all items from the list. deleteAllItems

Locates an item in the list and removes it from the list.  deleteItem

Adds an item to the end of the list.  addTail

Frees all resources used by CLinkList. <<destroy>> CLinkList

Initialises CLinkList. <<create>> CLinkList

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Gets the item in the list at a specified index. getAt

Gets the last item in the list. getTail

Gets the first item in the list. getHead

Gets the number of items in the list. getCount

Removes all items from the list. deleteAllItems

Locates an item in the list and removes it from the list.  deleteItem

Adds an item to the end of the list.  addTail

Frees all resources used by CLinkList. <<destroy>> CLinkList

Initialises CLinkList. <<create>> CLinkList

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Technical Figure 8 – Class Diagram and explanations of the CLinkList class. 

tagLINKLISTITEMtagLINKLISTITEMtagLINKLISTITEMtagLINKLISTITEM
<<CppStruct>>

+pItem: void
+pNext: tagLINKLISTITEM
+pPrev: tagLINKLISTITEM
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Retrieves the object at the specified index. get

Sets an object at the index specified within the vector. set

Changes the number of items which can be stored within the vector. resize

Frees all resources used by CVector. <<destroy>> CVector

Initialises CVector with a number of elements (when supplied). <<create>> CVector

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Retrieves the object at the specified index. get

Sets an object at the index specified within the vector. set

Changes the number of items which can be stored within the vector. resize

Frees all resources used by CVector. <<destroy>> CVector

Initialises CVector with a number of elements (when supplied). <<create>> CVector

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Technical Figure 9 – Class Diagram and explanations of the CVector class. 

CVectorCVectorCVectorCVector

-m_nCount: uint16_t
-m_pTItems: T

<<create>>-CVector()
<<create>>-CVector(nCount: uint16_t)
<<destroy>>-CVector()
+resize(nCount: uint16_t): bool
+set(lIndex: uint16_t, pt: T): void
+get(lIndex: uint16_t): T
<<CppOperator>>+[](nIndex: uint16_t): T
+copy(pTarget: CVector<T>): bool

T : class

 
 

Technical Figure 10 – Interaction with the Dialog Box. 
The program first created a dialog box which waited for messages from the 

operating system.  The user used input devices causing the operating system to send 
messages to the dialog box.  The dialog box responded according to the messages 

received. 

Program Start

Program End

Operating SystemEvent Handling

User Input/Visual

System MessagesSystem Messages

Quit Message
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Technical Figure 11 – Messages processed by the program dialog box. 

Operating System

WM_INITDIALOGWM_INITDIALOG

WM_COMMANDWM_COMMAND

WM_TIMERWM_TIMER

WM_DRAWITEMWM_DRAWITEM

WM_HSCROLLWM_HSCROLL

WM_CLOSEWM_CLOSE

WM_DESTROYWM_DESTROY

Particle Swarm Optimisation 

Dialog Box
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Initialise 

default user 
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Initialise units 

and locations
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button click.  

Units’ and 
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“Follow 
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Program Quit

Calculate & 

update all unit 

positions. 
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at their current 

location. 
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and scrollbar 
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Notify OS to 
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Close Dialog 
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CSwarmWorldCSwarmWorldCSwarmWorldCSwarmWorld

-m_hWnd: HWND
-m_fittest: CUnit
-m_listUnitsA: CLinkList
-m_listUnitsB: CLinkList
-m_delay: int16_t

<<create>>-CSwarmWorld()
<<destroy>>-CSwarmWorld()
+initialiseLocations(: HWND): bool
+initialiseUnits(): bool
+terminateLocations(): void
+terminateUnits(): void
+iterateMotion(): bool
+seekUnits(): void
+scatterUnits(): void
+startMotion(): void
+stopMotion(): void
+getDelay(): int16_t
+getSurface(): HWND
+getUnitsInGroupA(): CLinkList
+getUnitsInGroupB(): CLinkList
+setDelay(delay: int16_t): void
-putUnit(pUnit: CUnit): void
-getInitRects(: rect16_t, : rect16_t): void
-getRandomRect(: int8_t, : rect16_t): void
-createUnits(pTarget: CLinkList, uCount: uint16_t, colour: UnitColour): bool
-destroyUnits(pList: CLinkList): void
-placeUnits(pList: CLinkList, prc: rect16_t): void
-findFittest(): void
-changeFittest(fitter: CUnit): void
-calculateStates(prcBase: rect16_t): void
-fillStateVectors(x: CVector<double>, y: CVector<double>, prc: rect16_t): void
-areIntersecting(: rect16_t, : rect16_t): bool
-fixUnitLocation(unit: CUnit): void
-groupBFound(unit: CUnit): bool
-targetFound(unit: CUnit): bool
-delegateAllUnits(): void

Technical Figure 12 – Class Diagram of the CSwarmWorld class. 
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Sets the delay to a different value.  This affects the speed with which the seekers 

move because the motion timer’s delay is changed. 

setDelay

Returns a linked list holding all the settlers (Units in group ‘B’). getUnitsInGroupB

Returns a linked list holding all the seekers (Units in group ‘A’). getUnitsInGroupA

Gets the window representing Swarm-World. getSurface

Returns a number representing the delay between motion. getDelay

This stopped the motion timer, causing any movement to cease.  stopMotion

Starts a timer which calls iterateMotion everytime it is triggered.  This caused the 

seekers to move every time a delay period elapsed.  

startMotion

Called by iterateMotion to process motion.  The motion involved with this function 

was the scattering of seekers when the settlers have been found.

scatterUnits

Called by iterateMotion to process motion.  The motion involved with this function 

was the seeking of settlers. 

seekUnits

Completes one full iteration of movement.  All seekers would have processed their 

formula and moved according the last results of the applied formula.  

iterateMotion

Removes all units from the linked lists and frees them from memory. terminateUnits

Removes all locations from Swarm-World and frees them from memory. terminateLocations

Gets two non intersecting rectangles within Swarm-World, creates new settler and 

seeker units, and places them randomly in their corresponding bounding areas.  

Finds also the fittest seeker and marks it. 

initialiseUnits

Creates location objects for each element in the array. initialiseLocations

Frees all resources used by CSwarmWorld. <<destroy>> CSwarmWorld

Initialises CSwarmWorld with default parameters. <<create>> CSwarmWorld

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Sets the delay to a different value.  This affects the speed with which the seekers 

move because the motion timer’s delay is changed. 

setDelay

Returns a linked list holding all the settlers (Units in group ‘B’). getUnitsInGroupB

Returns a linked list holding all the seekers (Units in group ‘A’). getUnitsInGroupA

Gets the window representing Swarm-World. getSurface

Returns a number representing the delay between motion. getDelay

This stopped the motion timer, causing any movement to cease.  stopMotion

Starts a timer which calls iterateMotion everytime it is triggered.  This caused the 

seekers to move every time a delay period elapsed.  

startMotion

Called by iterateMotion to process motion.  The motion involved with this function 

was the scattering of seekers when the settlers have been found.

scatterUnits

Called by iterateMotion to process motion.  The motion involved with this function 

was the seeking of settlers. 

seekUnits

Completes one full iteration of movement.  All seekers would have processed their 

formula and moved according the last results of the applied formula.  

iterateMotion

Removes all units from the linked lists and frees them from memory. terminateUnits

Removes all locations from Swarm-World and frees them from memory. terminateLocations

Gets two non intersecting rectangles within Swarm-World, creates new settler and 

seeker units, and places them randomly in their corresponding bounding areas.  

Finds also the fittest seeker and marks it. 

initialiseUnits

Creates location objects for each element in the array. initialiseLocations

Frees all resources used by CSwarmWorld. <<destroy>> CSwarmWorld

Initialises CSwarmWorld with default parameters. <<create>> CSwarmWorld

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Technical Figure 13 – Explanations of CSwarmWorld class members. (Part One)

 
 

Delegates all settlers to seekers.  delegateAllUnits

Determines whether a specified seeker has found it’s delegated settler. targetFound

Determines whether a specified seeker can see any settler within it’s sight 

rectangle.  

groupBFound

Ensures that a unit (particularly a seeker) is within bounds of Swarm-World.  If 

not, it directs it to the nearest edge and adjusts it such that it’s next 

movement will be towards the inner part of Swarm-World. 

fixUnitLocation

Determines whether two rectangles intersect each other. areIntersecting

Fills two vectors (X/Y axis) with state values depending on the position of a 

specified settlers’ binding rectangle. 

fillStateVectors

Calculates the X/Y states of all locations based on a specified rectangle (acting 

as the boundary rectangle of the settlers).  

calculateStates

Changes the fittest unit in Swarm-World and updates all necessary colours. changeFittest

Marks the fittest seeker in Swarm-World. findFittest

Places units in a list within a specified bounding rectangle in unique locations. placeUnits

Removes units from a linked list and frees them from memory. destroyUnits

Adds a number of newly created units of specified colour into a linked list.  

The colour was used to distinguish between seekers and settlers.

createUnits

Gets a random rectangle within another and of specified size. getRandomRect

Fills two random rectangles which are in bounds of Swarm-World and which do 

not intersect each other. 

getInitRects

Places a unit in Swarm-World (at its current location). putUnit

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Delegates all settlers to seekers.  delegateAllUnits

Determines whether a specified seeker has found it’s delegated settler. targetFound

Determines whether a specified seeker can see any settler within it’s sight 

rectangle.  

groupBFound

Ensures that a unit (particularly a seeker) is within bounds of Swarm-World.  If 

not, it directs it to the nearest edge and adjusts it such that it’s next 

movement will be towards the inner part of Swarm-World. 

fixUnitLocation

Determines whether two rectangles intersect each other. areIntersecting

Fills two vectors (X/Y axis) with state values depending on the position of a 

specified settlers’ binding rectangle. 

fillStateVectors

Calculates the X/Y states of all locations based on a specified rectangle (acting 

as the boundary rectangle of the settlers).  

calculateStates

Changes the fittest unit in Swarm-World and updates all necessary colours. changeFittest

Marks the fittest seeker in Swarm-World. findFittest

Places units in a list within a specified bounding rectangle in unique locations. placeUnits

Removes units from a linked list and frees them from memory. destroyUnits

Adds a number of newly created units of specified colour into a linked list.  

The colour was used to distinguish between seekers and settlers.

createUnits

Gets a random rectangle within another and of specified size. getRandomRect

Fills two random rectangles which are in bounds of Swarm-World and which do 

not intersect each other. 

getInitRects

Places a unit in Swarm-World (at its current location). putUnit

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Technical Figure 14 – Explanations of CSwarmWorld class members. (Part Two)
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Technical Figure 15 – Class Diagram of the CUnit class. 

CUnitCUnitCUnitCUnit

+fittestEmphasis: bool
+unitBestXLR: double
+unitBestYLR: double
+fittestXLR: double
+fittestYLR: double
+fittestBestXLR: double
+fittestBestYLR: double
+sightDistance: int
-m_pt: point16_t
-m_lastXVelocity: double
-m_lastYVelocity: double
-m_bestXState: double
-m_bestYState: double
-m_XState: double
-m_YState: double
-m_colour: UnitColour
-m_targetUnit: CUnit
-m_atTarget: bool

<<create>>-CUnit()
<<create>>-CUnit(colour: UnitColour)
<<create>>-CUnit(uX: uint16_t, uY: uint16_t, colour: UnitColour)
+getLocation(): point16_t
+getTargetUnit(): CUnit
+foundTargetUnit(): bool
+getLastXVelocity(): double
+getLastYVelocity(): double
+getBestXState(): double
+getBestYState(): double
+getXState(): double
+getYState(): double
+getColour(): UnitColour
+setLocation(uX: uint16_t, uY: uint16_t): void
+setTargetUnit(unit: CUnit): void
+foundTargetUnit(found: bool): void
+setLastXVelocity(value: double): void
+setLastYVelocity(value: double): void
+setBestXState(value: double): void
+setBestYState(value: double): void
+setXState(value: double): void
+setYState(value: double): void
+setColour(value: UnitColour): void
+moveUnit(fittest: CUnit): void
+isFitter(unit: CUnit): bool
+getSightRect(rect: rect16_t, bounds: size16_t): void
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Retrieves the rectangle of sight for the unit.  getSightRect

Determines whether a unit is fitter than another. isFitter

Updates the velocity of a unit by applying a formula according to its current state. moveUnit

Sets the colour of the unit. setColour

Sets the current state along the Y-Axis. setYState

Sets the current state along the X-Axis. setXState

Sets the best state achieved along the Y-Axis. setBestYState

Sets the best state achieved along the X-Axis. setBestXState

Sets the number of locations travelled last along the Y-Axis. setLastYVelocity

Sets the number of locations travelled last along the X-Axis. setLastXVelocity

Allows a seeker to know its current status (whether the delegated target settler was 

found or not). 

foundTargetUnit

Defines the target delegated unit for the seeker.  setTargetUnit

Positions the unit in another location within Swarm-World. setLocation

Retrieves the unit’s colour.  This determined whether it was a seeker or a settler. getColour

Retrieves the current state along the Y-Axis. getYState

Retrieves the current state along the X-Axis. getXState

Retrieves the best state ever achieved by the unit in the Y-Axis. getBestYState

Retrieves the best state ever achieved by the unit in the X-Axis. getBestXState

Retrieves the number of locations moved during the last motion iteration and along 

the Y-Axis. 

getLastYVelocity

Retrieves the number of locations moved during the last motion iteration and along 

the X-Axis. 

getLastXVelocity

Determines whether the target unit was in sight (during scattering). foundTargetUnit

Gets a target unit delegated to this seeker.  This was only applicable to seekers who 

have been delegated a unit (just before scattering). 

getTargetUnit

Gets the current location of the unit within Swarm-World. getLocation

Initialises CUnit with default parameters. <<create>> CUnit

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Retrieves the rectangle of sight for the unit.  getSightRect

Determines whether a unit is fitter than another. isFitter

Updates the velocity of a unit by applying a formula according to its current state. moveUnit

Sets the colour of the unit. setColour

Sets the current state along the Y-Axis. setYState

Sets the current state along the X-Axis. setXState

Sets the best state achieved along the Y-Axis. setBestYState

Sets the best state achieved along the X-Axis. setBestXState

Sets the number of locations travelled last along the Y-Axis. setLastYVelocity

Sets the number of locations travelled last along the X-Axis. setLastXVelocity

Allows a seeker to know its current status (whether the delegated target settler was 

found or not). 

foundTargetUnit

Defines the target delegated unit for the seeker.  setTargetUnit

Positions the unit in another location within Swarm-World. setLocation

Retrieves the unit’s colour.  This determined whether it was a seeker or a settler. getColour

Retrieves the current state along the Y-Axis. getYState

Retrieves the current state along the X-Axis. getXState

Retrieves the best state ever achieved by the unit in the Y-Axis. getBestYState

Retrieves the best state ever achieved by the unit in the X-Axis. getBestXState

Retrieves the number of locations moved during the last motion iteration and along 

the Y-Axis. 

getLastYVelocity

Retrieves the number of locations moved during the last motion iteration and along 

the X-Axis. 

getLastXVelocity

Determines whether the target unit was in sight (during scattering). foundTargetUnit

Gets a target unit delegated to this seeker.  This was only applicable to seekers who 

have been delegated a unit (just before scattering). 

getTargetUnit

Gets the current location of the unit within Swarm-World. getLocation

Initialises CUnit with default parameters. <<create>> CUnit

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Technical Figure 16 – Explanations of CUnit class members. 
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Technical Figure 17 – Class Diagram of the CLocation class. 

CLocationCLocationCLocationCLocation

-m_pt: point16_t
-m_xstate: double
-m_ystate: double
-m_pUnit: CUnit

<<create>>-CLocation()
<<create>>-CLocation(uX: uint16_t, uY: uint16_t)
+getUnit(): CUnit
+setUnit(pUnit: CUnit): void
+getXState(): double
+setXState(state: double): void
+getYState(): double
+setYState(state: double): void

Modifies the state of this location within the Y-Axis. setYState

Retrieves the state of this location within the Y-Axis. getYState

Modifies the state of this location within the X-Axis. setXState

Retrieves the state of this location within the X-Axis. getXState

Places a unit within this location. setUnit

Retrieves any unit present in the location. getUnit

Initialises CLocation with default parameters. <<create>> CLocation

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers

Modifies the state of this location within the Y-Axis. setYState

Retrieves the state of this location within the Y-Axis. getYState

Modifies the state of this location within the X-Axis. setXState

Retrieves the state of this location within the X-Axis. getXState

Places a unit within this location. setUnit

Retrieves any unit present in the location. getUnit

Initialises CLocation with default parameters. <<create>> CLocation

(extract)(extract)MembersMembers
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1100))  AAppppeennddiixx  AA  ––  PPrroojjeecctt  DDeessccrriippttiioonn  FFoorrmm  

CIS320 Project Description Form 
 
One copy of this form is to be completed by each project student.  The form must be signed by the student. 
The original is to be submitted with the examination entry form to the University of London.  Any deviation from the proposal should be explained by 
the student in the report submitted.  The student should keep a copy of the project description form.  
 
To be completed by the Candidate 
 

 
1. Statement of Objectives 
 
a. What do you intend to achieve? 
 A group of units; ‘A’, travels proximately in a common direction to seek a limitedly dispersed group of 

units; ‘B’.  Upon locating ‘B’, ‘A’ will scatter to attend simultaneously, to each unit in group ‘B’.  The main 
objectives lie in how units in group ‘A’ interact with each other to travel to group ‘B’ and scatter.  What 
happens after is not important.  No shortest path or obstacles shall be considered for this model. 

b. Why have you chosen the proposed project? 
 Apart from enhancing my knowledge for a future career, the project is based on new and personally 

appealing techniques which can be applied in numerous situations.  To keep within title scope, the 
interaction between units is the main focus.  Aside from this, the choice has instantly become a drive for 
motivation into delving deeper. 

c. Itemised results/documents you intend to deliver in the achievement of your objectives: 
 A structured report detailing: 

- What algorithms exist, and why the one chosen has been applied to this model. 
- How agents travel together in a common direction and how they scatter to reach different targets.  
- Which possible real-life situations, can this model be applied to. 
- Desirably; a program model showing how this works. 
 

 

2. The Methods to be used 
 
a. How you intend to achieve the objectives listed above: 
 Experimental Design, Public Libraries, Agent Modelling Tools, and Internet Research via WWW or User 

Groups this be amongst the methods used to produce the outcome.  
 
Progressively during research and documentation, a prototype will be designed in order to demonstrate 
the solutions. 

b. Why you are intending to do it this way: 
 Books are useful in acquiring base knowledge and to help understand topics better.  The internet is 

used for learning what already exists and any unforeseen pitfalls communicated by user group 
specialists.  A prototype shows the achievements (or shortcomings) of the main objectives. 

 

Name: Duncan Camilleri Registration. No: U/02/0340548 

Title of Project: Swarm Intelligence: Analysing techniques for locating a group of units.  
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c. Your strategy for getting started 
 The Study Guide/books have been read a few times to get the concept of what and how.  Initial 

research (already started) and further deeper research will provide input as to how Swarms can be 
applied to solve the problem (objective).  The research process will be documented and whilst 
progressing, a design for a prototype can be established. 

 

3. The Work Plan 
 
a. A schedule showing key milestones in the project. 
 Aug 2006 – Fully completed and confirmed Proposal. 

Sep – Oct 2006 – Initial Research completed. Approaches identified. Correct approach selected. 
Nov – Dec 2006 – In Depth Analysis of technique to be used; prototyping and experimentation. 
Dec – Jan 2007 – Design, Coding and Testing of model.  
Jan – Mar 2007 – Model Design, Development (coding + testing) of model prototype. 
Apr – May 2007 – Contingency Period. Time to enhance/fix/recover.  
 
 
 

b. A production schedule for the report (i.e. when you will start writing and when it will be finished). 
 Aug – Sep 2006 – Document Formatting/Title Page/Terms of Reference complete. 

Oct 2006 – Documented Research methods and model design overview. 
Jan – Feb 2007 – Documentation of Analysis and Techniques + Prototype Explanation. 
May 2007 – Submission of documents to University of London. 

 

Additional Comments 
 
Use this section to make extra comments on the proposal, on matters not covered above or where space is insufficient.  
 

Some terminology has been defined in this project to differentiate between units in group ‘A’, and units in group 
‘B’.  Units in group ‘A’ shall be called ‘seekers’ because they have to look for the units in group ‘B’, which shall 
be called ‘settlers’ since they never move.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed     Name    Date 
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1111))  AAppppeennddiixx  BB  ––  TTeerrmmss  aanndd  JJaarrggoonn  

Term Definition 

ACO See [Ant Colony Optimisation].  

ADU See [Atomic Data Unit].   

Agent An agent was something that perceived information about its environment via some form of 
sensing input.  According to its environment, an agent was able to act in order to reach some 
form of objective.   

Ant Colony 
Optimisation 

This was a technique in Swarm Intelligence, which mimics very closely the behaviour of ants.  

Atomic Data 
Unit 

In [Stochastic Diffusion Search], an agent tried to compare units of data in a random hypothesis.  
Atomic Data Units were those units of data being compared by the agents.  These usually were 
never able to be split any further.  As an example, when applying Stochastic Diffusion Search in 
pattern matching, the pixel unit can be the Atomic Data Unit.   

Collective 
Behaviour 

The kinds of activities engaged in by sizable but loosely organized groups of people. Episodes of 
collective behaviour tend to be quite spontaneous, resulting from an experience shared by the 
members of the group that engenders a sense of common interest and identity. [12] 

Dialog Box A dialog box was a frame or bounded area used to allow a user to interact with a computer 
program.   

Diffusion, of 
information 

In [Stochastic Diffusion Search], each agent chose random hypothesis and tried to locate valid 
data within that hypothesis.  Agents who did not succeed in making good comparisons 
communicated with other agents to see the validity of their comparison.  The process of giving 
such comparison information in Stochastic Diffusion Search was referred to as Diffusion of 
Information.  

Emergence Emergence was when a visual pattern became noticed when applying a formula to numbers 
within an n-dimensional space (within this project’s context).  In this case, the effects of the 
mathematical formula used showed how a number of points in this space were changed to 
represent the behaviour of a swarm of bees.   

Emergent See [Emergence].  

Evaporation In [Ant Colony Optimisation], agents were leaving a trail behind them whenever they found a valid 
location.  This trail was not a permanent one, and thus it evaporated.  

Fitness In [Particle Swarm Optimisation], each particle had a fitness level.  This determined how correct 
or close to the target destination, that particle was.   

Foraging 
Area 

In [Ant Colony Optimisation], agents travelled within an area for their target (ants search in a 
defined area where food might be).  This area was called the foraging area.  

gbest A global best particle in [Particle Swarm Optimisation] was an only fittest unit.  All other units tried 
to adapt to this global best particle.  This meant that there was one flock following one fittest unit.   

lbest In lbest, there were multiple flocks with each flock having its own [fittest] unit.  

Learning 
Rate 

In neural networks, a learning rate was definable as a multiplier which helped modify a current 
training value to reach the optimal value.     
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Location 
Based 
Fitness 

In this project, each location in [Swarm-World] had state values.  These values were used to 
determine the fitness of a unit in that location.   

Mandelbrot 
Set 

The mathematical concepts behind the Mandelbrot set were out of the scope.  However, for the 
purposes of this project, one would consider the Mandelbrot Set to be a formation by which 
swarm particles may adapt to.  For further information on the Mandelbrot Set, one can go to 
http://local.wasp.uwa.edu.au/~pbourke/fractals/mandelbrot/. This had nothing to do with Swarm 
Intelligence and therefore not included in the references.  

Mandel-
Swarm 

A sample application showed how [Particle Swarm Optimisation] was applied to draw a 
[Mandelbrot Set].  A number of particles were placed randomly on a surface and they all travelled 
in such a way that in their final position, the Mandelbrot Set was seen.  

Owner-
Drawn 
Control 

This was a component which had to be drawn manually by the program creating the component.  
The program did not give permission to the operating system to draw these components.   

Pheromone 
Trails 

Ants travelled randomly to seek food.  As these did find something, they travelled back to their 
nest with the food, leaving a pheromone trail behind them.  This trail diminished by time but as 
more ants found the trail, these followed it in order to get more food.  On their way back, the ants 
left another pheromone trail on top of the existing one.  The more ants that followed this trail, the 
stronger it became.  This enabled other ants to learn that food can be obtained by following the 
trail.   

Particle Particle Swarm Optimisation was a technique in Swarm Intelligence were a particle was one 
agent in a group.   

Particle 
Swarm 

In [Particle Swarm Optimisation], a group of [particles] travelling together was referred to as a 
Particle Swarm.  

Particle 
Swarm 
Optimisation 

In Particle Swarm Optimisation, a number of [particles] formed a [particle swarm] with an 
[emergent] behaviour of a flock of birds.   

Protected 
Method 

Member functions in a class which were accessible by that instance of the class and by any sub 
ordinate classes only were known as protected.  Such could not be accessed from external 
objects in C++.  

PSO See Particle Swarm Optimisation.  

Public 
Method 

Member functions in a class which were accessible from external objects are referred to as Public 
in C++.  Such methods were actually available everywhere as long as the method was being 
called from an instantiated member of that class (unless it was static).   

Rectangle of 
Sight 

The rectangle of sight was a boundary of how far a unit was able see.  This was defined as a 
rectangle specified within [Swarm-World].  The unit was at the centre and the rectangle defined 
the limits up to where that unit was able to “see”.  

Scout This term was used in [Ant Colony Optimisation] to refer to a sole [seeker] travelling randomly in 
[Swarm-World] to try and locate the [settlers].  

Spider 
Diagram 

“Another way of structuring your thoughts and identifying how subjects break down is through the 
use of spider diagrams” [3 Page 41].  For further details on Spider Diagrams, refer to [3].  

SDS See [Stochastic Diffusion Search].  

Seeker A seeker was a unit in group ‘A’.  These units were so called because their intention was to seek 
the units in group ‘B’ (known as [Settlers]).   
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Settler A settler was a unit in group ‘B’.  These units were so called because their purpose was to remain 
static and non mobile.  Their location was settled.  

State Value A value representing the distance of a location away from the [settlers] in [Swarm-World].  Each 
location had an X State Value and a Y State Value.  These determined the distance in X co-
ordinates and Y co-ordinates respectively.  

Stochastic Involving or containing a random variable or variables [21].  

Stochastic 
Diffusion 
Search 

This was a technique in Swarm Intelligence where multiple agents considered random hypothesis 
in order to try and locate a good location.   

Swarm-
World 

The swarm units (both [settlers] and [seekers]) were enclosed in a large 2 dimensional rectangle.  
There was no concern of what went on outside this rectangle.  All units were able to travel only 
within this rectangle.  This rectangle was called the Swarm-World.  This was just a given name 
and was no particular term related to Swarm Intelligence.   

Symposium As defined in www.dictionary.com: “A meeting or conference for discussion of a topic, especially 
one in which the participants form an audience and make presentations.” 
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1122))  AAppppeennddiixx  CC  ––  FFiigguurreess  

Foraging Area

Nest

Obstacle

Ant

Food Source

Figure 1 – Ant Colony Optimisation Overview. 
Ants left pheromone trails behind them.  The pheromone became stronger on 
shortest paths since an ant travelled from the food source and back to the nest 

faster; thus leaving multiple layers of pheromone trails more frequently. The 

stronger the pheromone was, the more ants became attracted to it.  Weaker trails 

evaporated after ants on those trails followed stronger trails and abandoned their 

old trails.  Note the quantity of ants depending on the strength (thickness) of the 
pheromone trail.  The strength of pheromone increased exponentially as more ants 

joined the trail (leaving their own pheromone trail on top of the existing ones). 

Pheromone Trail

Foraging Area

Nest

Obstacle

Ant

Food Source

Figure 1 – Ant Colony Optimisation Overview. 
Ants left pheromone trails behind them.  The pheromone became stronger on 
shortest paths since an ant travelled from the food source and back to the nest 

faster; thus leaving multiple layers of pheromone trails more frequently. The 

stronger the pheromone was, the more ants became attracted to it.  Weaker trails 

evaporated after ants on those trails followed stronger trails and abandoned their 

old trails.  Note the quantity of ants depending on the strength (thickness) of the 
pheromone trail.  The strength of pheromone increased exponentially as more ants 

joined the trail (leaving their own pheromone trail on top of the existing ones). 

Pheromone Trail
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Particle with highest fitness lbest.  Kept 

going towards the same direction. 

Particle tried to adapt to 

most fit neighbour. 

Particle had no fitter neighbour so it 

kept on going on its path. 

Figure 2 – Particle Swarm Optimisation using the lbest strategy. 
Each particle checked k neighbours and determined the one which 
has achieved the best fitness.  Particles changed velocity (velocity 

involves also direction) based on the fittest neighbour and their own 

past experience.  When no neighbour was fitter, the particles kept 

going on the same track. 

Particle with highest fitness lbest.  Kept 

going towards the same direction. 

Particle tried to adapt to 

most fit neighbour. 

Particle had no fitter neighbour so it 

kept on going on its path. 

Figure 2 – Particle Swarm Optimisation using the lbest strategy. 
Each particle checked k neighbours and determined the one which 
has achieved the best fitness.  Particles changed velocity (velocity 

involves also direction) based on the fittest neighbour and their own 

past experience.  When no neighbour was fitter, the particles kept 

going on the same track. 

 
 

Particle with highest fitness gbest.  

Kept on going the same direction

Particle tried to adapt to most fit 

particle in whole group. 

Particle tried to adapt to most fit 

particle in whole group even though 

this wasn’t nearby.

Figure 3 – Particle Swarm Optimisation using the gbest strategy. 
Each particle checked all other particles and determined the one 
which has achieved the best fitness.  Particles changed velocity

(velocity involves also direction) based on the fittest particle in the 

whole population.  When no particle was fitter, the particles kept 

going on the same track. 

Particle with highest fitness gbest.  

Kept on going the same direction

Particle tried to adapt to most fit 

particle in whole group. 

Particle tried to adapt to most fit 

particle in whole group even though 

this wasn’t nearby.

Figure 3 – Particle Swarm Optimisation using the gbest strategy. 
Each particle checked all other particles and determined the one 
which has achieved the best fitness.  Particles changed velocity

(velocity involves also direction) based on the fittest particle in the 

whole population.  When no particle was fitter, the particles kept 

going on the same track. 
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Figure 4 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 1
A group of agents agreed to search for a blue ellipse within the

area using SDS. 

Figure 4 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 1
A group of agents agreed to search for a blue ellipse within the

area using SDS. 

 
 

Figure 5 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 2
The agents separated in order to evaluate different hypothetical locations within the 

search space.  The enclosing ring shows the hypothesis within which the agent was 

limited to. If the agent selected an ADU [Appendix B: ADU] of this hypothesis which 

was blue in colour, then the agent would have found valid data. For this example, an 

ADU was a pixel of colour information within the selected hypothesis.

Figure 5 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 2
The agents separated in order to evaluate different hypothetical locations within the 

search space.  The enclosing ring shows the hypothesis within which the agent was 

limited to. If the agent selected an ADU [Appendix B: ADU] of this hypothesis which 

was blue in colour, then the agent would have found valid data. For this example, an 

ADU was a pixel of colour information within the selected hypothesis.
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Figure 6 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 3
The agents communicated (on a one to one basis), to diffuse 
information.  Agents who found no valid data sought one other 

agent to ask for any findings.  Agents who found valid data did 

not diffuse information unless asked for it.

Did you find 

anything?

Figure 6 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 3
The agents communicated (on a one to one basis), to diffuse 
information.  Agents who found no valid data sought one other 

agent to ask for any findings.  Agents who found valid data did 

not diffuse information unless asked for it.

Did you find 

anything?

 
 

Figure 7 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 4
If the other agent did not find a valid ADU [Appendix B: ADU] , 

then, the agent asking the question considered a different 

hypothesis.

Sorry I 

found 

nothing!

seek again

Figure 7 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 4
If the other agent did not find a valid ADU [Appendix B: ADU] , 

then, the agent asking the question considered a different 

hypothesis.

Sorry I 

found 

nothing!

seek again

 
 

Figure 8 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 5
If an agent has found a valid ADU and has been asked for it, then 

both agents went to investigate again the suspected hypothesis.

Yes I found 

something.  

Come with 

me!

fo
llo

w
s

To possible valid hypothesis

Figure 8 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 5
If an agent has found a valid ADU and has been asked for it, then 

both agents went to investigate again the suspected hypothesis.

Yes I found 

something.  

Come with 

me!

fo
llo

w
s

To possible valid hypothesis
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Figure 9 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 6
Eventually, all members found the data being searched for.  If 

the data to search was not available in the whole search space, 

then the agents would have found the closest match, just like in

the example to the right (below).  

OR

Figure 9 – Stochastic Diffusion Search – Step 6
Eventually, all members found the data being searched for.  If 

the data to search was not available in the whole search space, 

then the agents would have found the closest match, just like in

the example to the right (below).  

OR

 

Base

Figure 10 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 1. 
Initially, the seekers left a central base to travel randomly since they had no 

pheromone trail to follow.  

Seekers
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Figure 10 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 1. 
Initially, the seekers left a central base to travel randomly since they had no 

pheromone trail to follow.  

Seekers

Settlers
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Base

Figure 11 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 2. 
A seeker noticed the settlers.  The seeker had to return to base, leaving a 
pheromone trail behind it to lead the others towards the settlers. 

Seekers

Settlers

Base

Figure 11 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 2. 
A seeker noticed the settlers.  The seeker had to return to base, leaving a 
pheromone trail behind it to lead the others towards the settlers. 

Seekers
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Base

Figure 12 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 3. 
The seeker maintained it’s pheromone trail except when it was a permanent one.  

Seekers who found this trail used it to return to the base. These waited for all the 

other seekers to arrive in order for them to go together towards the settlers.  

Meanwhile, another seeker has found the settlers and was bound to build his own 

pheromone trail.  

Seekers

Settlers

Pheromone

Seekers that have 

found the 

pheromone and 

followed it back to 

base. 

The seeker that has found 

the settlers first had to 

keep the pheromone trail 

alive (except when it was 

a permanent and non-

evaporating trail). 

Another seeker has 

found the settlers and 

therefore was bound to 

commence his own 

artificial trail.  

Base

Figure 12 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 3. 
The seeker maintained it’s pheromone trail except when it was a permanent one.  

Seekers who found this trail used it to return to the base. These waited for all the 

other seekers to arrive in order for them to go together towards the settlers.  

Meanwhile, another seeker has found the settlers and was bound to build his own 

pheromone trail.  
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Base

Figure 13 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 4. 
More seekers arrived at the base after having seen the initial pheromone trail and 
followed it.  Two seekers strengthened their trail until all others arrived at the base. 
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Figure 13 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 4. 
More seekers arrived at the base after having seen the initial pheromone trail and 
followed it.  Two seekers strengthened their trail until all others arrived at the base. 
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Base

Figure 14 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 5. 
Once all settlers were at the base, they followed the strongest pheromone trail 

together in a common direction.  If however, both trails were equally strong, then 

the seekers were vulnerable to separation!  Not what was required! 
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Figure 14 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 1 Part 5. 
Once all settlers were at the base, they followed the strongest pheromone trail 

together in a common direction.  If however, both trails were equally strong, then 

the seekers were vulnerable to separation!  Not what was required! 
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Base

Figure 15 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 2 Part 1. 
Only one seeker, which acted as a scout, was trying to find the settlers, taking 

random decisions on which path to take.  This would have taken longer but solved 

the multi-pheromone problems. 
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Figure 15 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 2 Part 1. 
Only one seeker, which acted as a scout, was trying to find the settlers, taking 

random decisions on which path to take.  This would have taken longer but solved 

the multi-pheromone problems. 
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Base

Figure 16 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 2 Part 2. 
Having found the settlers, the scout finally began establishing the pheromone trail 

back to the base. 
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Figure 16 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 2 Part 2. 
Having found the settlers, the scout finally began establishing the pheromone trail 

back to the base. 
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Figure 17 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 2 Part 3. 
The seekers followed the trail produced by the scout.   
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Figure 17 – Ant Colony Optimisation in Swarm-World – Situation 2 Part 3. 
The seekers followed the trail produced by the scout.   
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Figure 18 – Particle Swarm Optimisation in Swarm-World – Location Based Fitness. 
The bounding rectangle enclosing the settlers was the target where the seekers had to 

go. This meant that a seeker within this rectangle had to have a very high fitness. 
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lower it’s fitness was 

bound to be.

Still not fit enough. This seeker turned fit 

enough so it was able to 

stop while other 

seekers were following 

it. 

Figure 18 – Particle Swarm Optimisation in Swarm-World – Location Based Fitness. 
The bounding rectangle enclosing the settlers was the target where the seekers had to 

go. This meant that a seeker within this rectangle had to have a very high fitness. 
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Figure 19 – Particle Swarm Optimisation in Swarm-World – Step 1. 
The closer the seekers got to the border, the higher their fitness.  The closest 

seeker was followed by all the others. 
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Figure 19 – Particle Swarm Optimisation in Swarm-World – Step 1. 
The closer the seekers got to the border, the higher their fitness.  The closest 

seeker was followed by all the others. 
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Figure 20 – Particle Swarm Optimisation in Swarm-World – Step 2. 
Two seekers managed to enter the border at the same time.  They both had access 
to information about the settlers and were able to tell their team mates to halt 

motion.  At this stage, scattering would proceed.  
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Figure 20 – Particle Swarm Optimisation in Swarm-World – Step 2. 
Two seekers managed to enter the border at the same time.  They both had access 
to information about the settlers and were able to tell their team mates to halt 

motion.  At this stage, scattering would proceed.  
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Figure 21 – Stochastic Diffusion Search in Swarm-World – Using a Map. 
The seekers knew the locations of the settlers but only within their bounding 
rectangle.  They just had to find where this bounding rectangle was in Swarm-

World.  Each seeker had hypothesised an area as being such a bounding rectangle 

and applied a SDS to find whether the hypothesis was correct. 

Imaginary Bounding 

Rectangle in Swarm-World

Map allowed seekers know the 

exact locations of the settlers

within their bounding rectangle. 

Seekers were able to hypothesise 

an area in Swarm-World as being 

synonymous with the map. 

Figure 21 – Stochastic Diffusion Search in Swarm-World – Using a Map. 
The seekers knew the locations of the settlers but only within their bounding 
rectangle.  They just had to find where this bounding rectangle was in Swarm-

World.  Each seeker had hypothesised an area as being such a bounding rectangle 

and applied a SDS to find whether the hypothesis was correct. 
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Figure 22 – Overview of classes used
An experimental initial design.  This is not a class diagram. 
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SwarmSwarm--WorldWorld

Figure 23 – The Life of the Swarm-World Application
When the dialog box was initialising, all location objects were created into the array 
(same size as the black rectangle representing Swarm-World).  All units were also 

created.  As the application closed, all objects were freed from memory.  
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Figure 23 – The Life of the Swarm-World Application
When the dialog box was initialising, all location objects were created into the array 
(same size as the black rectangle representing Swarm-World).  All units were also 

created.  As the application closed, all objects were freed from memory.  
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Figure 24 – Non Intersecting Bounding Rectangles
If two rectangles were not bound to intersect each other, then each corner of one 
rectangle was checked to see whether it was in bound of the other rectangle or not.  

Note the example provided. 

As an example: 

if r2 > l1 and r2 < r1 and also b2 > t1 

and b2 < b1 then the corner of the blue 

rectangle was in bound of the green 

one.  
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Figure 24 – Non Intersecting Bounding Rectangles
If two rectangles were not bound to intersect each other, then each corner of one 
rectangle was checked to see whether it was in bound of the other rectangle or not.  

Note the example provided. 
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Figure 25 – Location State Values in Swarm-World.
Locations within the bounding rectangle of settlers had a state value of 1.0.  All the 
others had a smaller state value; decrementing in equivalent steps until the edge of 

the world.  This was the point where the state was 0.0. This was common for both 

axis. 
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Figure 25 – Location State Values in Swarm-World.
Locations within the bounding rectangle of settlers had a state value of 1.0.  All the 
others had a smaller state value; decrementing in equivalent steps until the edge of 

the world.  This was the point where the state was 0.0. This was common for both 

axis. 
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FormulaFormula

vid(t) = vid(t – 1) + φ1(pid –xid(t – 1)) + φ2(pgd – xid(t – 1))

Figure 26 – Formula of a Continuous Number Particle Swarm Optimisation 
Technique. [9]

Key:

t → Current Iteration

t – 1 → Previous iteration

id→ Individual/dimension

gd→ Global Best/dimension

φ → Positive random numbers

p → best state so far

x → current state

v → velocity
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Figure 26 – Formula of a Continuous Number Particle Swarm Optimisation 
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Key:
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gd→ Global Best/dimension
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x → current state
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Figure 27 – Travel Direction
Although the behaviours below were all emergent [Appendix B: Emergence], the 
emergent pattern was not right for solving the main objectives. All directions of 

travel mentioned below for seekers were relative to the group of settlers. I.e. North 

meant a point above the group of settlers. 
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towards the others and then the group 

was split as above. 

When the seekers were in the north 

east, the units on top compressed 

towards the others and then the 

group was split as below. 

When the seekers were in 

the north west, all the units 

spread out towards the 

settlers with the fittest unit 

rushing way ahead. 

Figure 27 – Travel Direction
Although the behaviours below were all emergent [Appendix B: Emergence], the 
emergent pattern was not right for solving the main objectives. All directions of 

travel mentioned below for seekers were relative to the group of settlers. I.e. North 

meant a point above the group of settlers. 
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Figure 28 – Signed Location State Values
In order for the seekers to travel north and west, negative state values were needed 

in order to comply with screen co-ordinate values.   
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Figure 28 – Signed Location State Values
In order for the seekers to travel north and west, negative state values were needed 

in order to comply with screen co-ordinate values.   
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FormulaFormula

vid(t) = vid(t – 1) + φ1(pd – xid(t – 1)) + φ2(pgd – xid(t – 1))

Figure 29 – Formula of a Continuous Number Particle Swarm Optimisation 
Technique putting emphasis on the fittest seeker rather than on the seeker’s own 
best state values. [9]

Key:

t → Current Iteration

T – 1 → Previous iteration

id→ Individual/dimension

gd→ Global Best/dimension

φ → Positive random numbers

p → fittest unit’s current state. 

x → current state

v → velocity

FormulaFormula

vid(t) = vid(t – 1) + φ1(pd – xid(t – 1)) + φ2(pgd – xid(t – 1))

Figure 29 – Formula of a Continuous Number Particle Swarm Optimisation 
Technique putting emphasis on the fittest seeker rather than on the seeker’s own 
best state values. [9]

Key:

t → Current Iteration

T – 1 → Previous iteration

id→ Individual/dimension

gd→ Global Best/dimension

φ → Positive random numbers

p → fittest unit’s current state. 

x → current state

v → velocity
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Figure 30 – Graphical User Interface with user options. Figure 30 – Graphical User Interface with user options. 

 
 

Figure 31 – Rectangle of Sight.  The seeker had an enclosing rectangle (square) 
which defined the sight of that unit. 
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Figure 31 – Rectangle of Sight.  The seeker had an enclosing rectangle (square) 
which defined the sight of that unit. 
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Figure 32 – Delegation
Once the seekers arrived at their target, each settler was delegated to them.  The 

example below shows the settlers were equally distributed amongst the settlers. 
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Figure 32 – Delegation
Once the seekers arrived at their target, each settler was delegated to them.  The 

example below shows the settlers were equally distributed amongst the settlers. 
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Figure 33: The rays of seekers caused the application of a force on 
them towards the nearer settler.  The further settler was not hit by 

the rays and even if it were, the seekers would have preferred the 
closer one.  This left the slightly distant settlers unattended because 

seekers were coming from only one direction. 
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than one).
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any target.  

Undefined 
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Figure 33: The rays of seekers caused the application of a force on 
them towards the nearer settler.  The further settler was not hit by 
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Figure 34 – Identification of Swarm Intelligence Techniques.
Spider Diagram shows general obtained knowledge on Swarm Intelligence
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Figure 34 – Identification of Swarm Intelligence Techniques.
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Figure 35 – Particle Swarm Optimisation (lbest)
Several flocks were formed, each having a fittest unit giving hints on the next 

direction to take.

Figure 35 – Particle Swarm Optimisation (lbest)
Several flocks were formed, each having a fittest unit giving hints on the next 

direction to take.
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Figure 36 – Particle Swarm Optimisation (gbest)
There was only one flock being hinted by one fittest unit.

Figure 36 – Particle Swarm Optimisation (gbest)
There was only one flock being hinted by one fittest unit.

 
 

Figure 37 – Settlers as fittest units. 
Only once the settlers have been found, each settler is delegated to one or more 

seeker.  This settler will act as a fittest unit for each seeker.  That way, the seekers 

would be able to scatter to attend to their delegates. 
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Figure 37 – Settlers as fittest units. 
Only once the settlers have been found, each settler is delegated to one or more 

seeker.  This settler will act as a fittest unit for each seeker.  That way, the seekers 

would be able to scatter to attend to their delegates. 
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Figure 38 – Settlers cannot be fittest units from the beginning. 
If the settlers were to be the fittest units from the beginning, then the seekers 

might not have travelled together.  They would have worked independently and 

might have formed multiple flocks. 
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Figure 38 – Settlers cannot be fittest units from the beginning. 
If the settlers were to be the fittest units from the beginning, then the seekers 

might not have travelled together.  They would have worked independently and 

might have formed multiple flocks. 
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Figure 39 – Program Visual Results – Implementation without scattering. 
Behaviour of seekers without scattering.  This process was an infinite process.  Good 

to note was the emergent pattern which evolved.  
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caused them to redirect their way towards the 
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infinitely because the seekers were not 

programmed to stop or scatter at that time.  
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Figure 40 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 1
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Figure 41 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 2
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Figure 42 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 3
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Figure 42 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 3
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Figure 43 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 4
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Figure 43 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 4
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Figure 44 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 5
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Figure 44 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 5
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Figure 45 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 6
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Figure 45 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 6
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Figure 46 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 7
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Figure 46 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 7
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Figure 47 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 8
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Figure 48 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 4
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Figure 48 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 4
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Figure 49 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 5
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Figure 49 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 5
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Figure 50 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 6
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Figure 50 – PSO Formula Test Results – Step 6
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Figure 51 – Sight Rectangle of a seeker.
The seeker was able to see 3 locations away from it, hence a binding rectangle around 

the seeker of radius 3.  
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1133))  AAppppeennddiixx  DD  ––  PPrrooggrraamm  SSoouurrccee  CCooddee  

1133..11..  hhllppGGeenneerraall..hh  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Purpose: General Helpers 
// Headers Needed: stdlib.h, time.h, string.h, ctype.h 
// Date of Creation: 21 SEP 2004 
// Modifications:  
// 23 MAY 2005: Added UINT GetRand(UINT uCount) 
// 15 JUL 2005: Added void strreplch(char* pszString, char cReplace,  
//                                        char cReplaceBy) 
// 23 JUL 2005: Added inline void strend(char* pszString, const char szTrail, 
//                                        bool bMustExist,  
//                                        bool bNoTrailingSpace) 
// 20 OCT 2005: Added inline bool isfpnumber(char* pszString) 
// 12 NOV 2005: Added getmin and getmax 
// 14 NOV 2005: Added function specific defines. We need not worry  
//                about include files any more 
// 22 JAN 2006: Wrong position of #endif for __HLPGENERAL_H__ fixed 
// 22 JAN 2006: Added top level comments about fopen security features 
// 26 FEB 2006: Removed GetRand. I am now using Mersenne Twister. 
// 15 AUG 2006: Added strrstr 
 
 
#ifndef __HLPGENERAL_H__ 
#define __HLPGENERAL_H__ 
 
#define mbox(msg)         MessageBox(NULL, msg, APP_TITLE, MB_OK) 
#define zeroize(_struct)  memset(&_struct, 0, sizeof(_struct)) 
#define getmax(x, y)      (y > x ? y : x) 
#define getmin(x, y)      (y < x ? y : x) 
 
// replaces every cReplace occurrence in pszString with cReplaceBy 
#ifdef STRREPLCH 
#undef STRREPLCH 
 
  inline void strreplch(char* pszString, char cReplace, char cReplaceBy); 
  inline void strreplch(char* pszString, char cReplace, char cReplaceBy) { 
  if (pszString) { 
    while (*pszString != '\0') { 
      if (*pszString == cReplace) { 
        *pszString = cReplaceBy; 
      } 
 
      pszString++; 
    } 
  } 
} 
#endif 
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// strend: removes/adds trailing character to string. optionally removes trailing white 
space 
#ifdef STREND 
#undef STREND 
  #include <string.h> 
  #include <ctype.h> 
 
  inline void strend(char* pszString, const char szTrail, bool bMustExist,  
                      bool bNoTrailingSpace); 
 
  inline void strend(char* pszString, const char szTrail, bool bMustExist, 
                      bool bNoTrailingSpace) { 
    // white space 
    char* szEnd = pszString + (strlen(pszString) - 1); 
    if (bNoTrailingSpace) { 
      while (isspace(*szEnd)) {  
        szEnd--; 
      } 
 
      *(szEnd + 1) = '\0'; 
    } 
 
    // check if trailing char must exist or not and then remove or add accordingly when 
necessary 
    if (bMustExist) { 
      if (*szEnd != szTrail) { 
        // much like strcat!  dirty 
        *(szEnd + 1) = szTrail; 
        *(szEnd + 2) = '\0'; 
      } 
    } else { 
      if (*szEnd == szTrail) { 
        szEnd = '\0'; 
      } 
    } 
  } 
#endif 
 
// strrstr: searches in reverse for a string in a string 
#ifdef STRRSTR 
#undef STRRSTR 
   #include <string.h> 
    
   inline char* strrstr(const char* pcSearchIn, const char* pcSearchFor) { 
      char* pcEnd = (char*)(pcSearchIn + strlen(pcSearchIn) - 1); 
      int nMatchesLeft = (int)(strlen(pcSearchFor) - 1); 
       
      while (nMatchesLeft >= 0 && pcEnd >= pcSearchIn) { 
         if (pcEnd[0] == pcSearchFor[nMatchesLeft]) { 
            nMatchesLeft--; 
         } else { 
            nMatchesLeft = (int)strlen(pcSearchFor) - 1; 
         } 
 
         if (nMatchesLeft >= 0) { 
            pcEnd--; 
         } 
      } 
 
      if ( nMatchesLeft <= 0 && (pcEnd == strstr(pcEnd, pcSearchFor)) ) { 
         return pcEnd; 
      }  
 
      return 0; 
   } 
#endif 
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// isfpnumber: goes to string verifying integrity of it being a floating point 
#ifdef ISFPNUMBER 
#undef ISFPNUMBER 
  #include <string.h> 
 
  inline bool isfpnumber(char* pszString); 
  inline bool isfpnumber(char* pszString) { 
    if (strlen(pszString) == 0) 
      return false; 
 
    bool bDp = false;       // decimal point; 
    char sz = *pszString; 
 
    while(sz != '\0') { 
      bool bNotDigit = ! isdigit(sz); 
      if (sz != '.' && bNotDigit) { 
        return false; 
      } 
 
      if (sz == '.' && bDp) { 
        return false; 
      } 
 
      if (sz == '.' ) { 
        bDp = true; 
      } 
 
      sz = *(++pszString); 
    } 
 
    return true; 
  } 
#endif 
 
#ifdef EXPONENT 
#undef EXPONENT 
  #include <hlpTypes.h> 
 
  inline uint32_t exp(uint32_t x, uint32_t n); 
  inline uint32_t exp(uint32_t x, uint32_t n) { 
    uint32_t y = 1; 
    uint32_t u = x; 
 
    do { 
      if (n % 2 == 1) { 
        y = y * u; 
      } 
 
      n = n / 2; 
      u = u * u; 
    } while (n != 0); 
 
    return y; 
  } 
#endif 
 
#ifdef ROUND 
#undef ROUND 
   #include "hlpTypes.h" 
   #include <math.h> 
   inline int8_t round8(double d) { 
      return (int8_t)floor(d + (double)0.5); 
   } 
   inline int32_t round32(float f) { 
      return (int32_t)floorf(f + (float)0.5); 
   } 
   inline int32_t round32(double d) { 
      return (int32_t)floor(d + (double)0.5); 
   } 
#endif 
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#ifdef GETFILESIZE 
#undef GETFILESIZE 
   #include <stdio.h> 
   inline long filesize(char* pcFilename) { 
      FILE* file; 
      errno_t err = fopen_s(&file, pcFilename, "rb"); 
      if (0 != err) { 
         return 0; 
      } 
 
      if (0 != fseek(file, 0, SEEK_END)) { 
         fclose(file); 
         return 0; 
      } 
 
      long l = ftell(file); 
      fclose(file); 
      if (l == -1) { 
         return 0; 
      } 
 
      return l; 
   } 
#endif 
 
#endif        // __HLPGENERAL_H__ 
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1133..22..  hhllppTTyyppeess..hh  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Purpose: Used to define basic user data types (include cross platform types) 
// Headers Needed:  
// Date of Creation: 08 MAR 2006 
// Modifications:  
// 08 Mar 2006: Created 
// 27 Jul 2006: Added signed prefix to integers 
// 27 Jul 2006: Added rectdbl_t 
 
#ifndef __HLPTYPES_H__ 
#define __HLPTYPES_H__ 
 
#ifdef _MSC_VER 
  typedef signed   __int8     int8_t; 
  typedef signed   __int16   int16_t; 
  typedef signed   __int32   int32_t; 
  typedef signed   __int64   int64_t; 
   
  typedef unsigned __int8    uint8_t; 
  typedef unsigned __int16  uint16_t; 
  typedef unsigned __int32  uint32_t; 
  typedef unsigned __int64  uint64_t; 
#else 
  // support linux compilers with inttypes.h 
  #include <inttypes.h> 
#endif 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// Sizes 
typedef struct _size8 
{ 
  uint8_t x; 
  uint8_t y; 
} size8_t; 
 
typedef struct _size16 
{ 
  uint16_t x; 
  uint16_t y; 
} size16_t; 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// Points 
typedef struct _pointdbl 
{ 
   double x; 
   double y; 
} pointdbl_t; 
 
typedef struct _pointflt 
{ 
   float x; 
   float y; 
} pointflt_t; 
 
typedef struct _point8 
{ 
  int8_t x; 
  int8_t y; 
} point8_t; 
 
typedef struct _point16 
{ 
  int16_t x; 
  int16_t y; 
} point16_t; 
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typedef struct _point32 
{ 
  int32_t x; 
  int32_t y; 
} point32_t; 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// Rects 
typedef struct _rectdbl 
{ 
   double left; 
   double top; 
   double right; 
   double bottom; 
} rectdbl_t; 
 
typedef struct _rectflt 
{ 
   float left; 
   float top; 
   float right; 
   float bottom; 
} rectflt_t; 
 
typedef struct _rect8 
{ 
  int8_t left; 
  int8_t top; 
  int8_t right; 
  int8_t bottom; 
} rect8_t;   
 
typedef struct _rect16 
{ 
  int16_t left; 
  int16_t top; 
  int16_t right; 
  int16_t bottom; 
} rect16_t;   
 
typedef struct _rect32 
{ 
  int32_t left; 
  int32_t top; 
  int32_t right; 
  int32_t bottom; 
} rect32_t;   
 
#endif    // __TYPES_H__ 
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1133..33..  CCAArrrraayy22DD..hh  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Purpose: A dynamic two dimensional array 
// Headers Needed: hlpTypes.h 
// Date of Creation: 23 Mar 2006 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 23 Mar 2006: Initial Development 
// 02 Apr 2006: Removed all references to [row, col]. Using proper [X, Y] 
 
#if !defined __HLPTYPES_H__ 
#error CArray2D.h requires hlpTypes.h 
#endif 
 
#ifndef __CARRAY2D_H__ 
#define __CARRAY2D_H__ 
 
#define XROTATION_0     0x0 
#define XROTATION_90    0x1 
#define XROTATION_180   0x2 
#define XROTATION_270   0x3 
 
template <class T> 
class CArray2D  
{ 
public: 
   CArray2D(); 
   virtual ~CArray2D(); 
 
   bool resize(const size16_t& size); 
   bool resize(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY); 
 
   void rotate(int8_t iSteps);     // -ve for aclockwise, +ve for clockwise 
 
   // item accessor methods 
   T get(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY); 
   void set(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY, T data); 
 
   // size accessor methods 
   size16_t* getSizeProper(); 
   void getSize(size16_t* pSize); 
 
protected: 
   size16_t m_size; 
   uint8_t m_rotation; 
 
private: 
   T* m_pData; 
 
   bool size(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY); 
   uint32_t getIndexAt(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY); 
}; 
 
#endif  // __CARRAY2D_H__ 
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1133..44..  CCAArrrraayy22DD..ccpppp  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Purpose: A dynamic two dimensional array 
// Headers Needed: hlpTypes.h 
// Date of Creation: 23 Mar 2006 
// Modifications:  
// 23 Mar 2006: Initial Development 
// 02 Apr 2006: Removed all references to [row, col]. Using proper [X, Y] 
// 21 Apr 2006: Small bug in XROTATION_90 when getting index. fixed. 
// 21 Apr 2006: Another small bug when rotating anticlockwise in rotate fx. 
 
#include "hlpTypes.h" 
#include "CArray2D.h" 
 
#include <assert.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <memory.h> 
 
template class CArray2D<void*>; 
template class CArray2D<int8_t>; 
template class CArray2D<uint32_t>; 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
CArray2D<T>::CArray2D() 
:   m_pData(0), 
m_rotation(XROTATION_0) 
{ 
   m_size.x = 0; 
   m_size.y = 0; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
CArray2D<T>::~CArray2D() 
{ 
   if (0 != m_pData) {  
      free(m_pData);  
   } 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
bool CArray2D<T>::resize(const size16_t& size)  
{ 
   return resize(size.x, size.y); 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
bool CArray2D<T>::resize(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY) 
{ 
   // no previous allocation 
   if (0 == m_pData) { 
      return size(uX, uY); 
   } 
 
   // need to realloc due to previous allocation 
   T* pNew = (T*)realloc(m_pData, uX * uY * sizeof(T)); 
   if (0 == pNew) { 
      return false; 
   } 
 
   m_size.x = uX; 
   m_size.y = uY; 
   m_pData = pNew; 
 
   return true; 
} 
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// -ve for aclockwise, +ve for clockwise 
template <class T> 
void CArray2D<T>::rotate(int8_t iSteps)  
{ 
   m_rotation = (m_rotation + ((4 + iSteps) % 4)) % 4; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
T CArray2D<T>::get(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY)  
{ 
   return m_pData[getIndexAt(uX, uY)]; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
void CArray2D<T>::set(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY, T data)  
{ 
   m_pData[getIndexAt(uX, uY)] = data; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
size16_t* CArray2D<T>::getSizeProper() 
{ 
   return &m_size; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
void CArray2D<T>::getSize(size16_t* pSize) 
{ 
   assert(pSize); 
 
   if (m_rotation == XROTATION_90 || m_rotation == XROTATION_270) { 
      pSize->x = m_size.y; 
      pSize->y = m_size.x; 
 
      return; 
   } 
 
   pSize->x = m_size.x; 
   pSize->y = m_size.y; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
bool CArray2D<T>::size(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY) 
{ 
   assert(0 == m_pData); 
   unsigned int uiSize = uX * uY * sizeof(T);  
 
   m_pData = (T*)malloc(uiSize); 
   if (0 == m_pData) { 
      return false; 
   } 
 
   // init data 
   memset(m_pData, 0, uiSize); 
   m_size.x = uX; 
   m_size.y = uY; 
 
   return true; 
} 
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
uint32_t CArray2D<T>::getIndexAt(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY)  
{ 
   // getting the index for the rotated coordinates 
   switch (m_rotation) { 
   case XROTATION_90: 
      assert(uX < m_size.y && uY < m_size.x); 
      return ( ( m_size.x * (m_size.y - (uX + 1)) ) + uY ); 
   case XROTATION_180: 
      assert(uX < m_size.x && uY < m_size.y); 
      return ( m_size.x * (m_size.y - (uY + 1)) + (m_size.x  - (uX + 1)) ); 
   case XROTATION_270: 
      assert(uX < m_size.y && uY < m_size.x); 
      return ( m_size.x * uX + (m_size.x - (uY + 1)) ); 
   default: 
      break; 
   } 
 
   assert(uX < m_size.x && uY < m_size.y); 
   return (m_size.x * uY + uX); 
} 
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1133..55..  CCLLiinnkkLLiisstt..hh  

 
// Purpose:   Linked List Generic 
 
// Changes 
// 22 Oct 2004: Duncan Camilleri - Initial Development 
 
#ifndef __CLINKLIST_H__ 
#define __CLINKLIST_H__ 
 
typedef struct tagLINKLISTITEM 
{ 
  void* pItem; 
  struct tagLINKLISTITEM* pNext; 
  struct tagLINKLISTITEM* pPrev; 
} 
LINKLISTITEM; 
 
class CLinkList  
{ 
private: 
  LINKLISTITEM* m_phead; 
  LINKLISTITEM* m_ptail; 
  int m_count; 
 
  LINKLISTITEM* FindItem(void* pItem); 
 
public: 
  CLinkList(); 
  ~CLinkList(); 
 
  // maintenance 
  bool addTail(void* pItem); 
  bool deleteItem(void* pItem); 
   
  void deleteAllItems(); 
 
  // traversion 
  inline int getCount()                   { return m_count; }   
  inline LINKLISTITEM* getHead() const    { return m_phead; } 
  inline LINKLISTITEM* getTail() const    { return m_ptail; } 
   
  LINKLISTITEM* getAt(int nIndex); 
}; 
 
#endif    // __CLINKLIST_H__ 
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1133..66..  CCLLiinnkkLLiisstt..ccpppp  

 
// Purpose:   Linked List Generic 
 
// Changes 
// 22 Oct 2004: Duncan Camilleri - Initial Development 
 
#include "CLinkList.h" 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <assert.h> 
 
#define nul 0 
 
CLinkList::CLinkList() 
{ 
  m_phead = nul; 
  m_ptail = nul; 
  m_count = 0; 
} 
 
CLinkList::~CLinkList() 
{ 
  deleteAllItems(); 
} 
 
LINKLISTITEM* CLinkList::FindItem(void* pItem) 
{ 
  LINKLISTITEM* pRet = m_phead; 
 
  while (pRet != nul && pRet->pItem != pItem) 
    pRet = pRet->pNext; 
 
  return pRet; 
} 
 
bool CLinkList::addTail(void* pItem) 
{ 
  if (nul == pItem) 
    return false; 
 
  if (nul == m_ptail) 
  { 
    // no item present. create tail = head 
    assert(nul == m_phead); 
    m_phead = m_ptail = (LINKLISTITEM*)malloc(sizeof(LINKLISTITEM)); 
    if (nul == m_phead) 
      return false; 
 
    m_ptail->pPrev = nul; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    // create tail 
    m_ptail->pNext = (LINKLISTITEM*)malloc(sizeof(LINKLISTITEM)); 
    if (nul == m_ptail->pNext) 
      return false; 
 
    m_ptail->pNext->pPrev = m_ptail; 
    m_ptail = m_ptail->pNext; 
  } 
 
  // set tail content 
  m_ptail->pItem = pItem; 
  m_ptail->pNext = nul; 
 
  ++m_count; 
  return true; 
} 
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bool CLinkList::deleteItem(void* pItem) 
{ 
  assert(pItem); 
  assert(m_phead != nul && m_ptail != nul); 
   
  if (m_phead == m_ptail && m_phead->pItem == pItem) 
  { 
    // single item (head and tail equal)? 
    free (m_phead); 
    m_phead = nul; 
    m_ptail = nul; 
  } 
  else if (pItem == m_phead->pItem) 
  { 
    // head item? 
    m_phead = m_phead->pNext; 
     
    free(m_phead->pPrev); 
    m_phead->pPrev = nul; 
  } 
  else if (pItem == m_ptail->pItem) 
  { 
    // tail item? 
    m_ptail = m_ptail->pPrev; 
     
    free(m_ptail->pNext); 
    m_ptail->pNext = nul; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    // middle 
    LINKLISTITEM* pListItem = FindItem(pItem); 
    if (nul == pListItem) 
      return false; 
     
    pListItem->pPrev->pNext = pListItem->pNext; 
    pListItem->pNext->pPrev = pListItem->pPrev; 
    free(pListItem); 
  } 
 
  --m_count; 
  return true; 
} 
 
void CLinkList::deleteAllItems() 
{ 
  LINKLISTITEM* pNext = m_phead; 
  while (pNext != nul) 
  { 
    if (nul == pNext->pNext) 
    { 
      free(pNext); 
      break; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      pNext = pNext->pNext; 
      free(pNext->pPrev); 
    } 
  } 
 
  m_count = 0; 
  m_phead = nul; 
  m_ptail = nul; 
} 
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LINKLISTITEM* CLinkList::getAt(int nIndex) 
{ 
  assert(nIndex < m_count);   
 
  LINKLISTITEM* pItem = getHead(); 
  assert(pItem); 
 
  for (int nCnt = 1; nCnt <= nIndex; nCnt++) 
    pItem = pItem->pNext; 
 
  return pItem; 
} 
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1133..77..  CCVVeeccttoorr..hh  

 
// Purpose:   A Variable Sized Array 
 
// Changes 
// 01 Mar 2006: Duncan Camilleri - Initial Development 
// 05 Mar 2006: Duncan Camilleri - The solution to linking errors is to 
//                                  combine sourcecode within header 
//                                  Not a good solution but for now there's 
//                                  nothing that I know of which can do. 
// 23 Mar 2006: Duncan Camilleri - When using CArray2D, I found I must  
//                                  explicitly instantiate the template  
//                                  instance. So I add the cpp with explicit  
//                                  instantiation now!! 
 
#if !defined __HLPTYPES_H__ 
#error CVector.h requires hlpTypes.h 
#endif 
 
#ifndef __CVECTOR_H__ 
#define __CVECTOR_H__ 
 
 
template <class T>  
class CVector { 
public: 
   CVector(); 
   CVector(uint16_t nCount); 
   ~CVector(); 
 
   bool resize(uint16_t nCount); 
 
   void set(uint16_t lIndex, T pt); 
   T* get(uint16_t lIndex); 
 
private: 
   uint16_t m_nCount; 
   T* m_pTItems; 
 
 
public: 
   T& operator [] (const uint16_t nIndex); 
 
   // other operations 
   bool copy(CVector<T>* pTarget); 
}; 
 
#endif    // __CVECTOR_H__ 
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1133..88..  CCVVeeccttoorr..ccpppp  

 
// Purpose:   A Variable Sized Array 
 
// Changes 
// 01 Mar 2006: Duncan Camilleri - Initial Development 
// 05 Mar 2006: Duncan Camilleri - The solution to linking errors is to 
//                                  combine sourcecode within header 
//                                  Not a good solution but for now there's 
//                                  nothing that I know of which can do. 
// 23 Mar 2006: Duncan Camilleri - When using CArray2D, I found I must  
//                                  explicitly instantiate the template  
//                                  instance. So I add the cpp with explicit  
//                                  instantiation now!! 
 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <memory.h> 
#include <assert.h> 
#include "hlpTypes.h" 
 
#include "CVector.h" 
 
template class CVector<void*>; 
template class CVector<uint8_t>; 
template class CVector<uint16_t>; 
template class CVector<double>; 
#define nul 0 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
CVector<T>::CVector() 
: m_nCount(nul) 
{ 
   m_pTItems = (T*)nul;  
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
CVector<T>::CVector(uint16_t nCount)  
: m_nCount(nCount) 
{ 
   assert(0 < nCount); 
   m_pTItems = (T*)malloc(nCount * sizeof(T)); 
 
   if (nul == m_pTItems) { 
      m_nCount = 0; 
      assert(false); 
   } 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
CVector<T>::~CVector() 
{ 
   free (m_pTItems); 
} 
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
bool CVector<T>::resize(uint16_t nCount) 
{ 
   assert(0 <= nCount); 
 
   T* pT = (T*)realloc(m_pTItems, nCount * sizeof(T)); 
   if (nul == pT) { 
      assert(false); 
      return false; 
   } 
 
   m_pTItems = pT; 
   m_nCount = nCount; 
   return true; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
void CVector<T>::set(uint16_t lIndex, T pt) 
{ 
   assert(lIndex >= 0 && lIndex < m_nCount); 
   memcpy(&m_pTItems[lIndex], &pt, sizeof(T)); 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
T* CVector<T>::get(uint16_t lIndex) 
{ 
   if(lIndex >= m_nCount || lIndex < 0) { 
      return (T*)nul; 
   } 
 
   return &m_pTItems[lIndex]; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
T& CVector<T>::operator [] (const uint16_t nIndex) 
{ 
   if(nIndex >= m_nCount || nIndex < 0) { 
      T* p = nul; 
      return *p; 
   } 
 
   return m_pTItems[nIndex]; 
} 
 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
template <class T> 
bool CVector<T>::copy(CVector<T>* pTarget) 
{ 
   assert(pTarget);   
   if (! pTarget->resize(m_nCount)) { 
      return false; 
   } 
 
   for (uint16_t n = 0; n < m_nCount; ++n) { 
      pTarget->set(n, *get(n)); 
   } 
 
   return true; 
} 
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1133..99..  pprreeccoommpp..hh  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo Precompiled header 
// Date of Creation: 08 Oct 2006 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 08 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
#ifndef __PRECOMP_H__ 
#define __PRECOMP_H__ 
 
#define ROUND 
 
#include "hlpTypes.h" 
#include "hlpGeneral.h" 
#include "CArray2D.h" 
#include "CVector.h" 
#include "CLinkList.h" 
#include <windows.h> 
#include <assert.h> 
#include "resource.h" 
#include "CUnit.h" 
#include "CLocation.h" 
#include "swarmworld.h" 
#include "main.h" 
 
#endif  // __PRECOMP_H__ 
 

1133..1100..  rreessoouurrccee..hh  

 
//{{NO_DEPENDENCIES}} 
// Microsoft Visual C++ generated include file. 
// Used by resource.rc 
// 
#define IDD_DIALOG1                     101 
#define IDD_MAIN                        101 
#define IDI_APP                         102 
#define IDC_WORLD                       1001 
#define IDC_FOLLOWFITTEST               1002 
#define IDC_UNITBESTX                   1011 
#define IDC_UNITBESTY                   1012 
#define IDC_FITTESTX                    1013 
#define IDC_FITTESTY                    1014 
#define IDC_FITTESTBESTX                1015 
#define IDC_FITTESTBESTY                1016 
#define IDC_UNITBESTX2                  1017 
#define IDC_RESET                       1017 
#define IDC_SPEED                       1018 
#define IDC_DELAY                       1018 
#define IDC_RESET2                      1020 
#define IDC_DEFAULT                     1020 
 
// Next default values for new objects 
//  
#ifdef APSTUDIO_INVOKED 
#ifndef APSTUDIO_READONLY_SYMBOLS 
#define _APS_NEXT_RESOURCE_VALUE        103 
#define _APS_NEXT_COMMAND_VALUE         40001 
#define _APS_NEXT_CONTROL_VALUE         1018 
#define _APS_NEXT_SYMED_VALUE           101 
#endif 
#endif 
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1133..1111..  mmaaiinn..hh  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo 
// Date of Creation: 07 Oct 2006 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 07 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
 
#ifndef _WINDOWS_ 
#error "main.h requires windows.h" 
#endif 
 
#ifndef __MAIN_H__ 
#define __MAIN_H__ 
 
// global variables 
extern const double g_minLearningRate; 
extern const double g_maxLearningRate; 
extern HINSTANCE g_hInst; 
extern CSwarmWorld g_swarmworld; 
 
int __stdcall WinMain(HINSTANCE, HINSTANCE, LPSTR, int); 
INT_PTR CALLBACK DlgProc(HWND, UINT, WPARAM, LPARAM); 
 
// application specific processing 
int learningrateToInt(double LR); 
double intToLearningRate(int LR); 
void initGUI(HWND hWnd); 
 
// messages 
BOOL onInitDialog(HWND); 
BOOL onCommand(HWND, UINT, WPARAM, LPARAM); 
BOOL onDrawItem(LPDRAWITEMSTRUCT); 
BOOL onHScroll(HWND hWnd, WPARAM wP, LPARAM lP); 
int onHIncScroll(HWND hWnd, WPARAM wP, LPARAM lP); 
int onHSetScroll(HWND hWnd, WPARAM wP, LPARAM lP); 
BOOL onOk(HWND); 
BOOL onClose(HWND); 
BOOL onDefault(HWND hWnd); 
BOOL onReset(HWND hWnd); 
BOOL onTime(HWND hWnd); 
 
#endif      // __MAIN_H__ 
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1133..1122..  mmaaiinn..ccpppp  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo 
// Date of Creation: 07 Oct 2006 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 07 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
 
#include "precomp.h" 
 
// consts 
const double g_minLearningRate = 0.0; 
const double g_maxLearningRate = 10.0; 
 
// globals 
HINSTANCE g_hInst;                  // Application Instance 
CSwarmWorld g_swarmworld;           // array representing locations in world 
 
// main: Start of program 
int __stdcall WinMain(HINSTANCE hInstance, HINSTANCE, LPSTR, int) 
{ 
   srand(GetTickCount()); 
   g_hInst = hInstance; 
 
   DialogBox(hInstance, MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDD_MAIN), NULL, DlgProc); 
   return 0; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A Learning rate value 
// OUTPUT: An equivalent value to represent this on the scroll bars 
int learningrateToInt(double LR) 
{ 
   return round32(LR * 10); 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A value from a scroll bar to translate 
// OUTPUT: A learning rate 
double intToLearningRate(int LR) 
{ 
   return LR / 10; 
} 
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// REQUIRES: A window handle representing the PSO Application 
// EFFECTS: Initialises user interface with default values 
void initGUI(HWND hWnd) 
{ 
   HWND unitBestX = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_UNITBESTX); 
   HWND unitBestY = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_UNITBESTY); 
   HWND fittestX = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_FITTESTX); 
   HWND fittestY = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_FITTESTY); 
   HWND fittestBestX = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_FITTESTBESTX); 
   HWND fittestBestY = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_FITTESTBESTY); 
   HWND delay = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_DELAY); 
    
   if (!unitBestX || !unitBestY || !fittestX || !fittestY || 
      !fittestBestX || !fittestBestY || !delay) 
   { 
      return; 
   }  
 
   // default value for check box 
   if (CUnit::fittestEmphasis) { 
      CheckDlgButton(hWnd, IDC_FOLLOWFITTEST, BST_CHECKED);  
   } else { 
      CheckDlgButton(hWnd, IDC_FOLLOWFITTEST, BST_UNCHECKED); 
   } 
 
   SCROLLINFO si; 
   si.cbSize = sizeof(si); 
   si.fMask = SIF_POS | SIF_RANGE | SIF_TRACKPOS; 
   si.nMin = learningrateToInt(g_minLearningRate); 
   si.nMax = learningrateToInt(g_maxLearningRate); 
    
   // set scroll bar default values and limits 
   si.nPos = si.nTrackPos = learningrateToInt(CUnit::unitBestXLR); 
   SetScrollInfo(unitBestX, SB_CTL, &si, TRUE); 
   si.nPos = si.nTrackPos = learningrateToInt(CUnit::unitBestYLR); 
   SetScrollInfo(unitBestY, SB_CTL, &si, TRUE); 
   si.nPos = si.nTrackPos = learningrateToInt(CUnit::fittestXLR); 
   SetScrollInfo(fittestX, SB_CTL, &si, TRUE); 
   si.nPos = si.nTrackPos = learningrateToInt(CUnit::fittestYLR); 
   SetScrollInfo(fittestY, SB_CTL, &si, TRUE); 
   si.nPos = si.nTrackPos = learningrateToInt(CUnit::fittestBestXLR); 
   SetScrollInfo(fittestBestX, SB_CTL, &si, TRUE); 
   si.nPos = si.nTrackPos = learningrateToInt(CUnit::fittestBestYLR); 
   SetScrollInfo(fittestBestY, SB_CTL, &si, TRUE); 
 
   si.nMin = 10; si.nMax = 500; 
   si.nPos = g_swarmworld.getDelay(); 
   SetScrollInfo(delay, SB_CTL, &si, TRUE); 
} 
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// Dialog Procedure to recieve window messages for processing 
INT_PTR CALLBACK DlgProc(HWND hWnd, UINT uMsg, WPARAM wP, LPARAM lP) 
{ 
   switch (uMsg) { 
      case WM_INITDIALOG: 
         return onInitDialog(hWnd); 
 
      case WM_COMMAND: 
         return onCommand(hWnd, uMsg, wP, lP); 
 
      case WM_TIMER: 
         return onTime(hWnd); 
 
      case WM_DRAWITEM: 
         return onDrawItem((LPDRAWITEMSTRUCT)lP); 
 
      case WM_HSCROLL: 
         return onHScroll(hWnd, wP, lP); 
 
      case WM_CLOSE: 
         return onClose(hWnd); 
          
      case WM_DESTROY: 
         EndDialog(hWnd, 0); 
         PostQuitMessage(0); 
         return TRUE; 
 
      default: 
         break; 
   } 
 
   return FALSE; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES:   A handle to the dialog box containing Swarm World 
// EFFECTS:    Fills g_clientrect with the size of Swarm World 
//                Allocates an Array of Locations representing swarm world 
BOOL onInitDialog(HWND hWnd) 
{ 
   // initialise GUI components 
   initGUI(hWnd); 
 
   // initialise locations 
   HWND hSwarmWorld = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_WORLD); 
   if (! g_swarmworld.initialiseLocations(hSwarmWorld)) { 
      return FALSE; 
   } 
    
   // initialise units 
   if (! g_swarmworld.initialiseUnits()) { 
      return FALSE; 
   } 
 
   return TRUE; 
} 
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// REQUIRES: Window to receive command, message, and parameters 
// EFFECTS: Processes gui responses 
BOOL onCommand(HWND hWnd, UINT uMsg, WPARAM wP, LPARAM lP) 
{ 
   switch (LOWORD(wP)) { 
   case IDOK: // fall through 
      return onOk(hWnd); 
   case IDCANCEL: 
      SendMessage(hWnd, WM_CLOSE, 0, 0); 
      return TRUE; 
   case IDC_DEFAULT: 
      return onDefault(hWnd); 
   case IDC_RESET: 
      return onReset(hWnd); 
   case IDC_FOLLOWFITTEST: 
      if (IsDlgButtonChecked(hWnd, IDC_FOLLOWFITTEST)) { 
         CUnit::fittestEmphasis = true;  
      } else { 
         CUnit::fittestEmphasis = false; 
      } 
   } 
 
   return FALSE; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: Drawing information 
// EFFECTS: Draws all units in their locations within Swarm-World 
BOOL onDrawItem(LPDRAWITEMSTRUCT pdis) 
{ 
   HBRUSH brush = (HBRUSH)GetStockObject(BLACK_BRUSH); 
   FillRect(pdis->hDC, &pdis->rcItem, brush); 
 
   const CLinkList* pListA = g_swarmworld.getUnitsInGroupA(); 
   const CLinkList* pListB = g_swarmworld.getUnitsInGroupB(); 
   LINKLISTITEM* pItemA = pListA->getHead(); 
   LINKLISTITEM* pItemB = pListB->getHead(); 
   while (pItemA || pItemB) { 
      CUnit* unitA = pItemA ? (CUnit*)pItemA->pItem : 0; 
      CUnit* unitB = pItemB ? (CUnit*)pItemB->pItem : 0; 
       
      if (unitA) { 
         SetPixel(pdis->hDC, unitA->getLocation()->x, unitA->getLocation()->y,  
            unitA->getColour()); 
         pItemA = pItemA->pNext; 
      } 
 
      if (unitB) { 
         SetPixel(pdis->hDC, unitB->getLocation()->x, unitB->getLocation()->y,  
            unitB->getColour()); 
         pItemB = pItemB->pNext; 
      } 
   } 
 
   return TRUE; 
} 
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// REQUIRES: Window to receive command, and parameters 
// EFFECTS: Processes Scroll bar scrolling 
BOOL onHScroll(HWND hWnd, WPARAM wP, LPARAM lP) 
{ 
   assert(hWnd); 
 
   const HWND unitBestX = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_UNITBESTX); 
   const HWND unitBestY = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_UNITBESTY); 
   const HWND fittestX = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_FITTESTX); 
   const HWND fittestY = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_FITTESTY); 
   const HWND fittestBestX = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_FITTESTBESTX); 
   const HWND fittestBestY = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_FITTESTBESTY); 
   const HWND delay = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_DELAY); 
    
   // update scrollbar first 
   int newpos; 
   WORD mode = LOWORD(wP);  
   if (mode == SB_LEFT || mode == SB_LINELEFT ||  
      mode == SB_RIGHT || mode == SB_LINERIGHT ||  
      mode == SB_PAGELEFT || mode == SB_PAGERIGHT) 
   { 
      newpos = onHIncScroll(hWnd, wP, lP); 
   } else {  
      newpos = onHSetScroll(hWnd, wP, lP); 
   } 
 
   // now update values 
   if ((HWND)lP == unitBestX) { 
      CUnit::unitBestXLR = intToLearningRate(newpos); 
   } else if ((HWND)lP == unitBestY) { 
      CUnit::unitBestYLR = intToLearningRate(newpos); 
   } else if ((HWND)lP == fittestX) { 
      CUnit::fittestXLR = intToLearningRate(newpos); 
   } else if ((HWND)lP == fittestY) { 
      CUnit::fittestYLR = intToLearningRate(newpos); 
   } else if ((HWND)lP == fittestBestX) { 
      CUnit::fittestBestXLR = intToLearningRate(newpos); 
   } else if ((HWND)lP == fittestBestY) { 
      CUnit::fittestBestYLR = intToLearningRate(newpos); 
   } else if ((HWND)lP == delay) { 
      g_swarmworld.setDelay(newpos); 
   } else { 
      return FALSE; 
   } 
 
   return TRUE; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: Window to receive command, and parameters 
// EFFECTS: Processes scroll bar scrolling 
int onHIncScroll(HWND hWnd, WPARAM wP, LPARAM lP) 
{ 
   int newpos = 0; 
   int scroll = 0; 
 
   switch (LOWORD(wP)) { 
   case SB_RIGHT: 
   case SB_LINERIGHT: 
      scroll = 1; 
      break; 
   case SB_LEFT: 
   case SB_LINELEFT: 
      scroll = -1; 
      break; 
   case SB_PAGELEFT: 
      scroll = -2; 
   case SB_PAGERIGHT: 
      scroll = 2; 
   } 
 
   newpos = GetScrollPos((HWND)lP, SB_CTL) + scroll; 
   SetScrollPos((HWND)lP, SB_CTL, newpos, TRUE); 
   return newpos; 
} 
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// REQUIRES: Window to receive command, and parameters 
// EFFECTS: Processes scroll bar jump to location 
int onHSetScroll(HWND hWnd, WPARAM wP, LPARAM lP) 
{ 
   if (LOWORD(wP) != SB_ENDSCROLL) { 
      SetScrollPos((HWND)lP, SB_CTL, HIWORD(wP), TRUE); 
      return HIWORD(wP); 
   } 
 
   return GetScrollPos((HWND)lP, SB_CTL); 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: ok button to receive command 
// EFFECTS: Initiates motion  
BOOL onOk(HWND hWnd) 
{ 
   g_swarmworld.startMotion(); 
   return TRUE; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: close button to receive command 
// EFFECTS: Closes application 
BOOL onClose(HWND hWnd) 
{ 
   DestroyWindow(hWnd); 
 
   return TRUE; 
} 
 
BOOL onDefault(HWND hWnd) 
{ 
   CUnit::fittestEmphasis = false; 
   CUnit::unitBestXLR = 1.0; 
   CUnit::unitBestYLR = 1.0; 
   CUnit::fittestXLR = 2.0; 
   CUnit::fittestYLR = 2.0; 
   CUnit::fittestBestXLR = 3.0; 
   CUnit::fittestBestYLR = 3.0; 
   g_swarmworld.setDelay(35); 
   initGUI(hWnd); 
 
   return TRUE; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: reset button to receive command 
// EFFECTS: clears Swarm-World and re places all units and re-initialises  
//             locations 
BOOL onReset(HWND hWnd) 
{ 
   SetCursor(LoadCursor(g_hInst, IDC_APPSTARTING)); 
    
   // destroy units 
   g_swarmworld.terminateUnits(); 
   
   // initialise units 
   if (! g_swarmworld.initialiseUnits()) { 
      return FALSE; 
   } 
    
   // draw 
   HWND hSwarmWorld = GetDlgItem(hWnd, IDC_WORLD); 
   InvalidateRect(hSwarmWorld, NULL, TRUE); 
 
   return TRUE; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: Window handle receiving input 
// EFFECTS: Updates time delay according to  
//          user preferences and iterates motion 
BOOL onTime(HWND hWnd) 
{ 
   SetTimer(hWnd, 1, g_swarmworld.getDelay(), NULL); 
   return g_swarmworld.iterateMotion(); 
} 
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1133..1133..  CCLLooccaattiioonn..hh  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo - CLocation Location Class 
// Date of Creation: 10 Oct 2006 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 10 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
// 16 Oct 2006: Added State Variables 
// 28 Oct 2006: Seperated CUnit and CLocation classes 
 
#ifndef __HLPTYPES_H__ 
#error "CLocation.h requires hlpTypes.h" 
#elif !defined __CUNIT_H__ 
#error "CLocation.h requires CUnit.h" 
#endif 
 
#ifndef __CLOCATION_H__ 
#define __CLOCATION_H__ 
 
// CLocation represents a location in Swarm World. Each pixel is represented 
//    by a location.  
class CLocation 
{ 
public: 
   CLocation(); 
   CLocation(uint16_t uX, uint16_t uY); 
 
   const CUnit* getUnit() const; 
   void setUnit(CUnit* pUnit); 
   const double getXState() const; 
   void setXState(double state); 
   const double getYState() const; 
   void setYState(double state); 
 
private: 
   point16_t m_pt;            // location in Swarm world 
   double m_xstate;           // state of location 0.0 -> 1.0 (bigger = closer) 
   double m_ystate;           // state of location 0.0 -> 1.0 (bigger = closer) 
   CUnit* m_pUnit;            // determines unit in location. 0 for no unit.  
}; 
 
#endif 
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1133..1144..  CCLLooccaattiioonn..ccpppp  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo - CLocation Location Class 
// Date of Creation: 10 Oct 2006 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 10 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
// 16 Oct 2006: Added State Variables 
// 28 Oct 2006: Seperated CUnit and CLocation classes 
 
#include "precomp.h" 
#include <memory.h> 
#include "CUnit.h" 
 
// EFFECTS: Initialises an empty location at (0, 0) 
CLocation::CLocation() 
: m_pUnit(0), m_xstate(0.0), m_ystate(0.0) 
{ 
   memset(&m_pt, 0, sizeof(m_pt)); 
} 
 
// EFFECTS: Initialises an empty location at specified co ordinates 
CLocation::CLocation(uint16_t x, uint16_t y) 
: m_pUnit(0), m_xstate(0.0), m_ystate(0.0) 
{ 
   m_pt.x = x;  
   m_pt.y = y; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: Gets the unit in this location (if none, should be 0) 
const CUnit* CLocation::getUnit() const 
{ 
   return m_pUnit; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A unit object or 0 if the location should be empty.  
// EFFECTS: Updates the location with the specified unit.  
void CLocation::setUnit(CUnit* pUnit) 
{ 
   m_pUnit = pUnit; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: Gets the state of this location (closeness to group 'B') 
const double CLocation::getXState() const 
{ 
   return m_xstate; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A state value between 0.0 and 1.0 
// EFFECTS: Updates the state with the specified value.  
void CLocation::setXState(double state) 
{ 
   m_xstate = state; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: Gets the state of this location (closeness to group 'B') 
const double CLocation::getYState() const 
{ 
   return m_ystate; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A state value between 0.0 and 1.0 
// EFFECTS: Updates the state with the specified value.  
void CLocation::setYState(double state) 
{ 
   m_ystate = state; 
} 
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1133..1155..  CCUUnniitt..hh  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo - CUnit represents a  
//             unit in Swarm World 
// Date of Creation: 28 Oct 2006 - extracted from CLocation 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 28 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
 
#ifndef __HLPTYPES_H__ 
#error "CUnit.h requires hlpTypes.h" 
#endif 
 
#ifndef __CUNIT_H__ 
#define __CUNIT_H__ 
 
// enumeration represents colours possible for units. A location can either be 
//    empty, containing a unit in group 'A' or a unit in group 'B'. 
enum UnitColour 
{ 
   UnitColourA = RGB(22, 139, 22), 
   UnitColourB = RGB(139, 139, 22), 
   UnitColourF = RGB(139, 22, 22), 
   UnitColourNone = RGB(0, 0, 0) 
}; 
 
// CUnit represents a unit in swarm world 
class CUnit 
{ 
public: 
   CUnit(); 
   CUnit(UnitColour colour); 
   CUnit(uint16_t uX, uint16_t uY, UnitColour colour); 
 
   // accessors 
   const point16_t* getLocation() const; 
   const CUnit* getTargetUnit() const; 
   const bool foundTargetUnit() const; 
   const double getLastXVelocity() const; 
   const double getLastYVelocity() const; 
   const double getBestXState() const; 
   const double getBestYState() const; 
   const double getXState() const; 
   const double getYState() const; 
   const UnitColour getColour() const; 
   void setLocation(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY); 
   void setTargetUnit(const CUnit* unit); 
   void foundTargetUnit(const bool found); 
   void setLastXVelocity(const double value); 
   void setLastYVelocity(const double value); 
   void setBestXState(const double value); 
   void setBestYState(const double value); 
   void setXState(const double value); 
   void setYState(const double value); 
   void setColour(const UnitColour value); 
 
   // swarm intelligence 
   void moveUnit(const CUnit* fittest); 
 
   // fitness 
   const bool isFitter(const CUnit* unit); 
 
   // environment 
   void getSightRect(rect16_t* rect, size16_t* bounds); 
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   // movement modifiers. Learning Rates (LR).  
   static bool fittestEmphasis; 
   static double unitBestXLR; 
   static double unitBestYLR; 
   static double fittestXLR; 
   static double fittestYLR; 
   static double fittestBestXLR; 
   static double fittestBestYLR; 
 
   static const int sightDistance = 3; 
 
private: 
   point16_t m_pt;            // location in Swarm world 
   double m_lastXVelocity;    // last velocity 
   double m_lastYVelocity;    // last velocity 
   double m_bestXState;       // best state up till now. 
   double m_bestYState; 
   double m_XState;           // state of unit within X Axis. 0.0 -> 1.0 
   double m_YState;           // state of unit within Y Axis. 0.0 -> 1.0 
   UnitColour m_colour;       // colour 
 
   CUnit* m_targetUnit;       // target delegated unit 
   bool m_atTarget;           // determines unit near target or not 
}; 
 
#endif 
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1133..1166..  CCUUnniitt..ccpppp  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo - CUnit represents a  
//             unit in Swarm World 
// Date of Creation: 28 Oct 2006 - extracted from CLocation 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 28 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
 
#include "precomp.h" 
 
// defaults 
bool CUnit::fittestEmphasis = false; 
double CUnit::unitBestXLR = 1.0; 
double CUnit::unitBestYLR = 1.0; 
double CUnit::fittestXLR = 2.0; 
double CUnit::fittestYLR = 2.0; 
double CUnit::fittestBestXLR = 3.0; 
double CUnit::fittestBestYLR = 3.0; 
 
// EFFECTS: Initialises unit with no colour and location (0, 0) 
CUnit::CUnit() 
:  m_colour(UnitColourNone), m_lastXVelocity(0.0), m_lastYVelocity(0.0), 
   m_bestXState(0.0), m_bestYState(0.0), 
   m_XState(0.0), m_YState(0.0), 
   m_targetUnit(0), m_atTarget(false) 
{ 
   memset(&m_pt, 0, sizeof(m_pt)); 
} 
 
// EFFECTS: Initialises unit with specified colour and location (0, 0) 
CUnit::CUnit(UnitColour colour) 
:  m_colour(colour), m_lastXVelocity(0.0), m_lastYVelocity(0.0), 
   m_bestXState(0.0), m_bestYState(0.0), 
   m_XState(0.0), m_YState(0.0), 
   m_targetUnit(0), m_atTarget(false) 
{ 
   memset(&m_pt, 0, sizeof(m_pt)); 
} 
 
// EFFECTS: Initialises unit with specified location and colour 
CUnit::CUnit(uint16_t uX, uint16_t uY, UnitColour colour) 
:  m_colour(colour), m_lastXVelocity(0.0), m_lastYVelocity(0.0), 
   m_bestXState(0.0), m_bestYState(0.0), 
   m_XState(0.0), m_YState(0.0), 
   m_targetUnit(0), m_atTarget(false) 
{ 
   m_pt.x = uX; 
   m_pt.y = uY; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: returns current location of unit in swarm-world 
const point16_t* CUnit::getLocation() const 
{ 
   return &m_pt; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: returns targetted delegate (a settler). 
//          0 means that there is no delegated settler for this unit 
const CUnit* CUnit::getTargetUnit() const 
{ 
   return m_targetUnit; 
} 
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// OUTPUT: returns whether the the target unit has been found and therefore 
//          is being attended (by this unit) 
const bool CUnit::foundTargetUnit() const 
{ 
   return m_atTarget; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: the number of locations travelled across the x axis last 
const double CUnit::getLastXVelocity() const 
{ 
   return m_lastXVelocity; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: the number of locations travelled across the y axis last 
const double CUnit::getLastYVelocity() const 
{ 
   return m_lastYVelocity; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: the best state ever achieved in the x axis 
const double CUnit::getBestXState() const 
{ 
   return m_bestXState; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: the best state ever achieved in the y axis 
const double CUnit::getBestYState() const 
{ 
   return m_bestYState; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: the current state in the x axis 
const double CUnit::getXState() const 
{ 
   return m_XState; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: the current state in the y axis 
const double CUnit::getYState() const 
{ 
   return m_YState; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: colour of the unit indicates whether its a settler or a seeker 
const UnitColour CUnit::getColour() const 
{ 
   return m_colour; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: An x/y co-ordinate within swarm world 
// EFFECTS: updates positions of the unit in that location 
void CUnit::setLocation(const uint16_t uX, const uint16_t uY) 
{ 
   m_pt.x = uX; m_pt.y = uY; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: Another unit to act as a delegated unit (a settler) 
// EFFECTS: the unit now has a target to attend to. Target unit is set 
void CUnit::setTargetUnit(const CUnit* unit) 
{ 
   m_targetUnit = (CUnit*)unit; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A boolean determines whether the target settler has been found 
// EFFECTS: The unit is now attending the delegated settler 
void CUnit::foundTargetUnit(const bool found) 
{ 
   m_atTarget = found; 
} 
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// REQUIRES: A velocity across the x-axis. 
// EFFECTS: Sets the velocity in the x-axis. This is <= 3 or >= -3 
void CUnit::setLastXVelocity(const double value) 
{ 
   // velocity must be one of the set -3.0, +3.0 
   if (value > 3.0) {  
      m_lastXVelocity  = 3.0; 
   } else if (value < -3.0) { 
      m_lastXVelocity = -3.0; 
   } else { 
      m_lastXVelocity = value; 
   } 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A velocity across the y-axis. 
// EFFECTS: Sets the velocity in the y-axis. This is <= 3 or >= -3 
void CUnit::setLastYVelocity(const double value) 
{ 
   // velocity must be one of the set -3.0, +3.0 
   if (value > 3.0) {  
      m_lastYVelocity  = 3.0; 
   } else if (value < -3.0) { 
      m_lastYVelocity = -3.0; 
   } else { 
      m_lastYVelocity = value; 
   } 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A best state value for the X-Axis 
// EFFECTS: Sets the best state value for the X-Axis 
void CUnit::setBestXState(const double value) 
{ 
   m_bestXState = value; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A best state value for the Y-Axis 
// EFFECTS: Sets the best state value for the Y-Axis 
void CUnit::setBestYState(const double value) 
{ 
   m_bestYState = value; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A state value for the X-Axis 
// EFFECTS: Sets the current state value for the X-Axis 
void CUnit::setXState(const double value) 
{ 
   m_XState = value; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A state value for the Y-Axis 
// EFFECTS: Sets the current state value for the Y-Axis 
void CUnit::setYState(const double value) 
{ 
   m_YState = value; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A valid UnitColour member 
// EFFECTS: Sets the unit colour for this unit 
void CUnit::setColour(const UnitColour value) 
{ 
   m_colour = value; 
} 
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// REQUIRES: A valid fittest unit 
// EFFECTS: If the target settler has been found, then motion is directed 
//             towards that unit by changing the velocity accordingly 
//          Otherwise, The Particle Swarm Optimisation formula is applied. 
//             This will obtain next velocities in order to move the unit. 
//          The formula can be applied with fittest unit emphasis by using  
//             the fittest unit's state values instead of the active unit's 
//             best states. 
//          Once the velocity is changed, the unit is moved according to the 
//             velocity obtained (by changing the current position of the unit) 
void CUnit::moveUnit(const CUnit* fittest) 
{ 
   double velX, velY; 
    
   if (m_targetUnit) { 
      // target unit assigned. direct towards it.  
      if (m_pt.x > m_targetUnit->getLocation()->x) { 
         velX = -3; 
      } else if (abs(m_pt.x - m_targetUnit->getLocation()->x) < 3) { 
         velX = 0; 
      } else { 
         velX = 3; 
      } 
 
      if (m_pt.y > m_targetUnit->getLocation()->y) { 
         velY = -3; 
      } else if (abs(m_pt.y - m_targetUnit->getLocation()->y) < 3) { 
         velY = 0; 
      } else { 
         velY = 3; 
      } 
   } else if (CUnit::fittestEmphasis) { 
      velX = getLastXVelocity() +  
         ( fittestXLR * (fittest->getXState() - getXState()) ) + 
         ( fittestBestXLR * (fittest->getBestXState() - getXState()) ); 
 
      velY = getLastYVelocity() +  
         ( fittestYLR * (fittest->getYState() - getYState()) ) + 
         ( fittestBestYLR * (fittest->getBestYState() - getYState()) ); 
   } else { 
      velX = getLastXVelocity() +  
         ( unitBestXLR * (getBestXState() - getXState()) ) + 
         ( fittestBestXLR * (fittest->getBestXState() - getXState()) ); 
 
      velY = getLastYVelocity() +  
         ( unitBestYLR * (getBestYState() - getYState()) ) + 
         ( fittestBestYLR * (fittest->getBestYState() - getYState()) ); 
   } 
 
   // update velocity 
   setLastXVelocity(velX); 
   setLastYVelocity(velY); 
 
   // positions 
   setLocation(getLocation()->x + round8(getLastXVelocity()),  
      getLocation()->y + round8(getLastYVelocity())); 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: Another valid unit. 
// OUTPUT: True if the specified unit is fitter than the this unit 
//          Otherwise, the output is false. 
const bool CUnit::isFitter(const CUnit* unit) 
{ 
   double unitX = abs(unit->getXState()); 
   double unitY = abs(unit->getYState()); 
   double thisX = abs(getXState()); 
   double thisY = abs(getYState()); 
 
   // first check if unit is closer in both x and y co ordinates 
   if (unitX <= thisX && unitY <= thisY) { 
      return true; 
   } 
 
   return false; 
} 
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// REQUIRES: A rectangle to store the sight rectangle and the size of the  
//             whole area which can be seen.  
//             (That would be the size of Swarm-World.) 
// OUTPUT: Fills the specified rectangle with all the locations which can 
//             be seen by this unit within the specified bounds.  
void CUnit::getSightRect(rect16_t* rect, size16_t* bounds) 
{ 
   assert(rect); 
 
   rect->left = max(m_pt.x - sightDistance, 0); 
   rect->top = max(m_pt.y - sightDistance, 0); 
   rect->right = min(m_pt.x + sightDistance, bounds->x); 
   rect->bottom = min(m_pt.y + sightDistance, bounds->y); 
} 
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1133..1177..  sswwaarrmmwwoorrlldd..hh  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo Swarm World Specifics 
// Date of Creation: 08 Oct 2006 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 08 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
// 16 Oct 2006: Definition of CalculateStates function 
 
// Required headers. Check for these headers so that in case any is missing,  
//    we inform the developer about the problem. This will make it easy on the  
//    developer because he is given a clearer message than that of the compiler 
#ifndef __HLPTYPES_H__ 
#error "swarmworld.h requires hlpTypes.h" 
#elif !defined __CARRAY2D_H__ 
#error "swarmworld.h requires CArray2D.h" 
#elif !defined __CLOCATION_H__ 
#error "swarmworld.h requires CLocation.h" 
#elif !defined __CLINKLIST_H__ 
#error "swarmworld.h requires CLinkList.h" 
#endif 
 
#ifndef __SWARMWORLD_H__ 
#define __SWARMWORLD_H__ 
 
#define COUNT_UNITSINA           40                      // number of 'A' units 
#define COUNT_UNITSINB           20                      // number of 'B' units 
#define RECTSIZE_UNITSINA        80                      // bounding rect size 
#define RECTSIZE_UNITSINB        40                      // bounding rect size 
 
// CSwarmWorld will be an array of locations so it inherits from a previously  
//    developed class CArray2D. 
class CSwarmWorld : public CArray2D<void*>  
{ 
public:  
   CSwarmWorld(); 
   ~CSwarmWorld(); 
 
   // initialisation/freeing 
   bool initialiseLocations(HWND);  // allocates new empty locations as wnd 
   bool initialiseUnits();          // creates units in bounding rects  
   void terminateLocations();       // frees location objects 
   void terminateUnits();           // frees unit objects 
 
   // motion 
   bool iterateMotion();            // progresses motion 
   void seekUnits();                // seeks units in group b 
   void scatterUnits();             // scatters 
   void startMotion(); 
   void stopMotion(); 
 
   // Accessor Methods 
   const int16_t getDelay() const; 
   const HWND getSurface() const; 
   const CLinkList* getUnitsInGroupA() const; 
   const CLinkList* getUnitsInGroupB() const; 
   void setDelay(int16_t delay); 
 
private: 
   HWND m_hWnd;                     // Window responsible for swarm world 
   CUnit* m_fittest;                // fittest unit in neighbourhood (only one) 
   CLinkList m_listUnitsA;          // list of units in group 'A' 
   CLinkList m_listUnitsB;          // list of units in group 'B' 
   int16_t m_delay;                 // time per motion iteration 
 
   // drawing 
   void putUnit(CUnit* pUnit); 
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   // Initial bounding rectangles for unit placement (functions for) 
   void getInitRects(rect16_t*, rect16_t*); 
   void getRandomRect(int8_t, rect16_t*); 
 
   // Allocation/Freeing of CUnit objects and placing within a bounding rect 
   bool createUnits(CLinkList* pTarget, uint16_t uCount, UnitColour colour); 
   void destroyUnits(CLinkList* pList); 
   void placeUnits(CLinkList* pList, rect16_t* prc); 
   void findFittest(); 
   void changeFittest(CUnit* fitter); 
    
   // State Values per location 
   void calculateStates(rect16_t* prcBase); 
   void fillStateVectors(CVector<double>* x, CVector<double>* y,  
                                   const rect16_t* prc) const; 
 
   // specific functions 
   static bool areIntersecting(rect16_t*, rect16_t*); 
    
   // environmental functions 
   void fixUnitLocation(CUnit* unit); 
   bool groupBFound(CUnit* unit); 
   bool targetFound(CUnit* unit); 
 
   // delegaton of untis 
   void delegateAllUnits(); 
}; 
 
 
#endif  // __SWARMWORLD_H__ 
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1133..1188..  sswwaarrmmwwoorrlldd..ccpppp  

 
// Author: Duncan Camilleri 
// Student Number: U/02/0340548 
// Purpose: Particle Swarm Optimisation Demo Swarm World Specifics 
// Date of Creation: 08 Oct 2006 
// 
// Modifications:  
// 08 Oct 2006: Initial Development 
// 16 Oct 2006: Definition of CalculateStates function 
 
#include "precomp.h" 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
#define ROUND 
#include "hlpGeneral.h" 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
// EFFECTS: Initialises an empty 2D Array 
CSwarmWorld::CSwarmWorld() 
: CArray2D(), m_fittest(0), m_delay(35) 
{ 
} 
 
// EFFECTS: Frees all CLocation and CUnit objects from memory and destroys  
//             the world. 
CSwarmWorld::~CSwarmWorld() 
{ 
   terminateUnits(); 
   terminateLocations(); 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A Window to represent swarm world. 
// EFFECTS: Finds the size of the window, creates that amount of CLocation  
//             objects (each representing a pixel) and assigns them to the  
//             right location in Swarm World 
// OUTPUT: Returns false if it fails: when trying to allocate 
//             memory for the array of swarm world or for any location obj 
bool CSwarmWorld::initialiseLocations(HWND hWnd) 
{ 
   // get size of window 
   RECT rc; 
   GetClientRect(hWnd, &rc); 
 
   // calculate width and height and resize array accordingly. 
   const uint16_t uX = (const uint16_t)(rc.right - rc.left); 
   const uint16_t uY = (const uint16_t)(rc.bottom - rc.top); 
   if (! resize(uX, uY)) { 
      return false; 
   } 
 
   // create CLocation objects for each location 
   for (uint16_t uX = 0; uX < m_size.x; ++uX) { 
      for (uint16_t uY = 0; uY < m_size.y; ++uY) { 
         CLocation* pLocation = new CLocation(uX, uY); 
         if (! pLocation) { 
            return false; 
         } 
 
         set(uX, uY, pLocation); 
      } 
   } 
    
   // keep window representing swarm world. 
   m_hWnd = hWnd; 
   return true; 
} 
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// EFFECT: Determines two non intersecting rectangles in swarm world which 
//          will contain the units in both groups seperately. Calculates  
//          X and Y states according to the rectangle for group 'B' in order 
//          for the units in group 'A' to identify how far/fit they are. Places 
//          the units in random locations within the two rectangles. 
// OUTPUT: False if it fails: when trying to allocate memory for any unit 
bool CSwarmWorld::initialiseUnits() 
{ 
   // get bounding rects and calculate states. locations within the rectangle 
   // containing units in group 'B' have a state of 1.0. Others are allocated 
   // a smaller state depending on how far they are from the rectangle  
   // containing units in group 'B'. 
   rect16_t rcA, rcB;         // two random rectangles within swarm world 
   getInitRects(&rcA, &rcB);  // get non-intersecting rectangles 
   calculateStates(&rcB);     // determine states according to rcB. 
 
   // fill two lists of units 
   if (! createUnits(&m_listUnitsA, COUNT_UNITSINA, UnitColourA) ||  
      ! createUnits(&m_listUnitsB, COUNT_UNITSINB, UnitColourB) ) { 
         terminateUnits(); 
         return false; 
   } 
 
   // rectangles and states initialised. units created.  
   // position units in groups 'A' and 'B' 
   placeUnits(&m_listUnitsA, &rcA);  
   placeUnits(&m_listUnitsB, &rcB); 
   findFittest(); 
 
   return true; 
} 
 
// EFFECTS: Removes all location objects from Swarm World. 
void CSwarmWorld::terminateLocations() 
{ 
   for (uint16_t uX = 0; uX < m_size.x; ++uX) { 
      for (uint16_t uY = 0; uY < m_size.y; ++uY) { 
         CLocation* pLocation = (CLocation*)get(uX, uY); 
 
         delete pLocation; 
         set(uX, uY, 0); 
      } 
   } 
} 
 
// EFFECTS: Removes all CUnit Objects and deletes them from the linked lists 
void CSwarmWorld::terminateUnits() 
{ 
   // no location should contain any unit 
   for (uint16_t x = 0; x < m_size.x; ++x) { 
      for (uint16_t y = 0; y < m_size.y; ++y) { 
         CLocation* location = (CLocation*)get(x, y); 
         assert(location); 
 
         location->setUnit(0); 
      } 
   } 
 
   destroyUnits(&m_listUnitsA); 
   destroyUnits(&m_listUnitsB); 
   m_fittest = 0; 
} 
 
// progresses motion 
bool CSwarmWorld::iterateMotion() 
{ 
   if (m_fittest) { 
      seekUnits(); 
      return false; 
   } 
 
   scatterUnits(); 
   return false; 
} 
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// seeks units in group b 
void CSwarmWorld::seekUnits() 
{ 
   LINKLISTITEM* listitem = m_listUnitsA.getHead(); 
   if (! listitem) {  
      return; 
   } 
 
   CUnit* unit; 
   while (listitem) { 
      unit = (CUnit*)listitem->pItem; 
 
      if (abs(unit->getXState()) < abs(unit->getBestXState())) { 
         unit->setBestXState(unit->getXState()); 
      } 
 
      if (abs(unit->getYState()) < abs(unit->getBestYState())) { 
         unit->setBestYState(unit->getYState()); 
      } 
 
      // remove unit from old location 
      CLocation* oldLocation = (CLocation*) 
         get(unit->getLocation()->x, unit->getLocation()->y); 
      oldLocation->setUnit(0); 
      unit->setColour(UnitColourNone); 
      putUnit(unit); 
       
      unit->moveUnit(m_fittest); 
      fixUnitLocation(unit); 
 
      // put unit in new location 
      UnitColour colour = m_fittest == unit ? UnitColourF : UnitColourA; 
      CLocation* newLocation = (CLocation*) 
         get(unit->getLocation()->x, unit->getLocation()->y); 
      newLocation->setUnit(unit); 
      unit->setColour(colour); 
      putUnit(unit); 
       
      // update unit states 
      unit->setXState(newLocation->getXState()); 
      unit->setYState(newLocation->getYState()); 
 
      // determine if group B found and if so, update fittest unit 
      // and return 
      if (groupBFound(unit)) { 
         changeFittest(0); 
         delegateAllUnits(); 
         Sleep(getDelay() * 8); 
 
         return; 
      } 
 
      listitem = listitem->pNext; 
   } 
    
   findFittest(); 
} 
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void CSwarmWorld::scatterUnits() 
{ 
   LINKLISTITEM* listitem = m_listUnitsA.getHead(); 
   if (! listitem) {  
      return; 
   } 
 
   CUnit* unit; 
   while (listitem) { 
      unit = (CUnit*)listitem->pItem; 
      if (! unit->foundTargetUnit()) { 
         if (abs(unit->getXState()) < abs(unit->getBestXState())) { 
            unit->setBestXState(unit->getXState()); 
         } 
 
         if (abs(unit->getYState()) < abs(unit->getBestYState())) { 
            unit->setBestYState(unit->getYState()); 
         } 
 
         // remove unit from old location 
         CLocation* oldLocation = (CLocation*) 
            get(unit->getLocation()->x, unit->getLocation()->y); 
         oldLocation->setUnit(0); 
         unit->setColour(UnitColourNone); 
         putUnit(unit); 
          
         unit->moveUnit(m_fittest); 
         fixUnitLocation(unit); 
 
         // put unit in new location 
         CLocation* newLocation = (CLocation*) 
            get(unit->getLocation()->x, unit->getLocation()->y); 
         newLocation->setUnit(unit); 
         unit->setColour(UnitColourA); 
         putUnit(unit); 
          
         // update unit states 
         unit->setXState(newLocation->getXState()); 
         unit->setYState(newLocation->getYState()); 
 
         // determine if group B found and if so, update fittest unit 
         // and return 
         if (targetFound(unit)) { 
            unit->foundTargetUnit(true); 
         } 
      } 
 
      listitem = listitem->pNext; 
   } 
} 
 
void CSwarmWorld::startMotion() 
{ 
   SetTimer(GetParent(m_hWnd), 1, m_delay, 0); 
} 
 
void CSwarmWorld::stopMotion() 
{ 
   KillTimer(GetParent(m_hWnd), 1); 
} 
 
const int16_t CSwarmWorld::getDelay() const 
{ 
   return m_delay; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: returns a window representing swarm world 
const HWND CSwarmWorld::getSurface() const 
{ 
   return m_hWnd; 
} 
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// OUTPUT: returns a linked list representing units in group 'A' 
const CLinkList* CSwarmWorld::getUnitsInGroupA() const 
{ 
   return &m_listUnitsA; 
} 
 
// OUTPUT: returns a linked list representing units in group 'B' 
const CLinkList* CSwarmWorld::getUnitsInGroupB() const 
{ 
   return &m_listUnitsB; 
} 
 
void CSwarmWorld::setDelay(int16_t delay) 
{ 
   m_delay = delay; 
} 
 
void CSwarmWorld::putUnit(CUnit* pUnit) 
{ 
   assert(pUnit->getLocation()->x >= 0); 
   assert(pUnit->getLocation()->x < m_size.x); 
   assert(pUnit->getLocation()->y >= 0); 
   assert(pUnit->getLocation()->y < m_size.y); 
 
   HDC dc = GetDC(m_hWnd); 
   SetPixel(dc, pUnit->getLocation()->x,  
      pUnit->getLocation()->y, pUnit->getColour()); 
   ReleaseDC(m_hWnd, dc); 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: Two pointers to two rectangle objects.  
// OUTPUT: Gets two independent non intersecting random rectangles for 
//          swarm world (according to size needed per group of units) 
void CSwarmWorld::getInitRects(rect16_t* prcA, rect16_t* prcB) 
{ 
   // get a random rectangle within the boundary. 
   getRandomRect(RECTSIZE_UNITSINA, prcA); 
    
   // get a second rect for units in group 'B' until it does not  
   //    intersect with the other rectangle. 
   do { 
      getRandomRect(RECTSIZE_UNITSINB, prcB); 
   } while(areIntersecting(prcA, prcB)); 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A size for the each side of the rect (Square), and a rectangle 
//             pointer to be filled with the co ordinates of the new rect.  
void CSwarmWorld::getRandomRect(int8_t nSize, rect16_t* pRect) 
{ 
   // get top left random coordinate 
   pRect->left = rand() % (m_size.x - nSize); 
   pRect->top = rand() % (m_size.y - nSize);  
   pRect->right = pRect->left + nSize; 
   pRect->bottom = pRect->top + nSize; 
} 
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// REQUIRES: A list where to put new units, the number of units to create, 
//             the colour of the units (only one *valid* colour) 
// OUTPUT: False if it fails to allocate memory for a new Unit object or 
//          if it fails to add units to the list. The list will be  
//          filled with new units at the end of this function.  
bool CSwarmWorld::createUnits(CLinkList* pTarget, uint16_t uCount,  
                              UnitColour colour)  
{ 
   assert(pTarget); 
 
   for (int n = 0; n < uCount; ++n) { 
      // create new item and add it to list 
      CUnit* pUnit = new CUnit(colour); 
      if (! pUnit) { 
         return false; 
      }          
       
      if (! pTarget->addTail(pUnit)) { 
         return false; 
      } 
   } 
 
   return true; 
} 
 
// REQUIRES: A list of units 
// EFFECT: Deletes all unit objects from memory and from the list. 
void CSwarmWorld::destroyUnits(CLinkList* pList) 
{ 
   assert(pList); 
   LINKLISTITEM* pItem = pList->getHead(); 
   while (pItem) { 
      delete pItem->pItem; 
      pItem = pItem->pNext; 
   } 
 
   pList->deleteAllItems(); 
} 
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// REQUIRES: A list of units and a bounding rectangle. A boolean to determine 
//             whether to try to determine the best units along the two axis by 
//             determining the best state.  
// EFFECTS: Places all the units in unique locations within the bounding rect. 
//             If bSetBest is true, the two units in the group occupying the  
//             highest X and/or Y co-ordinates are marked as fittest units. 
void CSwarmWorld::placeUnits(CLinkList* pList, rect16_t* prc) 
{ 
   assert(pList && prc); 
 
   uint16_t uWidth = prc->right - prc->left; 
   uint16_t uHeight = prc->bottom - prc->top; 
    
   // get a random location for each unit, ensuring that the location obtained 
   //    was not previously occupied by any unit. 
   uint16_t uX, uY; 
   LINKLISTITEM* pItem = pList->getHead(); 
   CLocation* pLocation; 
   while (pItem) { 
      do { 
         uX = (rand() % uWidth) + prc->left; 
         uY = (rand() % uHeight) + prc->top; 
 
         pLocation = (CLocation*)get(uX , uY); 
      } while (!pLocation || pLocation->getUnit() != 0); 
 
      // an empty location is found - place the unit and move to next.  
      CUnit* pUnit = (CUnit*)pItem->pItem; 
      pUnit->setLocation(uX, uY); 
      pUnit->setXState(pLocation->getXState()); 
      pUnit->setYState(pLocation->getYState()); 
      pUnit->setBestXState(pUnit->getXState()); 
      pUnit->setBestYState(pUnit->getYState()); 
       
      pLocation->setUnit(pUnit); 
      pItem = pItem->pNext; 
   } 
} 
 
void CSwarmWorld::findFittest() 
{ 
   LINKLISTITEM* listitem = m_listUnitsA.getHead(); 
 
   // if no fittest unit, set it to be the first unit. 
   if (! m_fittest) { 
      changeFittest((CUnit*)listitem->pItem); 
      ((CUnit*)listitem->pItem)->setColour(UnitColourF); 
   } 
 
   do { 
      CUnit* unit = (CUnit*)listitem->pItem; 
 
      if (m_fittest->isFitter(unit)) { 
         changeFittest(unit); 
      } 
   } while (listitem = listitem->pNext); 
} 
 
void CSwarmWorld::changeFittest(CUnit* fitter) 
{ 
   if (m_fittest) { 
      m_fittest->setColour(UnitColourA); 
   } 
 
   if (fitter) { 
      fitter->setColour(UnitColourF); 
   } 
 
   m_fittest = fitter; 
} 
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// REQUIRES:   A rectangle which encloses all locations with state 1.0. This  
//             will be the rectangle which encloses all units in group 'B'. 
// EFFECTS:    Sets the state of each of the locations according to how distant 
//             it is from this rect 
void CSwarmWorld::calculateStates(rect16_t* prcBase) 
{ 
   // get x/y state vectors 
   CVector<double> X, Y; 
   fillStateVectors(&X, &Y, prcBase); 
 
   // populate vector data in swarm world 
   for (uint16_t uX = 0; uX < m_size.x; ++uX) { 
      for (uint16_t uY = 0; uY < m_size.y; ++uY) { 
         CLocation* pLoc = (CLocation*)get(uX, uY); 
         assert(pLoc); 
 
         pLoc->setXState(X[uX]); 
         pLoc->setYState(Y[uY]); 
      } 
   } 
} 
 
// REQUIRES:   Two vectors of double data type for x and y co ordinates and an 
//             rectangle showing the boundaries of where the units shall be in 
//             swarm world. 
// EFFECTS:    fills the vectors with the state values of each location within  
//             swarm world. 
void CSwarmWorld::fillStateVectors(CVector<double>* x, CVector<double>* y,  
                                   const rect16_t* prc) const 
{ 
   assert(x && y && prc); 
 
   // x 
   x->resize(m_size.x); 
   double tozero = -1.0 / (double)prc->left; 
   double toone = 1 / (double)(m_size.x - prc->right); 
 
   double lstart = -1.0; 
   for (uint16_t u = 0; u < prc->left; ++u) { 
      x->set(u, lstart); 
      lstart -= tozero; 
   } 
 
   assert(round32(lstart) == (double)0.0); 
   for (uint16_t u = prc->left; u < prc->right; ++u) { 
      x->set(u, 0.0); 
   } 
 
   lstart = 0.0; 
   for (uint16_t u = prc->right; u < m_size.x; ++u) { 
      lstart += toone; 
      x->set(u, lstart); 
   } 
 
   // y 
   y->resize(m_size.y); 
   tozero = -1.0 / (double)prc->top; 
   toone = 1 / (double)(m_size.y - prc->bottom); 
 
   lstart = -1.0; 
   for (uint16_t u = 0; u < prc->top; ++u) { 
      y->set(u, lstart); 
      lstart -= tozero; 
   } 
 
   assert(round32(lstart) == (double)0.0); 
   for (uint16_t u = prc->top; u < prc->bottom; ++u) { 
      y->set(u, 0.0); 
   } 
 
   lstart = 0.0; 
   for (uint16_t u = prc->bottom; u < m_size.y; ++u) { 
      lstart += toone; 
      y->set(u, lstart); 
   } 
} 
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// REQUIRES: Two rectangles 
// OUTPUT: true if the two rectangles intersect one another. 
bool CSwarmWorld::areIntersecting(rect16_t* prcA, rect16_t* prcB) 
{ 
   // if rectangle b's bottom intersects with rectangle a's top.  
   if ( prcB->bottom >= prcA->top && prcB->bottom <= prcA->bottom) { 
      if (prcB->right >= prcA->left && prcB->right <= prcA->right) { 
         return true; 
      } 
       
      if (prcB->left < prcA->right && prcB->left >= prcA->left)  { 
         return true; 
      } 
   } 
 
   // if rectangle b's top intersects with rectangle a's bottom 
   if ( prcB->top <= prcA->bottom && prcB->top >= prcA->top) { 
      if (prcB->right >= prcA->left && prcB->right <= prcA->right) { 
         return true; 
      } 
       
      if (prcB->left < prcA->right && prcB->left >= prcA->left)  { 
         return true; 
      } 
   } 
 
   // no intersection 
   return false; 
} 
 
void CSwarmWorld::fixUnitLocation(CUnit* unit) 
{ 
   // get unit's co ords 
   point16_t pt; 
   memcpy(&pt, unit->getLocation(), sizeof(point16_t)); 
 
   // set max limits 
   if (pt.x >= m_size.x) { 
      pt.x = m_size.x - 1; 
      unit->setLastXVelocity(-3.0); 
   } else if (pt.x < 0) { 
      pt.x = 0; 
      unit->setLastXVelocity(3.0); 
   } 
 
   if (pt.y >= m_size.y) { 
      pt.y = m_size.y - 1; 
      unit->setLastYVelocity(-3.0); 
   } else if (pt.y < 0) { 
      pt.y = 0; 
      unit->setLastYVelocity(3.0); 
   } 
 
   unit->setLocation(pt.x, pt.y); 
} 
 
bool CSwarmWorld::groupBFound(CUnit* unit) 
{ 
   // get unit's sight rectangle (rectangle binding unit's "sight" boundaries) 
   rect16_t sight; 
   unit->getSightRect(&sight, &m_size); 
 
   for (uint16_t x = sight.left; x < sight.right; ++x) { 
      for (uint16_t y = sight.top; y < sight.bottom; ++y) { 
         CLocation* location = (CLocation*)get(x, y); 
         const CUnit* locationunit = location ? location->getUnit() : 0; 
          
         // unit in group B found 
         if (locationunit && locationunit->getColour() == UnitColourB) { 
            return true; 
         } 
      } 
   } 
 
   return false; 
} 
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bool CSwarmWorld::targetFound(CUnit* unit) 
{ 
   // ensure unit is scattering. 
   const CUnit* targetUnit = unit->getTargetUnit(); 
   assert(targetUnit); 
 
   // get unit's sight rectangle (rectangle binding unit's "sight" boundaries) 
   rect16_t sight; 
   unit->getSightRect(&sight, &m_size); 
 
   // check if target unit in bounds of sight rectangle. 
   const point16_t* location = targetUnit->getLocation(); 
   if (location->x < sight.left || location->x >= sight.right) 
      return false; 
 
   if (location->y < sight.top || location->y >= sight.bottom) 
      return false; 
 
   return true; 
} 
 
void CSwarmWorld::delegateAllUnits() 
{ 
   LINKLISTITEM* itemA = m_listUnitsA.getHead(); 
   LINKLISTITEM* itemB = m_listUnitsB.getHead(); 
 
   while (itemA) { 
      CUnit* a = (CUnit*)itemA->pItem; 
 
      // loop list b 
      if (! itemB || ! itemB->pItem) { 
         itemB = m_listUnitsB.getHead(); 
         assert(itemB && itemB->pItem); 
      } 
 
      // assign 
      a->setTargetUnit((const CUnit*)itemB->pItem); 
       
      itemA = itemA->pNext; 
      itemB = itemB->pNext; 
   } 
} 
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1155))  EEvvaalluuaattiioonn  

The work done on this project, has helped produce in full, solutions to the 
chosen objectives.  The project has considered three options of how the 
seekers were able to travel towards the settlers.  Of those, only one solution 
satisfied partially the objectives (the other two solutions were able to fully 
satisfy the objectives).  Each of the solutions presented, were very different 
than each other.  This showed me how possible it was to achieve multiple 
solutions to a single problem, by applying different approaches.   
 
Particularly, not only have the objectives been reached in their full 
specification.  One reason why this project was chosen was to enhance 
knowledge for a future career.  That knowledge has not only been valued, but 
also proved useful in applying the techniques learnt in some of my projects.  
The project in itself was also fun to work on and I would certainly look forward 
to have another opportunity to work on something similar.   
 
I now have learnt the proper way to do research and the importance of getting 
information, only from valid sources.  The study guide has also provided 
guidance to me in learning what a literature survey is, and how one would go 
about searching for information and tracking research.  
 
The completion of the project fitted very well with the planned schedule; with 
the project being completed slightly earlier.  Mistakes identified, were 
documented during the process.  Initially I have taken too long to find the 
correct focal point of the topic.  However, I later learnt that this was part of 
the research process.  I have also spent time researching without documenting 
at the initial phases of the project.  Later I learnt how to document a research 
process properly, affecting the approach taken for such research to take place 
as the project progressed.  The project would also have been a little bit more 
complete if collision detection, shortest path analysis and obstacles were 
introduced – alas, that would have been too much to cover in the stipulated 
time.  
 
If I were to repeat a similar project, I would already know how to do proper 
research study.  As a result, I would be able to apply this methodology with 
experience.  I would also try to keep standard naming conventions in several 
areas of a project, right from the start.   

  


